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Executive Summary
This report is Deliverable D5 of the MarRINav Stage 1 project, describing the conceptual
architecture of a system-of-systems to provide resilient high-integrity Positioning, Navigation
and Timing (PNT) as part of UK maritime Critical National Infrastructure (CNI). The concept
aims to provide suitable navigation capability during long periods of GNSS degradation or loss,
for all types of commercial vessels and leisure craft, throughout the waters of the 200NM
Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ) of the UK and Ireland, as well as in ports (including land-side
operations in ports). The report describes the principles of a unified shore-based conceptual
architecture, which combine PNT and communications technologies to underpin future aidsto-navigation and e-Navigation services within the timeframe to 2030.
The conceptual solution considers principally UK sovereign solutions that complement GNSS
(specifically GPS, Galileo and EGNOS). Terrestrial components of the architecture are
geographically limited to being sited within the UK, insofar as a UK-only solution is feasible,
whilst conforming to international standards and fully supporting international shipping
operations within the EEZ. The architecture extends to operations in ports, with the aim of
ensuring the resilience and integrity of PNT across the land/sea interface in the logistics chain.
A further objective is that the conceptual solution should also have the potential to contribute
to robust PNT capability for land transport and many other applications in the diverse UK
sectors impacted by GNSS vulnerabilities.
The solution is described in the report as a conceptual geographic (physical) architecture of a
system-of-systems and as a conceptual operational architecture. It considers a combination
of terrestrial radio navigation systems that are independent of GNSS, dissimilar and
complementary. These systems are primarily the relatively mature technologies of eLoran
and LOCATA, the less mature Ranging Mode (R-Mode) of the VHF Data Exchange System
(VDES) and the emerging capability of ships’ radars to derive absolute positioning from
imaging of the coastline.
Just as GPS performance varies fundamentally with physical factors (e.g. number of satellites,
geometry of the user’s sightlines to satellites, signals’ propagation delays through the earth’s
atmosphere and radio noise environment at the receiver), terrestrial radio navigation
depends similarly on the number of transmitters, their locations, transmission paths and
reception of their signals. The siting of shore-based transmitters is crucial to the resulting
reach and area coverage of the resilient PNT service that can be achieved by the maritime
CNI. Hence the geographic architecture of transmitters is crucial in providing the user with
appropriate signals to establish sufficient positioning accuracy and integrity over as wide a
coverage area as possible. This applies to all radionavigation systems that use the signal’s time
of arrival to determine position, to wide area systems such as eLoran, regional area systems
such as VDES R-Mode and local area systems such as LOCATA.
Within the present MarRINav analysis, siting of eLoran transmitters has been determined
judiciously to maximise both PNT service coverage and cost-effectiveness. This is achieved
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through the use of locations with existing TV mast infrastructure in the UK, capable of
accommodating current operations simultaneously with relatively low power LF
transmissions, and by maintaining the existing high-power installation at Anthorn. In the case
of VDES R-Mode, sites have been selected predominantly at a subset of existing AIS station
locations that would be expected to be upgraded to VDES in due course. A few additional
VDES R-Mode stations have been considered where the degree of navigational risk indicates
a need for extension of the service coverage area.
The hybrid system-of-systems PNT solution also follows the principle of primarily using the
wide area eLoran system for maximum overall geographic coverage, then supplementing with
regional VDES R-Mode and/or radar absolute positioning to fill capability gaps in the wide
area coverage. This approach generally results in PNT capability being delivered chiefly by
each system standalone within the limits of its specific coverage area. Where more than one
separate PNT solution is available, they can then be combined in the ship’s Multi System
Receiver (MSR) as a loosely-coupled (or tightly-coupled for wider coverage) integrated
navigation solution. This combination of the systems provides the user with the overall best
estimate of the vessel’s position, with a level of integrity, availability and continuity that is
better than each individual system.
In total, six eLoran transmitters are proposed to comprise a UK-only baseline eLoran system.
The five lower power locations are distributed widely towards the extremities of the UK land
mass at existing TV masts, with an innovative method of using integral parts of the mast’s
supporting infrastructure as the antenna. One lower-power eLoran transmitter site is
considered in each of Shetland, Northern Ireland and Scotland, with a further two located at
the east and west extremities of southern England.
The resulting UK baseline eLoran provides extensive coverage of maritime positioning
capability with integrity and availability at 10 metres (95%) accuracy for 9 out of the 10 UK
most major ports (considered by economic value of goods in transit) and their maritime
approaches and beyond this delivers 20 metres (95%) accuracy for extensive regions of the
UK EEZ. This baseline also covers many of the areas of highest navigational risks of collision
or grounding, such as around the Solent and the Humber.
With international cooperation, the UK baseline eLoran system’s coverage could be extended
significantly with the use of a single additional transmitter in mainland Europe. In particular,
analysis has shown that re-establishing (and possibly upgrading) the transmitter at Sylt in
Germany would greatly extend the coverage to the east across the UK EEZ. This would fill a
notable gap in UK-only eLoran coverage, at the Port of Dover, the Dover Straits and an area
of higher risk associated with approaches to the Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) to the north
east of Dover. The infrastructure at Sylt, although mothballed and not currently transmitting,
remains in place and renewed eLoran transmissions are feasible. The strategic and policy
implications of a European eLoran transmitter would need to be considered further.
Additionally, the study has found that the hybrid solution of UK-only eLoran augmented by
UK-only VDES R-Mode would fill the capability gap in the environmentally sensitive area in
the vicinity of the Pentland Firth and Orkney Islands. However, this solution would only
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partially fill gaps in capability at the Port of Dover and two key areas of higher navigational
risk: the Dover Straits and the TSS to the north east. Total coverage of these gaps around
Dover require cooperation with France on VDES R-Mode, involving just three French VDES
stations to be established as upgrades to existing AIS stations at Calais and its surroundings,
thereby serving the entire high risk area of the Channel on both the UK and French sides.
France would be expected to have the obligation to fulfil the requirements on its half of La
Manche and would benefit equally. The strategic and policy implications of such cooperation
have not been considered at this stage of the project, although it is noted that R-Mode
currently appears as a prime candidate for maritime PNT backup technology within the EC’s
draft Implementation Plan to progress the resilient PNT solutions of the European Radio
Navigation Plan (ERNP). Even so the requirement for French cooperation has not been
considered in the roadmap, nor has it been confirmed that VDES R-Mode is planned to be
implemented by France at this stage. This consideration of international political is deemed
to be outside the scope of work of MarRINav Stage 1, which is concerned only with
infrastructure requirements from a UK perspective.
The addition of radar absolute positioning within the hybrid PNT solution would appear to
offer some benefit in areas close to the coast (e.g. 12 NM territorial waters) with natural land
features or by enhancing the radar image with passive reflectors or eRacons. The Straits of
Dover is one area that could benefit, but this technique is relatively immature technically and
needs further development.
The study of the system-of-systems performance and service coverage area leads to the
following recommendations.
R1.

Results of MarRINav Stage 1 investigation of the conceptual maritime PNT architecture
should be presented to the UK government’s Blackett Report Implementation Group
(BRIG) - and its associated PNT Strategy Group coordinated by UK Space Agency - to
inform the future of maritime and wider sector CNI solutions.

R2.

A proof-of-concept real-world demonstrator, supported by appropriate models and
simulation, should be developed and evaluated within a maritime test-bed at a local
scale to inform more detailed design of the hybrid system-of-systems solution.
(Deliverables D7 and D10 discuss this in more detail). The scope and funding for a
MarRINav Stage 2 project for proof-of-concept should be determined in consultation
with UK government, UK Space Agency and ESA.

R3.

Under the aegis of a proof-of-concept demonstrator, the technical maturity and risk
reduction of the following areas should be progressed to a higher Technology Readiness
Level: (i) development of VDES R-Mode; (ii) demonstration of the proposed method of
utilising existing TV station infrastructure for the implementation of lower-power
eLoran transmissions; (iii) technical proving of the methods of precise Time transfer
from NPL (or the National Timing Centre) source of UTC and the forward transfer of
precise Time via eLoran to VDES R-Mode stations and cross-sector users; (iv) research
of radar absolute positioning to determine its potential performance for regions with
varying levels of radar feature conspicuity.
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R4.

The strategic, policy and economic implications of cooperating with neighbouring
maritime administrations outside of the UK should be discussed with the UK
government (BRIG and DfT) for the specific cases of: (i) cooperation with Germany to
establish eLoran transmissions from the existing Sylt station which has retained
significant infrastructure; (ii) cooperation with France to establish VDES R-Mode
operations from three existing AIS stations around Calais, operating VDES R-Mode on
both sides of the Channel to provide resilient positioning coverage to the key ports of
Dover and Calais, the Dover Straits and the surrounding higher-risk navigational areas
of the Channel and its approaches.
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1

Introduction

1.1

WP4 Scope and Objectives

MarRINav WP4 addresses the options for maritime critical national infrastructure (CNI)
conceptual architectures to deliver resilient, high-integrity PNT solutions, scalable to UK
national level. The objective of the conceptual architecture is to provide adequate navigation
performance for all types of commercial vessels and leisure craft throughout the waters of
the 200 nautical mile (NM) Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ) of the UK and Ireland, as well as
in ports and the port hinterland.
This WP forms the technical core of the MarRINav project, by describing the principles of a
unified shore-based conceptual architecture, together with vessel-based and space-based
elements of the complete position, navigation and timing (PNT) architecture, which combine
PNT and communications technologies underpinning future aids-to-navigation and eNavigation services. The aim is to provide all mariners with the potential for resilient, high
integrity navigation if equipped with suitable receivers and data processing. In particular, in
the case of ships governed by the IMO SOLAS regulations, the conceptual architecture must
support the use of on-board hybridisation of navigation technologies such as implemented in
a future type approved multi-constellation multi-system receiver (MSR).
The scope considers (insofar as possible) principally UK sovereign solutions to augment and
complement GNSS (potentially including SBAS/EGNOS). This means, with the exception of
GNSS and SBAS, that the resulting PNT capability should be largely independent of operational
assets, data communications or non-GNSS radionavigation signals not under the control of
the UK. This implies that terrestrial components of the architecture (with the exception of
GNSS space and ground segments) are most likely geographically limited to being sited within
the UK. It is a fundamental objective that the UK should be able to guarantee a recognised
level of PNT service availability to mariners within the UK EEZ, addressing the variable degree
of navigational risk across the area. However, the UK solution must conform to international
standards and fully support international shipping operations within the EEZ.
Whilst the conceptual architecture for this phase of the MarRINav project is necessarily at a
relatively high level of abstraction, it must consider many practical aspects that determine
the feasibility of its implementation, its cost effectiveness, operational efficiency and
cybersecurity. The work package first derives a high level architecture of a system-of-systems,
and progresses to consider the geographical and operational architectures.
At the functional level, common or loosely associated elements of constituent systems can
be identified to group functions together for efficiency and reduced cost. At the physical level,
the geographic locations of architectural elements are important, in view of possible colocation, separation and redundancy of system components. The objective is an architectural
solution that balances efficiency with robustness to system or component failures. The
number and geographic distribution of radionavigation transmitters is an especially important
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consideration, providing the geometry of signals received by the observer to establish
sufficient horizontal positioning accuracy and integrity over as wide a coverage area as
possible.

1.2

Aims for Specific Concept Descriptions

The conceptual architecture for resilient high-integrity PNT solutions must apply across both
the sea domain and across the sea-land interface. It aims to span maritime operations at sea,
berth-to-berth for all voyage phases, cargo/passenger handling in ports and onward transfer
to inland destinations. Hence, an aim of the conceptual descriptions is ideally to embrace
solutions for a large portion of the end-to-end journey, especially for multimodal logistics
across the entire supply chain. There is a focus on the maritime and port operations, but also
recognition of solutions that add value for inland transport, offering an attractive wider costbenefit contribution. Although ideally, the ultimate aim would be a single unified conceptual
architecture, the descriptions in Stage 1 of MarRINav will necessarily divide into maritime and
land segments, as the available technologies with capability for each domain differ. The two
highest-level functional architecture descriptions will separately consider maritime and land
solutions. The maritime architecture will support all mariners, but especially vessels that
deploy a form of Multi System Receiver (MSR). The land architecture will focus on port
operations for the movement of cargo around the port and into its hinterland. Common
systems contributing to both maritime and port architectures will be clearly identified.
The architecture descriptions aim to facilitate an increasing level of detail through a wellestablished system-of-systems engineering approach of decomposition. However, these
descriptions will explain the concepts and principles but not progress to a detailed level of
design that would be necessary for system prototyping and eventual full implementation. At
this conceptual level, functional block diagrams are successively broken down to more
detailed levels with the purpose and technical approach for each block described. The
relationship between functions is then outlined, identifying their linkages, dependencies and
the function of data flows at their interfaces.
Description of the conceptual architecture in physical terms is also important, not least with
the aim of achieving good geometries of transmitter sightlines from observers throughout the
desired PNT service coverage area. Received signal geometry is fundamental to the accuracy,
integrity, continuity and availability of PNT solutions from individual and hybrid technologies
if the backup systems are to achieve an adequate level of service. Hence, potentially viable
locations for transmitters and other physical system components are identified within a
MarRINav Geographic Information System (GIS).
The service area of coverage for each candidate physical solution, including the effects of
combinations of transmitter sites, powers and signal losses can be mapped around the UK’s
coastline and inland. By choosing the locations of transmitters, signal monitors and control
infrastructure, the coverage will be optimised and redundancy provided to ensure resilience.
Analysis of the architectural options recognises that the same level of PNT performance is not
needed everywhere: in places where there is high-density complex traffic, the solution may
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require more system redundancy, whereas this may not be necessary in areas with either
little traffic or where the navigational risk is low. For future sustainability, the design should
be modular such that resilience can be increased if the local requirements become more
stringent.
As far as possible, the same infrastructure will also be used to support other non-maritime
applications, especially for the improved connectivity and minimal replication of
infrastructure elements. This latter consideration is of particular importance for the wide area
distribution of precise time throughout the UK to diverse users in many sectors, for example
for power distribution, telecommunications and financial services, since the maritime
transmitters will themselves require precise time at many remote locations across the UK.

1.3

Interconnections with Other Work Packages

WP4 provides the synthesis of the technologies and system-of-systems into a cost-effective
conceptual architecture. It lies at the core of the MarRINav Stage 1 project and interconnects
with other work packages as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – Interconnections between MarRINav Work Packages.
Construction of the conceptual architecture is driven by the requirements and constraints captured in
WP1. It uses the information of individual technologies and their capabilities that have been derived
in WPs 2 and 3.
WP4 also provides the key information for cost benefit analysis (CBA) in WP5. It does this by
determining the mix and numbers of elements needed in the system-of-systems solution which drive
the costs. Cost-effectiveness is analysed by deriving the performance of solution architectures and the
extent of the service coverage area from which benefits are quantified. An iterative process between
WPs 4 and 5 enabled sensitivity analysis within the CBA to point to the most attractive architecture
options and how these can be realised within WP4.
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WP4 also provides core information for stakeholders and users and feedback on its results was an
important objective for the second stakeholder workshop held in December 2019.
The roadmap derivation in WP7 and Development Plan in WP4 require a baseline conceptual
architecture as a starting point for planning of more detailed design, prototyping, test-beds and
demonstration. This will also lead to a better understanding of how the eventual implementation
could be achieved at national scale, the steps and timescales involved and the interdependencies with
other programmes. Examples of these associated developments are multi-constellation GNSS, eNavigation and the Maritime Connectivity Platform (MCP), all of which will subsequently have an
impact on the solution architecture.

1.4

High Level Conceptual Architecture

The High Level Conceptual Architecture for the Resilient PNT system-of-systems proposed by
the MaRINav project describes the service that the system is to provide, and the boundaries
within which it is to be available. This provides a high level indicative structure of the overall
solution. The proposed system is a hybrid system-of-systems, and an indication of the likely
component systems is given here.
1.4.1 System Boundaries and External Interactions
1.4.1.1 Geographical System Boundary
It is the aim of the MaRINav project to consider the provision of a Resilient PNT solution
throughout the waters of the 200 NM Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of the UK and Ireland,
in addition to the 12 mile limit of UK and Irish Territorial Waters, within which the General
Lighthouse Authorities of the UK and Ireland provide Aids to Navigation. It is intended in
principle, and as far as practicable, that the proposed hybrid PNT system should utilise
infrastructure located entirely within UK borders, but the need to provide coverage of Irish
EEZ waters may require the use of some regional and local infrastructure in Ireland. The
minimum set of infrastructure located in Ireland needed to provide an acceptable solution
should be identified if required. Figure 2 shows the extent of the UK and Ireland Territorial
and EEZ waters.
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Figure 2 - The extent of the UK and Irish maritime administrative boundaries; territorial waters
and Exclusive Economic Zones.

1.4.1.2 System Boundary for Voyage and Port Phases
It is intended, as defined in WP1 document D1, that the coverage of the proposed RPNT
system-of-systems should be guided by the Required Navigation Performance (RNP)
parameters defined by international maritime organisations. IMO resolution IMO A.915 lists
Required Navigation Performance requirements for the different phases of the navigation of
a vessel voyage, and IALA R.129 provides equivalent requirements for backup systems. The
different phases include Oceanic, Coastal, Port Approaches, and Ports. More detailed
definitions are provided in WP1 D1, however briefly: the Oceanic phase is generally beyond
50 NM or the limit of the continental shelf. The Coastal phase is within 50 NM where a safe
path is available. Port Approach describes the transition between less restricted Coastal
waters and the more restricted waters near and within Ports, often using well defined
channels. The Port phase is navigation within the confines of ports and harbours, in the
vicinity of berths.
The guidelines for the required performance for the different phases will be followed in
generating the architecture of the Resilient PNT system. In so doing, two principles will also
govern a cost effective solution:
•

Considering provision of resilient PNT signals and information as future GLA services,
the system solution will satisfy obligations of the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)
Convention, in particular to “…provide...such Aids to Navigation as the volume of
traffic justifies and the degree of risk requires…”, hence the predicted capability may
be accepted to vary accordingly in different parts of the EEZ. Degree of risk will be
included as a geographical requirement as seen in a later section of this report.
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•

Recognising that performance capabilities of individual and hybrid backup PNT
technologies used as a backup to GNSS will generally not be as high as GNSS (when
available), less stringent performance than that demanded by formal requirements
may still offer maritime operational value that can be considered within a cost-benefit
analysis of solutions. Indeed it is considered by many that the accuracy of a PNT
system is considered less important than the provision of integrity – the mariner must
be told when something has gone wrong.

Although the MarRINav system boundary does not extend beyond maritime and port
operations (including land side operations within the port), some aspects of MarRINav
solutions may offer benefits to other sectors. These external interactions are potentially
highly valuable and although described qualitatively they will not be evaluated within the cost
benefit analysis of Work Package 5. It is an aim of the project that the improved resilience
and integrity of the solution should also be capable of application across the land-sea
interface, through port operations, to include the land side logistics operations beyond,
supporting the trend towards multimodal, end-to-end logistics operations management, with
opportunities to access inherent efficiencies.
It is intended that a single unified architecture should provide solutions for both maritime and
land domains, and that different combinations of component technologies would be
applicable for the two domains, as different technologies would be employed for different
phases of voyages through the EEZ waters. Figure 3 [1] [2] shows the component phases of a
logistics chain with maritime and land legs, transiting through a port, for which the proposed
conceptual architecture should provide a solution up to the system boundary

Figure 3 - Multimodal Logistics Chain with Maritime and Land Legs. Modified from Source:
CAPITALS Project [1] [2].
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1.4.1.3 System Boundary with External Applications
Figure 4 depicts the MarRINav system boundary providing resilient high-integrity PNT to
external applications on-board vessels, in ports and for the blue economy applications.
The MarRINav system contains the UK CNI architectures required for maritime and port PNT,
supporting wide area and local area PNT solutions respectively. Also, within the system
boundary are the functions of the receiver and PNT processing, both shipboard and in ports,
although these are shown with dashed boundaries recognising that authority for these
elements generally lies with commercial shipping and ports operators.
In the case of SOLAS vessels, the IMO performance standard and future IEC test specification
for type approved multi system receivers provides a regulatory framework within which the
MarRINav outputs can be used to inform and influence the most cost-effective solutions. It is
crucial that the maritime and port CNI is matched to the variety of shipboard and ports’
receivers and PNT processing capabilities if solutions are to be effective; further
development, completion and promulgation of the standard IMO MSR in the 2030 timeframe
is essential to enable this.

Figure 4 – The MarRINav System Boundary.

1.4.2 Overarching Conceptual Architecture
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the overarching conceptual architecture, spanning PNT and
communications technologies that are to be considered for incorporation in a hybrid system,
depicting principal PNT information flows. The diagrams also illustrate the external systems
that are an important context for the MarRINav solution. Figure 5 shows the architecture
relevant to maritime and marine operations (including shipping and blue economy
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applications) while Figure 6 shows a similar architecture relevant for land-side operations of
ports.
The PNT and communications technologies included in the conceptual architecture are either
already mature or expected to reach maturity within the 2030 timeframe considered by
MarRINav.

Figure 5 - Initial Conceptual Architecture: Maritime.
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Figure 6 - Initial Conceptual Architecture: Landside.

1.5

Principles of the Analysis Process

The information presented in this document will follow a set of principles of analysis in order
to ensure the complex information presented demonstrates rationality, is clear and the story
of the construction of the architecture flows logically from one step to the next.
Principle 1: WP3 has identified the following candidate RPNT systems for inclusion within this
architectural description:
1. STL – likely applicable to Ocean Phase pending trials
2. eLoran – technology is well established, with standards available and proven
technology
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3. VDES R-Mode – under development, but likely more stable performance than MF RMode
4. Radar Absolute Positioning - standalone SLAM based image matching technique, with
eRacons or passive reflectors at locations where extra radar image change information
is required
5. LOCATA – a local system based on pseudolites known as “locatalites” suitable for
coverage of port areas
6. An on-board Dead Reckoning system based on Doppler Velocity Log, North seeking
gyrocompass and IMU will be integrated with the above systems
The reader is referred to Work Package 3 Deliverable D4 for a more complete description of
each of the above listed systems.
Principle 2: WP1 has identified a number of General Operational Requirements (recreated in
0). Traceability to these requirements shall be demonstrated when establishing the
architecture.
Principle 3: WP1 has identified a method of producing geographical requirements via a
MarRINav Geographical Information System (GIS). Traceability to these requirements shall be
demonstrated when establishing the geographical architecture.
Principle 4: The architecture description will follow The Scenario presented in WP1, in
particular it will consider the General Navigation voyage phases; ocean, coastal, port
approach, port, and port-landside operations
Principle 5: The architectural description will be broken down into the conceptual
geographical architecture and the conceptual operational architecture.
Principle 6: The Conceptual Geographical Architecture describes the physical principles of
the geographical locations of the solution need to be considered at architectural level,
however those locations will not be fixed at this stage. The driver for this is the location of the
various transmitters of the various proposed RPNT radionavigation systems. It will be
constructed and analysed in the order of wide-area coverage PNT systems first, followed by
more local-area capable systems in order to fill in gaps in coverage of the previously
considered wide-area systems.
Principle 7: The Conceptual Operational Architecture is a high level indicative structure of
the overall solution, from an operational perspective, which describes the constituent parts
and how they interrelate, including representative data flows between the blocks that
constitute the architecture. This architecture description will take advantage of
commonalities identified within each of the identified RPNT option systems identified in
Principle 1.
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1.6

Report Contents

This introductory Section Error! Reference source not found. has presented the principles of
analysis and the high level conceptual architecture, outlining the high level structures and
system boundaries, including voyage phases and ports and interaction with external
infrastructure. This section has also presented the architectural context and components,
including an initial conceptual architecture from the point of view of the maritime and
landside domains.
Section 0, next, presents the Conceptual Geographical Architecture beginning with the
overarching requirements from an economic and navigational risk point of view and begins
the process of exploring the coverage performance of the main candidate systems; eLoran,
VDES R-Mode and radar absolute positioning. We outline the principles and considerations of
the integration of these systems, the characteristics of the RPNT systems that affect coverage,
and outline the constraints brought about by the geometry of the landmass of the UK.
Section 0 presents the Conceptual Operational Architecture, breaking the systems-of-systems
into a number of blocks, which are then each explained in outline; including transmitters,
reference stations, Control Centres etc. Representative data flows between the blocks that
constitute the architecture are also presented in outline using SysML.
Section 4 presents the summary and conclusions of the report, with recommendations to be
considered for further work.
Eight annexes are included in this report, which cover more detailed information regarding
general operational requirements, coverage prediction assumptions, UTC time dissemination
and other more detailed information that is documented in order to carry forward the work
into subsequent project stages.
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2

Conceptual Geographical Architecture

2.1

Introduction

In this section we introduce and further develop the geographical architecture of the
proposed solution. We review the principles of analysis here:
Principle 1 states that WP3 has identified the following candidate RPNT systems for inclusion
within the geographical architectural analysis:
1. STL – likely applicable to Ocean Phase pending trials
2. eLoran – technology is well established, with standards available and proven
technology
3. VDES R-Mode – under development, but likely more stable performance than MF RMode
4. Radar Absolute Positioning - standalone SLAM based image matching technique, with
eRacons or passive reflectors at locations where extra radar image change information
is required
5. LOCATA – a local system based on pseudolites known as “locatalites” suitable for local
coverage of port areas
6. An on-board Dead Reckoning system based on Doppler Velocity Log, North seeking
gyrocompass and IMU will be integrated with the above systems
Each of the six systems identified above may be employed standalone, as separate PNT
systems. Some of them may also be employed integrated, either with all others, or in groups.
The level of integration depends on the most suitable form of the coupling between the
systems, for which further details are described in Deliverable D6 from WP4; they can be:
1. Loosely coupled in the position domain
2. Tightly coupled in pseudorange domain
Principle 3: WP1 has identified a method of producing geographical requirements via a
MarRINav Geographical Information System (GIS). Traceability to these requirements shall be
demonstrated when establishing the geographical architecture.
The drivers for UK Resilient PNT coverage are:
1. The Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of the UK and Ireland; deemed to be the locations
of various Blue Economy applications (see WP1 output deliverable D1)
2. The different voyage phases, in consideration with the degree of risk of collision
3. Navigational risk requirement - based on collision risk as determined from historical
AIS data analysis through the use of IALA’s IWRAP software tool [3].
4. Economic requirement - based on a historical record of the value of cargo that has
been transferred through a number of UK ports
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Principle 6: The Conceptual Geographical Architecture will be constructed and analysed in
the order of wide-area coverage PNT systems first, followed by more local-area capable
systems in order to fill in gaps in coverage of the previously considered wide-area systems.
Reference shall be made to the individual voyage phases identified in The Scenario of WP1.
Using a system with as wide a coverage area as possible reduces the need for complex and
numerous installations of transmitters, monitoring stations, communications links and power
supplies. This analysis will explore the possibilities of employing capable wide area systems
first, and then investigate where we need to resort to more local area systems.

Table 1 summarises the systems, the available integration options and the particular voyage
phase covered by each, along with the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of each system.
System (and type)

Integration Coupling Notes and Comments TRL1

STL
(radionavigation)

Standalone, Loose

Ocean or Coastal phase
only, based on Doppler
measurements

4

Standalone, Loose, Tight

Coastal and Port Approach
Pseudoranging
radionavigation system.
Tight coupling preferred

7
(use of TV mast
antennas
and
synchronisation
to
UTC at lower TRL)

eLoran
(radionavigation)

VDES R-Mode
(radionavigation)

Radar
Positioning
(radar)

Standalone, Loose, Tight

Absolute
Standalone, Loose

Locata
(radionavigation)

Standalone, Loose, Tight

Dead Reckoning
(on-board sensor based)

Standalone, Loose

Coastal and Port Approach
Pseudoranging
radionavigation system.
Tight coupling preferred
Coastal and Port Approach
Radar image correlation
system. Tight coupling
possible with eRacons or
other transponders as
required
Port Phase sea and land
side
Pseudoranging
radionavigation system
with local infrastructure.
All voyage phases.
Shipborne internal sensor
based system.
Provides smoothing and
holdover
in
the
positioning domain. Main
PNT output derived from
DR calibrated with other
systems.

Table 1 – Systems and their options for integration.
1

TRL Levels are defined, and expanded upon in, MarRINav Deliverable D7

4

3 (Radar SLAM)
5 (eRacon based)

9
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From
Table 1 it can be seen that, in the main, only the eLoran, VDES R-Mode and LOCATA (subject
to external sychronisstion) radionavigation systems are considered systems capable of
providing the opportunity for tightly coupled integration at the pseudorange level within the
Multi-System Receiver.
There may be an opportunity to tightly couple with radar ranges from eRacons, where they
become available. However this is a much more straightforward proposition for radar, an
inherently two-way ranging system, than for one-way ranging based radionavigation systems
as we shall see later. For now though, we note the possibility of tightly coupling radar, but
make no further comment upon it in this section.
eLoran and VDES R-Mode are radionavigation systems that work in a very similar way to GNSS,
except that they are terrestrial systems, with transmitters based on the surface of the Earth.
As such, they provide only horizontal positioning, but the algorithms for position fixing are
similar to those for GNSS, with similar considerations required for the three main effects on
PNT performance:
1. Dilution of Precision (DOP) - the effect on accuracy, integrity, continuity and
availability performance of the geometry of the locations of the transmitters around
the user.
2. The number of pseudoranges (transmitters) required to compute a position solution
and provide integrity.
3. The effect of any variance and bias (lumped together as User Equivalent Range Error
– UERE) on the measured pseudoranges:
a. Variance occurs due to atmospheric noise, interference, clock jitter at the
transmitter, receiver end signal channel variations.
b. Bias occurs due to unmitigated propagation channel delays, and transmitter
timing offsets.
All of the above have an effect on:
1. The coverage performance of the PNT system(s), and therefore,
2. The amount of infrastructure that is needed to be provided by the service provider,
and therefore the financial cost of providing a reliable and operational system;
3. The structure and functioning of the user’s receiver, and therefore the cost of the
users’ equipment aboard ship.
These three points are the primary considerations of the MarRINav project and it is this Work
Package’s intention to answer these points and provide an indication of the issues required
to be resolved to optimise the architecture for RPNT for the UK.
We explore each in turn next.
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2.1.1 Dilution of Precision
To explain the effect of DOP on terrestrial systems, we can draw parallels with the effect as
seen on GNSS. The arrangement of GNSS satellites in the sky affects the accuracy of GNSS
positioning.
In order to form a position solution, four pseudoranges are required to be measured from
four separate satellites, which thus provide four simultaneous equations required to solve for
four unknown parameters; the position of the receiver’s antenna in 3-dimensional space
(X,Y,Z) and the time offset (∆t) of the receiver’s built in crystal oscillator from the GNSS
constellations’ system time.
The ideal arrangement from the point of view of the user is one satellite directly overhead
and three others equally spaced in azimuth near the horizon. In reality of course the receiver
will use all pseudorange measurements from all satellites in view. As long as those satellites
are distributed equally around the sky, then DOP should be low enough to provide an accurate
position solution.
By analogy, the DOP for terrestrial systems works the same way, however the transmitters
are now constrained to the surface of the Earth and we equally constrain ourselves to talking
about HDOP (Horizontal Dilution Of Precision). There are no transmitters directly overhead,
BUT for minimum DOP the user’s receiver ideally needs to receive signals from transmitters
equally spaced in azimuth around its location; of course, given the nature of the UK coastline
this ideal situation is not going to be available in most maritime locations.
Should the GNSS satellites, or indeed the terrestrial system’s transmitters, be clustered in one
part of the sky, or to one side of the user, then DOP increases drastically and position accuracy
deteriorates rapidly.
Figure 7 shows the 24 hour average global HDOP for GPS. Since GPS satellites have inclined
orbits such that the maximum latitude at which the satellites transit the zenith is 55°N, or
55°S, the HDOP worsens (increases) in a band between the equator and the poles. In this band
most satellites appear towards the south (in the northern hemisphere) or north (in the
southern hemisphere), until a point in latitude is reached where satellites “over the top” of
the pole can be seen.
Similarly for terrestrial systems, such as eLoran, we see the accuracy performance degrade
significantly in locations where there are no transmitters surrounding the user, as can be
seen in Figure 8 which shows one proposed solution for the locations of UK eLoran
transmitters (see also Section 0). If the user happens to be within the regions outside of the
blue 10 m (95%) position accuracy contour then HDOP increases rapidly. Figure 9 shows a
similar plot, illustrating the performance that could have been achieved during the time of
the NELS Loran transmitters; eLoran signals have a long range, providing potential coverage
over a wide area.
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Figure 7 – Average Horizontal Dilution of Precision for 24 hours employing a nominal 27-satellite
GPS constellation.

Figure 8 – MarRINav GIS plot showing accuracy coverage contours of UK based eLoran. Blue = 10
m (95%), Green = 20 m (95%) and Red = 30 m (95%).
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Figure 9 – Potential eLoran accuracy performance during the time of the Northwest European
Loran System (NELS) transmitters external to the UK up to the end of 2015. Accuracy performance
is best with stations located all around the user.

2.1.2 Number of Pseudoranges in the Position Solution
As of December 2019 there are 32 satellites in the GPS constellation, 30 of which are in
operation. Galileo currently has a constellation of 26 satellites, while Glonass provides 24
operational satellites and Beidou 33. The combination of these systems gives a total of 114
GNSS satellites in orbit around the Earth. In the future multi-constellation environment there
will be many GNSS satellites visible to the user at any one time, making all-in-view PNT
solutions resilient to individual satellite and signal failures (and user applications likewise
resilient, provided timely integrity information and computation is available).
This is not necessarily true for terrestrial PNT systems, which by their very nature are regional
rather than global, where infrastructure is constrained to be installed at locations on the
surface of the Earth in locations that are optimised to provide adequate HDOP for the users’
applications operating in specific geographical areas. Sufficient pseudoranges need to be
provided for integrity and availability, in addition to meeting the HDOP required to provide
the accuracy needed, and solving receiver clock offsets from system time.
In the future, Galileo will broadcast the system time offset value between itself and GPS so
that receivers will be able to integrate pseudoranges from both systems within the PNT
solution. Similarly, any mix of terrestrial PNT radionavigation systems will require system time
synchronisation between the various proposed systems, for example eLoran and VDES
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R-Mode, if the user is to take advantage of integrating pseudoranges from each system
(tightly coupled integration); we discuss options for this in 0.
If this system time synchronisation is not available, then each system will need to be
standalone, implying the need for more shore-side transmitters for each system in order to
provide low enough HDOP for each system alone to provide positioning solutions that meet
the requirements of users’ applications. Any integration would then have to be performed in
the position domain (loosely coupled integration).
Further, depending on the setup, without integration at the pseudorange level, if one station
of one system covering an area goes offline (for maintenance or because of a fault) then the
whole system becomes unavailable in that region.
Conversely, however, we also have to be careful when designing a tightly coupled system,
since it could be the case that coverage in a region is dependent on a single transmitter of
one of the systems. The result could be that an outage of that single transmitter, perhaps due
to maintenance activities, could destroy the coverage of the entire integrated system.
The result of this is that there needs to be careful analysis of coverage of a system-of-systems
that takes into account the integration methods employed, operational and maintenance
needs, and the need for redundancy within the integrated set.
2.1.3 User Equivalent Range Error (UERE)
User Equivalent Range Error is determined by signal variance and biases, such as atmospheric
noise, multipath, propagation channel delays, timing jitter and offsets. Many of these factors
are beyond the direct control of the service provider and user, but some are not; specifically
transmitter and receiver timing jitter and offsets.
Any timing offsets, or variances, between components of the system affect the pseudoranges,
by adding biases and variance. A 10 ns timing offset on a particular pseudorange amounts to
an approximate 3 m position error. If the timing offsets are common to each pseudorange
then the offsets will cancel during the position solution computation and appear as an
additional offset in the receiver’s clock.
2.1.4 Time Synchronisation
In a time of emission based radionavigation system there needs to be some information
within the signal, or determined from the signal, that tells the user at what time the signal
was broadcast, or at what time the signal was received. A radionavigation system is generally
synchronised to a time-base that is common to all transmissions within it – we refer to this as
“system time”. This is so that pseudoranges measured by a receiver from one transmitter are
consistent in time compared to those measured from another transmitter of the same
system.
In MarRINav we differentiate between a receiver for disseminating precise time (UTC), and a
receiver used for positioning and navigation.
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2.1.4.1 A Timing Receiver
A receiver used for UTC time dissemination requires:
1. All pseudoranges to be synchronised to system time
2. The difference between system time and UTC needs to be known, AND
3. The receiver’s clock offset from system time (or UTC) also needs to be known.
Points 1 and 2 can be rationalised by synchronising system-time to UTC at some point in the
network.
2.1.4.2 A Positioning and Navigation Receiver
With a receiver used for positioning and navigation, if ALL transmissions are offset from
system time by equal amounts this does not affect the positioning solution because the offset
will be added to the calculated receiver clock offset, effectively “cancelling out” the offset in
the position solution. Equally, if receiver clock time is widely different from system time, there
is again a cancelling out of the effect in the position solution. A receiver used for positioning
employs the difference in arrival times between signals to compute a position, as such the
fact that the signals may ALL be offset from system time by the same amount does not matter.
Each radionavigation system may have its own “system time”; this is fine if they are to be
used standalone and independently of one another.
However, for a positioning receiver intending to integrate each system at the pseudorange
level, one or more of the following provisions need to be made:
1. There needs to be information available regarding the time offset between the
system-time, along similar lines to that proposed by Galileo for informing users of the
difference between its time-base and GPS,
2. A reference station may be deployed somewhere in the coverage area at which the
system timing offsets are measured by receiving signals from each system, and then
that data is disseminated to users’ receivers,
3. All of the systems should have the same time-base as one of the systems, or
4. All of the systems should have UTC time as the common time-base.
Of the four options outlined above, the preferred method is to synchronise each system to
UTC; this provides the most opportunity and convenience when considering the
interoperability of any proposed radionavigation based RPNT systems, AND is consistent with
timing receivers that depend on the same system (Point 3 of the previous section).
2.1.5 Coverage Prediction Capabilities
The GLA GRAD department has many years of experience in performing coverage analysis for
various radionavigation systems. The coverage prediction plots produced later in this section
include those for MarRINav’s three primary candidate RPNT systems: eLoran, VDES R-Mode
and radar absolute positioning.
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Some details about the assumptions and inputs to the coverage prediction software for each
system are presented in 0. However, MarRINav’s coverage prediction capabilities come with
a number of caveats:
1. The eLoran coverage prediction simulations agree with what has been seen in the
field, and the quite extensive field-strength, sky-wave and accuracy measurements
that have been made by the GLA. This is close to being a fully capable simulator, and
is likely the most capable coverage prediction software in the world. The main missing
component of the software is the coverage prediction of differential-Loran, which
takes into account some incomplete work on spatial-decorrelation performed by the
GLA. However, historical work performed by the United States Coast Guard has
provided heuristic input to the assumptions for this [4] [5].
2. The VDES R-Mode simulation is based on theory and is completely un-tested against
measurements at this stage. The GLA has performed some field-strength
measurements, which have independently verified that the ITU signal-propagation
model is valid for VHF and VDES signals. The accuracy predictions are based on the
assumption that, in a real-world receiver, it is possible to estimate pseudorange
variance based on its relationship with the Signal-to-Noise ratio. This has not been
demonstrated, so cannot at this time be considered with total confidence.
3. The radar coverage prediction, based on Radar SLAM, is novel, and is at an extremely
early phase of development. The approach used in MarRINav is based on a computer
model of the dead reckoning method using the information content of changes of
radar images as a vessel progresses along its voyage. The technique has been
calibrated based on radar positioning measurements taken in the Harwich and
Felixstowe harbour area.
The above caveats are reflected in the TRL for each of the systems as presented in
Table 1.

2.2

Geographical Requirements

In order to demonstrate a clear rationale for the decisions that need to be made in terms of
infrastructure and user equipment provision, and to limit the scope of work during this
MarRINav Phase 1 analysis, we have restricted ourselves to a number of high priority areas
based on characteristic requirements.
As mentioned earlier, the drivers for UK Resilient PNT coverage are:
1. The Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of the UK and Ireland; deemed to be the locations
of various Blue Economy applications (see WP1 output deliverable D1)
2. The different voyage phases, for the most part concerned with the Coastal and Port
Approach General Navigation Voyage Phases
3. Navigational risk requirement - based on collision and grounding risk as determined
from historical AIS data analysis through the use of IALA’s IWRAP software tool [3]
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4. Economic requirement - based on a historical record of the value of cargo that has
been transferred through a number of UK ports
2.2.1 The Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ): Offshore CNI and Blue Economy Applications
Geographical requirements are represented on maps generated by the MarRINav
Geographical Information System (GIS), which is implemented in ArcGIS Pro™ GIS software.
Figure 10 shows the Exclusive Economic Zones of the UK and Ireland within which it can be
expected various Blue Economy applications to be in operation (Figure 11). Ideally, we wish
to cover as much of the EEZ as possible.

Figure 10 - MarRINav GIS showing EEZ zones for UK and Ireland. Also shown for comparison are
existing and prospective windfarm locations and oil/gas fields within the UK EEZ.
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Figure 11 – MarRINav GIS showing areas of windfarms, heritage sites, shellfish and finfish farms
(purple dots), and oil and gas fields (pink regions).

2.2.2 Navigational Risk: Shipping Traffic Patterns and Collision Risk
Figure 12 shows a snapshot of historical marine traffic around the UK coastline. The AIS data
input to this plot consists of eight weeks’ worth of AIS data consisting of two weeks’ worth
from each season of the year; November 2018, and February, May and August 2019. It can be
clearly seen that traffic tends to congregate along similar routes, some are constrained within
channels due to traffic separation schemes (TSS) and port approaches, and others follow
“traditional” coastal routes.
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Figure 12 – Historical AIS marine traffic plot; based on two weeks of data each from November
2018, and February, May and August 2019.

This AIS data was analysed using IALA’s IWRAP software tool [3], a licence for which was
purchased by the GLA specifically for use within the MarRINav project. The results of the
analysis are shown in Figure 13. In this plot, the level of risk is colour coded from yellow,
through orange to red, with the highest risk areas shown as dark blue and purple. To
summarise the results:
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•
•
•

•
•
•

It can be seen that the highest levels of collision risk can be found on the East coast of
the UK, reflecting the traffic density in the region.
The Humber Estuary shows the highest levels of collision risk as vessels come together
in a narrow channel.
While the risk of collision through the Dover Strait is high, it is the region to the North
East of the Dover Strait that can be considered to be of even higher risk because of
the complicated nature of the traffic pattern in that area. In this area vessels converge
as they travel through traffic separation schemes, with acute angles of heading with
respect to each other, and crossing at regular intervals.
In the South of the country, the Solent and the approaches to the port of Southampton
and Portsmouth present high levels of collision risk.
On the West coast of Great Britain it is the Bristol Channel that demonstrates the
highest level of collision risk.
Further North on the West coast, Belfast and Clyde present some of the highest risks
in this particular plot. The environmentally sensitive area of the Orkney Islands and
the Pentland Firth (separating the Orkney Islands from the Scottish mainland) is also
recognised as an important area of significant collision risk.

MarRINav will use the risk hotspots illustrated in Figure 13 as one guide for establishing the
coverage of the RPNT solutions.
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Figure 13 – Hot-spots of collision risk as determined through analysis with IALA’s IWRAP software
tool [3]. Level of risk is colour coded from yellow, through orange to red, with highest risk areas
shown as purple and dark blue.
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2.2.3 Economic Requirement
According to a report developed by “MDS Transmodal” [6]:
The ports industry is generally measured through its physical throughput of tonnages,
containers or trailers handled. However, while such measurement informs in terms of market
share and is vital evidence in deciding on operation and design, it does not necessarily convey
the role that ports play in the wider economy, which would require a measurement of cargo
value.
Table 2 shows the top 18 major ports of the UK by value of goods passing through them in
2014. The major ports appear to account for cargo throughput of a value that equates to
around 28% of total UK GDP. The value of goods through Southampton is marginally lower
than that through Felixstowe. The role of these two ports is therefore most important to the
economy as a whole.
The report from which these figures are derived [6] has used available trade, VAT returns and
port throughput data to estimate the value of goods passing through the major UK ports.
Because around half of the value of these goods are with the EU (and therefore do not pass
through Customs) this estimate cannot be totally accurate but does reflect the control totals
that are available from the National Statistical Office and the Department for Transport.
In summary, it was found that:
•

•
•

•

UK seaports handled an estimated £511 billion worth of goods in 2014, of which £277
billion were exports. These figures can be compared with a total GDP (including all
services) of £1.75 trillion.
The 7 leading import and export ports handled 76% and 77% respectively of the value
of all cargo through UK ports. Cargo is heavily concentrated on a handful of ports.
Of that total value of exports of £277 billion through seaports the leading export port
was Southampton at £40 billion worth of goods. If the value of precious metals is
excluded, this also exceeded the value of all exports to non-EU countries through
Heathrow.
Of the total value of imports (£334 billion), 29% passed through ABP ports. Felixstowe
led with Grimsby & Immingham 2nd and Southampton 5th.

The RPNT coverage analysis presented herein is aimed at assessing each proposed system’s
ability to keep the port open and operating when GNSS is lost or degraded and so preserve
revenue flow through the ports.
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Major Port
Felixstowe
Southampton
Dover
Grimsby and Immingham
London
Liverpool
Tees and Hartlepool
Forth
Milford Haven
Hull
Medway
Holyhead
Bristol
Harwich
Tyne
Portsmouth
Belfast
Clyde
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Value (£ Billion)
74.5
71.3
69.5
61.8
53.4
36.5
17.0
15.9
14.4
11.9
9.9
9.5
9.4
8.9
7.9
6.2
4.7
4.4

Table 2 – UK international trade by estimated value through the major ports in 2014 [6]. Total over
the 18 ports listed here is £487B.

In addition to the navigational risk areas outlined in Section 0, MarRINav will use the major
ports listed in Table 2, and mapped in Figure 14, as a second guide for establishing the
coverage of the RPNT solutions.
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Figure 14 – Map illustrating the locations of the ports listed in Table 2.

2.3

UK eLoran Coverage Analysis

We now present a series of coverage prediction plots in order to analyse the capabilities of a
UK based eLoran system in its ability to provide sufficient coverage for the areas and ports
and navigational risk as identified in the earlier sub-sections.
The GLA eLoran coverage prediction analysis draws on many years of experience of software
development and many measurements made in running the prototype eLoran Initial
Operational Capability (IOC) system [7] [8], and thus is largely evidence-based.
2.3.1 UK Baseline eLoran
We begin with a “UK Baseline” plot, which is based on a proposed installation of six key eLoran
transmitters based on the assumptions described in 0. The station at Anthorn is assumed to
be retained and is a full size eLoran transmitter, broadcasting at 200 kW Effective Radiated
Power (ERP). Additionally, we assume the system will contain five outlying smaller, and
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therefore lower power, eLoran transmitters based on the modification of TV mast guys for
eLoran transmission capability. The TV mast-based stations are named: Bressay, Rumster,
Strabane, Redruth and Dover. At this stage MarRINav assumes that a suitable antenna design
can be created such that the Loran Effective Radiated Power (ERP) of the outlying stations is
10 kW, apart from the smaller installation at Bressay, which is assumed to be 500 W ERP.
Table 3 summarises the stations and powers.
eLoran Transmitter
Anthorn
Dover
Redruth
Strabane
Rumster
Bressay

Effective
Radiated
Power (ERP) kW
200
10
10
10
10
0.5

Transmitter/Antenna
Type
Full Power/T-antenna
Low Power/TV mast guy
Low Power/TV mast guy
Low Power/TV mast guy
Low Power/TV mast guy
Lower Power/TV mast guy

Table 3 – eLoran Stations in the “UK Baseline” eLoran system.

Figure 15 shows a resulting coverage prediction plot. The plot consists of 3 coloured position
accuracy contours: 10 m (Blue), 20 m (green) and 100 m (dark red) 95%’ile accuracy. The
coverage plot assumes that, at each point within the coverage area of the contours,
Additional Secondary Factor data (see Deliverable D4) is available and differential-Loran
corrections are also available from a nearby reference station. As can be seen from the plot,
much of the coastline can be provided with 10 m (95%) accuracy eLoran, meeting the IMO
Port Approach and Coastal Voyage Phase accuracy requirement [9]. Indeed, if a DLoran
reference station can be located nearby, perhaps on an offshore platform, then 10 m accuracy
eLoran can be provided over much of the EEZ. If better than 20 m level accuracy is sufficient
then more of the EEZ can be covered. The IALA R.129 [10] requirement for a backup to provide
100 m in the Coastal Voyage phase is met within the region of the dark red coloured contour;
if 100 m is sufficient then the UK’s Baseline eLoran coverage may reach into international
waters.
If a vessel is located in a region beyond the range of a DLoran reference station the receiver
could employ a process whereby ASFs are measured continuously while GNSS is available.
Once GNSS is lost, the receiver (assumed to be an IMO MSR) will fall back to employing eLoran
with the latest calibrated ASF data. In this case the level of coverage indicated could be
provided for a number of hours of holdover at the 20 to 30 m accuracy level, but this would
be location dependent.
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Figure 15 – UK Baseline plot based on Anthorn, Dover, Redruth, Strabane, Rumster and Bressay.
Three coloured contours are shown that represent 10 m (blue), 20 m (green) and 100 m (dark red)
95%’ile accuracy.

2.3.2 Analysis of Ports
We now assess the ability of the system outlined in Figure 15 to provide adequate eLoran
performance at the ports and risk areas outlined earlier. Figure 16 shows the same coverage
plot now overlaid with the locations of the major UK ports. It can be seen that most of the
major ports are covered by the UK eLoran service.
In addition, the whole of the Irish Sea is covered by the 10 m contour, while the region of the
Outer Hebrides, the North of Scotland and Orkneys are within the 20 m contour. Coming back
round to the north-east of Scotland and down the UK East coast we see that we are well
within the 10 m contour, and then the Southern end of the UK East coast from East Anglia to
Dover is within the 20 m contour. Most of the English Channel is covered by the 20 m contour.
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Figure 16 – UK Baseline eLoran coverage overlaid onto a map of the major ports listed in Table 2.
Three coloured contours are shown that represent 10 m (blue), 20 m (green) and 100 m (dark red)
95%’ile accuracy.

Two ports require further analysis however; Felixstowe and Dover.
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Felixstowe and Harwich
Figure 17 shows a zoomed in view of the area of the Port of Felixstowe. The ports of
Felixstowe and Harwich lie just outside the 10 m (95%) contour. While it is understood that
the results herein are derived from a software model (although a comprehensive one) the
issue does show that there is a sensitivity to the geometry of the transmitters within the UK
Baseline eLoran system.
Dover
Dover was chosen as a location for the transmitter because it is the most conveniently located
TV mast in the far south-east of the country to enable the best opportunity to provide the
widest eLoran coverage of the UK land-mass. However, Figure 18 shows that the Port of
Dover lies outside the 20 m (95%) contour, due to the Port’s close proximity to the Dover
transmitter, and the fact that the port lies outside the polygon defined by the locations of the
UK transmitters. The port, and its approaches, lie well within the 100 m contour however.

Figure 17 – The ports of Felixstowe and Harwich lie just outside the 10 m (95%) contour, but well
within the 20 m (95%) contour according to the coverage modelling software. Three coloured
contours are shown that represent 10 m (blue), 20 m (green) and 100 m (dark red) 95%’ile
accuracy.
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Figure 18 – The port of Dover lies outside the 20 m (95%) contour, but still well within the 100 m
(95%) contour. Three coloured contours are shown that represent 10 m (blue), 20 m (green) and
100 m (dark red) 95%’ile accuracy.

2.3.3 Analysis of Areas of High Collision Risk
Figure 19 shows the UK Baseline eLoran coverage plot overlaid onto the output of the IWRAP
collision risk analysis plot. It can immediately be seen that the high risk areas of The Humber
Estuary, The Bristol Channel and Southampton are well within the 10 m (95%) eLoran
performance contour, as indeed is most of the East coast of the UK.
The areas of Dover and Orkney need further scrutiny.
Dover
Figure 20 shows much of the high risk traffic routes fall outside the coverage of the 20 m
eLoran contour, however all of the high risk areas lie well within the 100 m contour.
Orkney
The Orkney Islands are an environmentally sensitive area, and while not demonstrating the
highest collision risk, there is still high risk present as can be seen in Figure 21. The Orkney
Islands are outside the 10 m (95%) eLoran accuracy contour, but are well within the 20 m
(95%) one.
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Figure 19 – UK Baseline eLoran coverage overlaid with the risk analysis plot. Three coloured
contours are shown that represent 10 m (blue), 20 m (green) and 100 m (dark red) 95%’ile
accuracy.
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Figure 20 – Dover, the Dover Strait and the TSS to the Northeast. Three coloured contours are
shown that represent 10 m (blue), 20 m (green) and 100 m (dark red) 95%’ile accuracy.

Figure 21 –Orkney collision risk versus UK Baseline eLoran coverage. Three coloured contours are
shown that represent 10 m (blue), 20 m (green) and 100 m (dark red) 95%’ile accuracy.
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2.3.4 Summary and Conclusions
This section has introduced the coverage area of a proposed UK only eLoran system, referred
to as the UK Baseline system for the purposes of this report. High accuracy (10m) coverage
can be provided for the majority of the high value ports presented in Table 2, with the
exception of Dover. Felixstowe and Harwich demonstrate marginal coverage at the 10 m
accuracy level.

Table 4 shows the results of a comparison between the major ports and the ability of UK
Baseline eLoran to meet the three accuracy performance requirement contours of Figure 16.
The final row of the table indicates the percentage of revenue preserved should the eLoran
system be deployed at each port according to the figure. For the UK Baseline eLoran system
to provide service at each port, an ASF survey covering the Port Approach will need to be
performed and a DLoran reference station will need to be installed nearby.
Coverage of high collision risk areas of Southampton and the Humber ports is sufficient,
coming within 10 m eLoran contour. However, the area of the Dover Strait and its traffic
separation schemes to the north-east are not covered well, falling beyond the reach of the 20
m contour.
Port

Accuracy
m (95%)
10.7
8.1
30.1
8.5

Felixstowe
Southampton
Dover
Grimsby and
Immingham
London
7.7
Liverpool
7.0
Tees and Hartlepool
7.2
Forth
7.5
Milford Haven
7.8
Hull
8.5
Medway
7.7
Holyhead
7.0
Bristol
6.8
Harwich
10.7
Tyne
6.9
Portsmouth
8.1
Belfast
6.1
Clyde
6.8
Revenue preserved as a percentage
of all 18 Ports

Accuracy Contour Met?
10 m
20 m
100 m

86%

86%

100%

Table 4 – Spot eLoran accuracy values at the selected high value ports and UK Baseline system’s
ability to preserve revenue (based on the 2014 figures
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2.4

Extending eLoran Coverage: UK Baseline Plus Transmitters Outside the UK

The UK Baseline coverage performance, presented in Section 0, is sufficient for many of the
higher value UK ports and collision risk areas, however there are issues in the Port of Dover
and Port of Felixstowe areas (both busy areas containing high revenue value ports).
In this section we explore the notion of extending the coverage of eLoran through the
provision of a single eLoran transmitter outside of the UK. eLoran can only deliver the highest
accuracy inside the boundary set by the eLoran stations. In order to provide the best coverage
with an eLoran standalone solution there is a need to site one (or more) station(s) outside the
area of coverage.
Figure 22 shows the technical rationale for this. The plot shows the output results of a
software tool developed by the GLA, and incorporated within the eLoran coverage prediction
software, which indicates the optimal locations for additional eLoran transmitter installations
to extend and augment an already existing system. The output plot shows hot spots over
those optimal locations – indicated by the orange and red contours in the plot. The software
works by determining the direction vector of the positioning accuracy error ellipse calculated
at each point in the existing coverage plot. The array of these vectors presents a vector field
with all of the vectors pointing in the direction of the optimal location for an additional
station.

Figure 22 – GLA eLoran coverage software “Hot Spot” mapping tool.
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When this analysis was performed for the coverage output of the UK Baseline system, the
vector field indicates three “ideal” locations for additional eLoran transmitters ( Figure 22):
1. One on the west coast of Denmark. This is the one most strongly indicated by Figure
22.
2. One in a direction to the southwest of the cluster – pointing to the southwest coast of
Ireland.
3. One in a direction to the ENE of the cluster of existing stations – pointing to the west
coast of Scotland, on the Isles of Lewis.
Figure 23 illustrates a coverage plot of the UK Baseline eLoran system with the addition of a
small low power eLoran station, again based on a TV mast guy antenna, installed at Mizen
head in Ireland. This station, in combination with the other UK stations, now extends 10 m
eLoran coverage over the important ports of Cork and the entirety of the River Shannon up
towards Limerick.
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Figure 23 - UK Baseline eLoran system with the addition of a 500 W eLoran transmitter at Mizen
Head, Ireland. Three coloured contours are shown that represent 10 m (blue), 20 m (green) and
100 m (dark red) 95%’ile accuracy.

The hot spot over Denmark corresponds remarkably well with the location of Sylt, an old
Loran-C station on the German North Sea coast. Sylt is one of the few Loran masts still
standing and eLoran could be added to its new facilities. Figure 24 shows the resulting
coverage plot when the station at Sylt (assumed to be a 200 kW stations) is added to the UK
Baseline system.
The 10 m contour is now pulled well away from the UK East coast, providing Port and Coastal
Voyage Phase coverage over much of the EEZ within the North Sea, in addition to providing
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10 m along the coast of the Netherlands, and better than 20 m along the coast of Germany
towards the Kiel Canal.
It can be seen that the Port of Felixstowe is no longer within an area of marginal coverage,
and the situation at Dover has improved significantly, as can be seen in
Figure 25.

Figure 24 – UK Baseline eLoran system with the addition of an eLoran transmitter at Sylt,
Germany. Three coloured contours are shown that represent 10 m (blue), 20 m (green) and 100 m
(dark red) 95%’ile accuracy.
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Figure 25 – UK Baseline with Sylt - Zoomed in view of the Dover area overlaid with collision risk.
This high risk area is provided with 10 m (95%) accuracy in the TSS region to the Northeast of the
Dover Strait and is well within the 20 m contour (the green line running north-east from Reims in
the lower right of the plot) through the Straits and beyond into the English Channel.
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Figure 26 – Coverage of the Orkney Islands (collision risk plot included) is now much improved with
the addition of the station at Sylt.

In addition,
Figure 26 shows the effect of the Sylt station on eLoran coverage at Orkney, with most of the
island chain now being provided with 10 m accuracy level eLoran.
2.4.1 Summary and Conclusions
The UK Baseline system demonstrates marginal accuracy performance in Felixstowe, and
does not provide 10m (95%) positional accuracy coverage for Port of Dover, in the Dover Strait
and the Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) to the north-east. This sub-section has demonstrated
that this performance limitation is brought about by the constraint of having eLoran
transmitters based on the UK island landmass; the geometry of the proposed transmitter
installation limits the 10 m level of coverage performance since the coastal waters lie, in the
main, outside the boundary defined by the locations of the transmitters. This section clearly
demonstrates the beneficial effect of adding additional eLoran transmitters that are located
outside of the UK; with prime candidates being the installation of a low power eLoran station
at Loop Head in Ireland and the high power Loran-C station at Sylt, Germany being re-instated
as an eLoran transmitter. However, the strategic, policy and economic implications of reestablishing an eLoran transmitter in continental Europe, such as at Sylt, are non-trivial and
cannot be addressed in this stage of the MarRINav study. Further consideration of the subject,
from an international political perspective, is out of scope of this phase of the project being
that we are primarily concerned with the requirements for UK infrastructure.
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Table 5 shows the results of a comparison between the major ports and the ability of UK
Baseline eLoran, with the addition of Sylt, to meet the three accuracy performance
requirements represented as the contours of Figure 24. The final row of the table indicates
the percentage of revenue preserved should the eLoran system be deployed at each port
according to the figure.
Port

Accuracy Accuracy Contour Met?
m (95%) 10 m
20 m
100 m
and 6.3

Felixstowe
Harwich
Southampton
7.7
Dover
9.5
Grimsby
and 5.8
Immingham
London
6.4
Liverpool
5.9
Tees and Hartlepool
5.6
Forth
5.9
Milford Haven
6.9
Hull
5.8
Medway
6.4
Holyhead
6.2
Bristol
6.3
Harwich
6.3
Tyne
5.5
Portsmouth
7.7
Belfast
5.8
Clyde
6.1
Revenue preserved as a percentage
100%
of all 18 Ports

100%

100%

Table 5 – Spot accuracy values of eLoran at the selected high value ports and the “UK Baseline
eLoran plus Sylt” system’s ability to preserve revenue (based on the 2014 figures).

2.5

eLoran as a Time and Frequency Dissemination System

The need for UTC time synchronisation and UK sources of UTC are presented in 0, and include
Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT) and Dark Fibre.
It is noted that time synchronisation is required within the RPNT system-of-systems if
receivers are to be capable of integrating the different RPNT radionavigation systems at the
pseudorange level.
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The relatively high costs of both Dark Fibre and TWSTFT imply that UTCNPL time transfer to
the RPNT system-of-systems from a future UK NTC may be limited to a single link (or at best
2 links for resilience). As potential RPNT transmitter sites need to be as widely dispersed over
the UK land mass as possible, none are likely to be geographically close to the NTC hub
locations; see Figure 33 for example, which shows a map of UK and Irish AIS stations, which
are candidates for the locations of VDES R-Mode transponders.
Distribution of precise time from the NTC to a wide variety of cross-sector users (e.g. in power
distribution, telecommunications and financial services) via Dark Fibre or TWSTFT also seems
likely to be severely limited by costs (and logistics) and hence many users will not access UTC
directly in this way. However, eLoran transmissions could provide a much more cost effective
method of distributing UTC for many users in many sectors, especially at locations at a
distance from the NTC hub (see Figure 27). Hence eLoran could have a significant role in the
provision of resilient precise Timing for non-maritime sectors in the UK, compatible with and
complementary to the capabilities of the NTC and Timing services provided by NPL. This is a
major cross-sector benefit that it has not been possible to quantify in the WP5 CBA at this
stage of MarRINav, but is nevertheless very important.

Figure 27 - Distribution of User Reference Time Synchronisation.
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In addition, critical to the capability of the hybrid system-of-systems MarRINav solution,
eLoran time dissemination could be employed to synchronise other RPNT systems such as
VDES R-Mode, potentially distributed at remote coastal locations across the UK (see 0).
2.5.1 eLoran Timing
When clocks are too far apart to be connected by very low latency transmission cables, time
comparisons are carried out using one of the following three modes, or combinations of
them:
1. Physical transportation of an operating clock; so called Hot Clock
2. One-way transmission of electromagnetic signals between an emitter and a receiver
3. Quasi-simultaneous transmission of electromagnetic signals along almost identical
trajectories joining the two clocks; so called Two Way Time Transfer
United States Coastguard trials have shown that an ensemble of three Caesium clocks (see
Figure 28) will remain synchronised to within 50 ns of UTC even when there has not been a
synchronisation update for up to 70 days [11].

Figure 28 – Diagram of a proposed Caesium clock ensemble for an eLoran transmitter Source:[11].

Further details of eLoran time synchronisation are presented in 0 and 0.
2.5.2 UK eLoran Timing Coverage
In generating predicted timing coverage plots several assumptions are made:
1. Whether differential-Loran is employed, with differential corrections disseminated
from a DLoran reference station located near to the timing user. These would correct
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for signal propagation variations. This would provide the best timing precision
possible; better than 100 ns in some locations.
2. Where differential-Loran is NOT employed but rather a single Additional Secondary
Factor (ASF) calibration is made. This timing provision would be of lower precision, but
still provide capability better than around 500 ns in many locations.
3. Whether the user’s receiver’s antenna is indoors or outdoors. The effect that the
location of the user’s antenna has on the received eLoran signal’s Signal to Noise ratio
is a dominant factor in determining the precision with which time can be
disseminated. Some users would prefer to take advantage of the ability to receive
eLoran signals indoors, avoiding the need to deploy an external (and conspicuous)
antenna mounted on the roof of a building. For the plots below we assume a 15 dB
reduction in SNR due to bringing the antenna indoors; based on measurements
performed by Chronos Technology Ltd. [12].
Four plots are shown below.

Figure 29 shows the predicted timing precision coverage available from eLoran transmissions
from Anthorn, with reception by an external antenna and no differential-Loran. In the plot,
the dark blue contour represents the boundary of the regions covered by better than 100 ns
timing precision capability. The other contours shown are 200 ns (light blue), 500 ns (green)
and 1000 ns (dark red). The same colour scheme is used for the other plots in this section.
Figure 30 illustrates the effect of bringing the receiver’s antenna indoors, affecting the Signalto-Noise ratio, and pulling in towards Anthorn the regions over which the respective levels of
timing precision can be achieved.
Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the equivalent internal and external antenna assumptions as
the previous plots but now under the assumption that at each location the user is provided
with differential-Loran corrections from a nearby DLoran reference station. The 100 ns
contour covers a much wider area in each case, while we note the similar reduction in
coverage brought about by the antenna being moved indoors.
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Figure 29 – Coverage of a timing service from Anthorn. Assuming an externally mounted antenna
no differential-Loran, but a one off ASF calibration at any location. Units of colour scale is nanoseconds.
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Figure 30 - Coverage of a timing service from Anthorn. Assuming an internally mounted antenna
no differential-Loran, but a one off ASF calibration at any location. Units of colour scale is nanoseconds.
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Figure 31 - Coverage of a timing service from Anthorn. Assuming an externally mounted antenna
with differential-Loran, but a one off ASF calibration at any location. Units of colour scale is nanoseconds.
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Figure 32- Coverage of a timing service from Anthorn. Assuming an internally mounted antenna
with differential-Loran, but a one off ASF calibration at any location. Units of colour scale is nanoseconds.

2.5.3 Summary and Conclusions
Direct access to timing sources that are independent from GNSS, provided directly by the UK’s
National Physical Laboratory (NPL), are not only impractical for local area, remotely located
transmitters, but also expensive. However, the 100 kHz eLoran groundwave signal (as UK
sovereign CNI cooperating with NPL) could provide a convenient and complementary method
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of distributing accurate UTC time across the UK, to many cross-sector users and especially to
the remote transmitters of other RPNT systems such as VDES R-Mode.
The transmitters linked to UTCNPL would need to be eLoran capable, and hence precise time
could be transferred to all other eLoran transmitters using the two way ground wave (TWLFTT
– Two Way Low Frequency Time Transfer) proven technique previously deployed for Anthorn
synchronisation to UTCBrest.

2.6

VDES R-Mode Coverage Prediction

2.6.1 Introduction
In this section we consider standalone UK VDES R-Mode coverage. It is assumed in MarRINav
that all of the 119 existing AIS stations in the UK (and Ireland) (see Figure 33) will be converted
to VDES stations, with R-Mode functionality. These stations will form the basis of an initial UK
Baseline VDES R-Mode coverage prediction. From that result we will then analyse alternative
options.

Figure 33 – Locations of UK AIS stations. MCA stations are shown in yellow, Northern Lighthouse
Board stations in blue and Irish Lights stations in green.
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2.6.2 VDES R-Mode Coverage Modelling Assumptions
VDES R-Mode is still in development and there are certain technical decisions that are yet to
be made. However, in this document, and for the purposes of the accuracy coverage
performance assessment of standalone VDES for the UK, we will assume certain technical
characteristics. Annex 0 contains a description of the assumptions, standards and models
contained within the GLA VDES R-Mode coverage modelling software, which includes the data
bit rate of the transmitted signal, receiver noise, antenna gains etc. Major points to note when
considering the coverage prediction plots below are:
1. A total of 119 base-stations are deployed around the UK coast; these are AIS stations
assumed to be upgraded to VDES, with R-Mode capability
2. Transmission Timing Jitter: 10 ns (one-sigma)
3. Transmitter power: 12.5 W
4. Transmit antenna height above terrain: 25 m, assumed identical for all base-stations
5. Receiver height above sea-water/terrain: 10 m
Unlike the 100 kHz eLoran groundwave signal, reception of the VHF VDES signal is line-ofsight. The software includes a model of the terrain, based on Digital Terrain Elevation Data
(DTED) with a 90 m post spacing (on the equator).
In addition, MarRINav will assume that the positioning mode employed will be that being
proposed by the “R-Mode Baltic Sea Project” [13]. The positioning mode defines the number
of separate transmitters whose signals are to be measured and which contribute to the
positioning solution. For example, for GPS a minimum of 4 satellites are required to be
received and tracked by a receiver in order to compute a positioning solution in 3-dimensional
space. The R-Mode Baltic Sea Project assumes “all-in-view” processing of received signals, but
that a minimum of 4 VDES R-Mode transmissions are required to be received to compute a
position on the “2-dimensional” surface of the Earth.
However, MarRINav believes that only 3 transmissions are actually required in practice, since
in the Baltic Sea Project assumes that one of the transmitted signals is employed to assist in
resolving an ambiguity with respect to which side of the Earth the navigation solution lies. If
we consider that this can easily be resolved by reference to the last good GNSS position
solution and constraints on the dynamics of the vessel, then we can assume that a minimum
of 3 transmitted signals (pseudorange measurements) are required for a position solution in
our “all-in-view” navigation computation. The decision on how many pseudoranges are
required in the position solution is important because this determines how many signals need
to be measured and tracked by a ship’s receiver at every location around the UK coastline. In
the case of VDES R-Mode three pseudoranges should be sufficient for two-dimensional
positioning if the user equipment has approximate knowledge of its location.
2.6.2.1 – A Note in Height Determination
All of the terrestrial systems explored so far cannot provide a solution to the user’s height
(altitude above the WGS4 ellipsoid), since the transmitters are fixed to the surface of the
earth. The range of VDES R-Mode transmissions is restricted to line of sight of the
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transmitter’s antenna to the remote user of the service. There would need to be transmitters
above the location of the user for a height component to be capable of being computed, and
this is not possible. However, there are a restricted set of maritime use cases for which height
is required as shown in Appendix 3 of IMO A.915 [9]. Such use cases include hydrography,
oceanography and dredging, and port operations (container management, law enforcement
and cargo handling); all, apart from oceanography, require 1 m or better height
determination. Height information is not required for General Navigation, the main use case
under investigation in this stage of MarRINav. Bridge or cable clearance is determined as part
of voyage planning, taking into account time of arrival of the vessel at the planned
destination, tidal height and stream information at the destination at the planned time of
arrival, the charted height of the obstacle above Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), and the air
draught of the vessel given its current load. The provision of height information derived from
a source of electronic PNT would not be timely enough if computed at vessel arrival at Port
Approach. Such considerations are more appropriate to inland waterway applications, which
are non-tidal by nature.

2.6.3 VDES R-Mode Accuracy Coverage Results
Figure 34 illustrates the UK-wide accuracy performance coverage estimate.
It can be seen that coverage on the West coast of Scotland, South Wales, the far south-west
(Lands End) and North of the Forth Estuary is at the 10 m level in parts. The system in the
English Channel is able to meet the 100 m IALA Coastal Voyage Phase recommended
requirement in small patchy areas. However…
It can be concluded that, using the assumptions above, the simple conversion of existing
UK AIS stations to VDES and adding R-Mode capability to mariners’ receivers is not
sufficient to provide adequate, uninterrupted coverage around the UK coastline.
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Figure 34 – UK wide VDES R-Mode performance, based on existing AIS stations upgraded to VDES
with R-Mode (the R-Mode Baltic Sea method with 3 stations required at each location at sea
around the coastline). Three coloured contours are shown that represent 10 m (blue), 20 m (green)
and 100 m (dark red) 95%’ile accuracy
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2.6.4 Close Up Analysis
Here we review the coverage performance in two areas of performance extremes.
West Coast of Scotland
Figure 35 illustrates the coverage in the region of the West coast of Scotland. In this area VDES
R-Mode provides 10 m (95%) position accuracy coverage in a reasonably large area where the
mariner would be surrounded by VDES base-stations. However, in a similar manner to that
demonstrated for eLoran, we see that once the mariner moves to locations that are outside
the boundary of the VDES stations, accuracy degrades rapidly. For example, if we imagine a
vessel entering the Firth of Lorn (nearby Lady Rock AIS station in the plot), steaming towards
Oban and Fort William, we would see accuracy degrade rapidly from 10 m through 20 m and
100 m as the vessel steamed up the Firth.

Figure 35 – Close-up view of the West coast of Scotland. Blue = 10 m (95%), Green = 20 m (95%)
and Red = 100 m (95%).
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The Orkney Islands
Figure 36 shows the coverage of VDES R-Mode in the Orkney Islands. The areas of traffic are
mostly served with 10 m (95%) level accuracy R-Mode, just by converting the existing AIS
stations to VDES.

Figure 36 – The Orkney Islands and Pentland Firth are served very well with VDES R-Mode. Blue =
10 m (95%), Green = 20 m (95%).

The English Channel
Figure 37 illustrates the estimated accuracy performance in the English Channel where, once
again, we have the situation where all transmitters lie to one side of the vessel. Overlaid on
this coverage plot is the collision risk plot from earlier. If we were to imagine a vessel steaming
down the English Channel from Dover, it would see accuracy vary widely between better than
100 m and much worse than 100 m as the vessel’s receiver moves in and out of coverage of
the minimum required 3 signals. Our high risk area to the north-east of the Dover Strait is not
covered by VDES R-Mode from the upgraded AIS stations.
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Figure 37 – Estimated VDES R-Mode accuracy in the English Channel. Blue = 10 m (95%), Green = 20
m (95%) and Red = 100 m (95%).

Dover Strait and TSS Area
Figure 38 shows a zoomed in view of the Dover Strait and traffic pattern to the north-east. It
is clear that UK VDES R-Mode baseline, based on upgrading existing AIS stations to VDES RMode will not provide the required accuracy performance in the region.
Once again, we gain nothing from only upgrading UK AIS stations to VDES R-Mode and
using them alone in trying to establish a resilient position and navigation solution.
Additional stations are required to be installed.
We explore this in the next sub-section with examples.
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Figure 38 – Zoomed in view of the Dover Strait and the collision risk plot in the region. VDES RMode, based only on upgraded AIS stations cannot support RPNT in this region. Blue = 10 m (95%),
Green = 20 m (95%) and Red = 100 m (95%).

2.6.5 The Effect of Adding Additional VDES R-Mode Stations
We now determine whether we are able to improve performance through the installation of
additional VDES R-Mode stations at strategic locations. We will concentrate, in this instance,
on the Dover Strait and TSS region as earlier. The principles applied in this high profile
example are applicable to other regions around the UK coastline (e.g. Orkney) where good
performance is required.
We refer to Figure 38 as the “Dover VDES R-Mode Baseline” system installation and add
stations to this baseline system. The baseline installation consists of VDES R-Mode stations
at:
•
•
•
•

Thames Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC)
North Foreland
Dover MRCC
Fairlight

A total of four (4) stations.
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Figure 39 – Two additional VDES R-Mode stations added to the UK VDES R-Mode Baseline; one at
Dungeness and one at Calais. . Blue = 10 m (95%), Green = 20 m (95%) and Red = 100 m (95%).

Figure 39 illustrates what happens to the accuracy coverage when we add two additional
stations.
•
•

One at Dungeness in the UK – based on an existing AIS transponder at Dungeness
Lighthouse, owned by the GLA, which could be upgraded to provide VDES R-Mode
support
One at Calais in the Nord Pas-de-Calais region of France.

The additional stations have “pulled” a 10 m coverage contour someway across their
respective localities, covering the majority of the Dover-Calais ferry route and some of the
traffic convergence zone. This is exactly the same effect that we saw earlier when adding
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eLoran stations to our UK eLoran Baseline system; the user ideally needs to be surrounded
by stations.
We can extend this principle further, as shown in Figure 40. In this plot we have included
converted AIS stations at Dunkirk and Gris-Nez in France and added prospective stations at
Sheerness and the conveniently located Royal Air Force base at Bradwell, both in the River
Thames Estuary. We can see that in both respective regions the 10 m contour (and therefore
the 20 m contour) are pulled out further into the stations’ respective areas of coverage.
RAF Bradwell and Sheerness have created a 10 m region of coverage in the Thames Estuary,
while Dunkirk has pulled coverage north from the Dover Strait, and Gris-Nez, in combination
with the station at Dungeness, has pulled 10 m coverage south along the Channel.

Figure 40 – Extending the principle of adding more stations to extend coverage of VDES R-Mode.
Blue = 10 m (95%), Green = 20 m (95%) and Red = 100 m (95%).

The plot in Figure 40 further illustrates the importance of station geometry in this system,
and in fact all pseudoranging radionavigation systems. This set of stations deployed in Figure
40 then represents the best we can achieve with VDES R-Mode in the region, and yet still does
not cover the full region of the TSS to the north-east of the Dover Straight. The fundamental
issue is that the Eastern UK coastline and the French coastline diverge from each other as we
move into the North Sea, so adding more stations along those two coastlines does not help
because of the range limitations of the VDES R-Mode signal.
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The full set of stations includes,
In the UK:
• Thames Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC)
• RAF Bradwell
• Sheerness
• North Foreland
• Dover MRCC
• Dungeness
• Fairlight
In northern France:
• Gris Nez
• Calais
• Dunkirk
This list contains six (6) more VDES stations than our original Dover VDES R-Mode Baseline
system, including three required in France. This could be a substantial investment for such a
small coverage area, however, this cost should be balanced against the economic and
navigational risk requirements of this congested region. The strategic, policy and economic
issues of enabling VDES R-Mode transmissions from outside the UK are not addressed in this
stage of MarRINav.
0 illustrates the process and effect of adding additional stations to the system setup shown
in Figure 40.
2.6.6 Loosely and Tightly Coupled Integration with eLoran
Finally, we explore the integration of eLoran with VDES R-Mode within the Dover region. The
result of loosely coupling the two systems is shown in Figure 41. In this technique, the
positioning solution is based on the average of the separate eLoran and VDES R-Mode
position solutions.
Figure 42 illustrates the results of the tightly coupled integration method; a position solution
based on the use of all measured pseudoranges, whether from eLoran or from VDES R-Mode,
in a single position solution computation.
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Figure 41 – Loosely coupled integration of eLoran with VDES R-Mode in the Dover region. Blue = 10
m (95%), Green = 20 m (95%) and Red = 100 m (95%).

Figure 42 - Tightly coupled integration of eLoran with VDES R-Mode in the Dover region. Blue = 10
m (95%), Green = 20 m (95%) and Red = 100 m (95%).
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In both cases the integration of VDES R-Mode with UK eLoran results in a greater region of
coverage at the 10 m (95%) level, and even more so up to 20 m (95%). The extended coverage
is a result of employing the more distant eLoran transmitters, and their contribution to the
transmitter geometry with the VDES R-Mode stations.
Both coupling methods provide a degree of redundancy of RPNT in this critical maritime
region.
Note that the integrated solutions presented in Figure 41 Figure 42 means that:
1. A vessel can travel to and from the ports of London, and through the Dover Strait,
with performance at the 10 m (95%) level.
2. Passenger ferries and Roll-On Roll-Off (RORO) cargo vessels can traverse the Calais to
Dover route with better than 10 m (95%) accuracy RPNT.
3. Traffic from the TSS region to the north-east can converge and diverge with RPNT in
the Dover region.
It should be noted that this configuration of UK VDES R-Mode and 3 VDES R-Mode stations in
France coupled with UK eLoran delivers capability across the whole width of the Channel / La
Manche. It confers substantial mutual benefit for the UK and France, co-operatively serving
shipping throughout the national waters of both maritime administrations.
2.6.7 Summary and Conclusions
Exploring the estimated VDES R-Mode accuracy coverage performance from the conversion
of all AIS stations to VDES has shown that the same principles apply with positioning that
apply to eLoran; the user must be within the boundary consisting of the surrounding
transmitters.
We gain nothing from upgrading UK AIS stations to VDES R-Mode and using them alone in
trying to establish a resilient position and navigation solution.
Other stations are required to be installed. The example installation of 6 additional VDES
R-Mode stations, 3 in the UK and 3 in continental Europe, provides major coverage
benefits for Port of Dover and the Dover Straits (but not complete coverage of the TSS to
the north-east).
VDES R-Mode has the ability to provide excellent accuracy performance at the 10 m level.
However, it is only possible to provide this service in locations such as groups of islands (the
west coast of Scotland example), river estuaries, rivers and bays – where there is land
surrounding the vessel. We have illustrated this basic requirement through an analysis of the
estimated accuracy performance of VDES R-Mode in the Thames Estuary and the region of
the Dover Strait.
Coverage of the UK coastline may be accomplished by siting VDES R-Mode stations on
conveniently located platforms at sea – however these are few and far between where
coverage is actually needed, and not sited particularly usefully anyway. An exploration of
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various online databases of offshore infrastructure has shown no obviously available
platforms within the English Channel [14], for example. However this is an expensive and
logistically inconvenient solution, given the requirement to provide power, data
communications and time synchronisation information to each station.
In addition, in the southern North Sea near the UK, while hosting infrastructure in the form
of offshore oil and gas platforms, and windfarms, none of these platforms are conveniently
located enough to provide sufficient geometry to support VDES R-Mode positioning and
navigation in the high collision risk region shown in Figure 37.
The set of VDES R-Mode stations deployed in Figure 40 then represent an estimate of the
performance that can be achieved with VDES R-Mode in the region.
VDES R-Mode performance can be improved upon by integration, within the mariner’s
receiver, of the system with UK eLoran as shown in Figure 41 and Figure 42.
A hybrid PNT solution coupling VDES R-Mode (including just 3 stations in France) with UK
eLoran provides performance at the 10 m (95%) level for the Port of Dover, the Dover
Straits and much of the TSS region to the north-east, with a large area of the Channel
covered at the 20 m (95%) level.
UK VDES R-Mode and 3 VDES R-Mode stations in France, coupled with UK eLoran, confers
substantial benefit for the UK and France across national waters of both maritime
administrations.

2.7

Radar Absolute Positioning

2.7.1 Introduction
If the UK cannot get international cooperative agreement to extend the UK eLoran and VDES
R-Mode system using French VDES R-Mode stations or the German Loran at Sylt, then we
need to investigate another option.
A possible solution to the coverage gaps left by eLoran and VDES R-Mode using UK-only
infrastructure is to employ another of the MarRINav proposed PNT solutions – absolute radar
positioning. The principles of two main methods of radar absolute positioning are described
in WP3 deliverable D4. In this section we consider the efficacy of the system in UK waters.
2.7.2 Radar Absolute Positioning Coverage Prediction
The GLA have developed a method of computing the estimated performance coverage of
radar absolute positioning based on techniques described in deliverable D4. We focus here
on Radar Simultaneous Location and Mapping (SLAM), as it is a technique that has the
potential to need very little, if any, land based infrastructure; although the ability to augment
the system using specifically placed radar reflectors at various coastal locations should be
noted.
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For the most part we concentrate on the high risk area outlined in the previous section – the
Dover Strait and the Traffic Separation Schemes to the north-east. The operating principles
of radar SLAM are described in deliverable document D4. But briefly, radar SLAM is based on
the correlation of a radar image with a master radar conspicuity map. This master conspicuity
map is built-up by overlaying one radar image on top of the other while GNSS is available.
Once GNSS is lost, the system works by correlating further radar images with the master map
and calculating a radar Dead Reckoned solution based on changes in the radar image against
the conspicuity map.
Figure 43 shows a plot of estimated radar SLAM based absolute positioning coverage around
the UK and Irish coastlines. This plot needs to be interpreted carefully. At this stage in the
coverage tool’s development there is no absolute accuracy scale, since it has not been
calibrated by sufficient real-world measurements. Rather, the colours of the surface plot
represent the amount of information available for the radar Dead Reckoning computation at
each point as the radar image changes when a vessel progresses in any direction from a
particular point. Hotter colours represent greater amounts of information.
For example, looking at the west coast of Scotland, there is a lot of radar image change
information available as the radar signal is reflected from the rugged and jagged coastline,
consisting as it does of islands, mountains and fjords; and we expect the resulting positioning
accuracy of the radar technique to be very good. However, looking at the east coast of the
UK, in particular East Anglia with its flatlands and gently sloping beaches, there is less radar
image information available; hence the expected accuracy of the radar SLAM technique is
lower. Note that accuracy is greater as a vessel travels closer to the coastline as, generally,
more information is available there.
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Figure 43 – Relative radar absolute positioning accuracy capability around the UK and Irish
coastline using radar SLAM. Hotter colours represent more radar image change information and
therefore potentially greater positioning accuracy performance.
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Figure 44 – Estimated Radar SLAM accuracy performance in the Dover region and Felixstowe
regions.

Figure 44 shows a zoomed in view of the Dover Strait and the TSS with the collision risk
overlaid. As can be seen from the plot, some ports in the area, including the Port of Dover,
can possibly be served by radar absolute positioning based on radar SLAM.
According to this preliminary coverage analysis, a ferry travelling from Dover to Calais (and
back) should be able to navigate independently from GNSS, using radar SLAM alone to provide
digital data on latitude and longitude to on-board and ashore systems, assuming an initial
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position is available at the start of the trip. Trials will need to be conducted to demonstrate
this, in addition to obtaining more data with which to calibrate the radar SLAM coverage
prediction modelling software. Looking further north-east, into the wider TSS area, we see
that the performance of the technique falls away as vessels move further away from the
coastline. Of course offshore infrastructure, such as oil and gas rigs, and windfarms,
contributes to the radar image information, and provide particularly strong radar responses;
this can be taken advantage of when developing the technique.

2.8

Summary and Conclusions

This section has explored the provision of a solution for resilient PNT for UK CNI to support
the continuity of maritime operations in UK waters following the degradation or failure of
GNSS. Three systems are explored, as being the best available candidate systems identified in
WP3 of MarRINav and as presented in deliverable D4:
1. eLoran
2. VDES R-Mode
3. Radar Absolute Positioning
A UK Baseline eLoran system, based on a high power station at Anthorn and six outlying
smaller eLoran stations with lower power transmissions, can provide coverage for almost all
of the high value ports presented in Table 2, with the exception of Dover. Ports of Felixstowe
and Harwich and their approaches demonstrate marginal coverage at the 10 m position
accuracy level. Coverage of high collision risk areas of Southampton and the Humber ports is
sufficient, coming within the 10 m eLoran contour. However, the area of the Dover Strait and
its traffic separation schemes to the north-east are not covered particularly well, falling
beyond the reach of the 20 m contour.
This performance limitation is brought about by the constraint of having eLoran transmitters
based on the UK island landmass; the geometry of the proposed transmitter installation limits
the coverage performance since the coastal waters lie, in the main, outside the boundary
defined by the locations of the transmitters. The user needs to be surrounded by transmitters
and not have them all to one side. There is great benefit in adding an eLoran transmitter that
is located outside of the UK, with an eLoran station at based Sylt, Germany being the prime
candidate since the infrastructure for an eLoran station is still available.
With regard to UK VDES R-Mode, the simple upgrading of all existing AIS base-stations to
VDES and adding R-Mode functionality to the receiver is insufficient to provide required
coverage. Instead coverage regions need to be assessed on a case by case basis. This report
has documented two regions, the estuary of the River Thames and the Dover Straight and
Traffic Separation Scheme to the north-east where vessels converge and diverge. It has been
demonstrated that providing bespoke installations of VDES R-Mode base-stations can provide
better than 10 m (95%) accuracy coverage in these two regions. However, coverage in the
English Channel at Dover requires three French AIS base-stations to be converted to VDES RMode for use in the PNT solutions. Coverage of the resulting standalone VDES R-Mode
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solution, and the standalone eLoran solution, can be improved significantly in the region by
integration with UK eLoran – creating a hybrid system-of-systems in the region.
Radar absolute positioning based on Radar SLAM and Radar Dead Reckoning is in the early
stages of development (approximately TRL 2), as is the coverage performance estimation
capability. The method has the potential to provide Resilient PNT capability independently of
any shore-side infrastructure, and performance estimates indicate good potential in the
Dover region and regions where the surrounding coastline is sufficiently rugged.
In summary the findings and recommendations of this section include:
1. The system-of-systems provision of Resilient PNT for the protection of UK CNI
presented here relies on the development of a UK eLoran capability augmented by
VDES R-Mode installations in a few critical areas where coverage is not fully supported
by UK eLoran.
2. The UK system-of-systems assumes that LOCATA will be provided for port land-side
operations; this is proven technology and is in operation in various locations, including
ports, around the world (See Annex I).
3. An implementation of UK eLoran, subject to UK Government policy decisions, should:
a. Consider upgrading Anthorn to full eLoran capability; and,
b. Explore the provision of low power eLoran stations at the six locations
identified in this section.
c. Provide one-off ASF surveys and dLoran reference station coverage at all major
ports.
d. Further develop the provision of time dissemination using UK Baseline eLoran
e. Explore the possibility of international co-operation with Germany to employ
Sylt within the eLoran solution for the UK, to provide eLoran coverage to
Dover, the TSS to the northeast and the majority of the EEZ in the North Sea.
f. Explore, with the possibility of international co=operation with the Republic of
Ireland, for the provision of a low power eLoran station in the south-west of
that nation.
4. VDES R-Mode will not provide satisfactory UK coverage - or even coverage of UK
eLoran gaps - by simply upgrading all of the existing AIS stations to VDES and deploying
VDES R-Mode capable receivers
5. The Baltic Sea Project’s assumption of the positioning solution for VDES R-Mode will
not work for the majority of the UK coastline without the addition of extra VDES RMode stations and even then performance for the UK generally will be at the 100 m
accuracy level at best. This is because of the fundamental differences in geometry
between the UK coastline (transmitters on the inside looking out) and the Baltic Sea
(transmitters on the outside looking in)
6. VDES R-Mode coverage is possible in the Dover Strait and part of the TSS (but not all)
to the north-east with the addition of three (3) VDES R-Mode stations based on the
conversion of the French AIS stations at Calais, Gris-Nez and Dunkirk.
7. Coverage of the resulting RPNT system in the Dover region is much improved through
the integration of VDES R-Mode with UK Baseline eLoran through loose or tight
coupling in the receiver.
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8. The UK, subject to Government policy decisions, should explore the provision of
bespoke VDES R-Mode stations in some additional port locations, and high risk areas,
where the surrounding terrain (e.g. Solent) supports the provision of good station
geometry to the maritime user
9. Radar absolute positioning may feasibly support independent, standalone positioning
and navigation in some locations close to the coastline of the UK without the need to
provide radar specific shore side infrastructure. Some other areas may need
enhancement by coastal passive reflectors or eRacons. However, the method does not
appear to offer coverage of the TSS to the north-east of the Dover Strait, or other
regions far from the coastline.
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3

Conceptual Operational Architecture

3.1

Introduction

This section considers the architecture of the system that maintains and operates the
components of the geographical architecture considered in Section 0. The terrestrial
radionavigation technologies that contribute to the proposed resilient PNT system will, in
general, comprise shore side infrastructure at fixed locations. The shore side infrastructure
for the candidate component technologies considered, has some common components and
functionality. In this section the Conceptual Operational Architecture is identified.
We begin, however, with setting the enterprise context of operations. While a full Concept of
Operations (COP), including the required enterprise architecture approach, will need to be
developed in the future, we outline here an example of the relationship between the various
organisations that will operate and maintain the system (
Figure 45).

Figure 45 – Example organisation chart for operating and maintaining the system.

While it is not the remit of MarRINav to propose the form of the overall governance and
funding of the system-of-systems that will be implemented, we can assume that the various
top-level stakeholders include UK Government public departments and private enterprise.
There shall be a need to establish a National Operating Agency (NOA) to co-ordinate the dayto-day running of the system. There may be several NOAs, one for each RPNT system (in which
case a coordinating agency will also be required). In what follows we shall refer to the NOA in
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the singular. One function of the NOA shall be to coordinate the release of Notices to Mariners
(NtM) via the UK Hydrographic Office.
3.1.1 Control Centre
The Control Centre [15] is the central hub of the system-of-systems that provides the
interface between the technical blocks of the system and the agencies that performs the
business of operating and maintaining the system, including liaison with stakeholders.
In addition, the Control Centre shall manage, monitor, control, and distribute appropriate
data for the shore side sites needed by all the component PNT technologies incorporated in
the hybrid system.
The functions and responsibilities of the Control Centre(s) include:
1. To control and manage the systems on a 24-hour basis.
2. To ensure that system time synchronisation is maintained in accordance with agreed
tolerances, and initiate corrective action as appropriate in out-of-tolerance situations.
3. To monitor the status of technical installations at assigned transmitter stations,
reference stations, integrity monitoring stations and interference detection sites
(Figure 46) and initiate corrective action if deficiencies or out-of-tolerance situations
are detected. This would include calling the attention of national representatives, if
necessary, to restore full operational status, avoid possible damage, mitigate security
infringements and report events of importance to system health.
4. The configuration of remote equipment and software.
5. To initiate technical support to the National Operating Agency (NOA), via the
Maintenance Centre.
6. To initiate navigation warnings in accordance with internationally adopted procedures
or as directed by a representative of the NOA, for eventual dissemination to users as
Notices to Mariners (NtM) via the UK Hydrographic Office.
7. To report system status in accordance with agreed procedures.
8. To prepare Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) regulating the activities of the
Control Centre in accordance with an agreed framework.
9. To co-ordinate off-air reports in accordance with agreed procedures, and as
appropriate.
10. To maintain technical know-how at a level consistent with tasks to be performed.
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Figure 46 - Schematic diagram of Control Centre example functionality.

The diagram in Figure 46 includes an indicative sample of functions that the Control Centre
shall monitor.
Once the goals and objectives of a fully capable Control Centre have been identified a full
enterprise process analysis shall be performed in order to identify actors, roles and data
connections required for all services that need to be provided.
3.1.2 Maintenance Centre
As the system infrastructure sites are monitored remotely from the Control Centre, it
precludes the need for the sites to be permanently staffed with maintenance resource onsite.
It is more efficient to have multiple sites served by a more centrally located maintenance
facility. Consideration shall be given to the provision of more than one Maintenance Centre.
The functions and responsibilities of the Maintenance Centre [15] include:
1. To carry out depot level maintenance including fault-finding and repair of units,
modules and printed circuits from all stations in accordance with an Integrated
Logistics Support Plan (ILSP).
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2. To provide supply support to all elements of the system in accordance with the ILSP
and to co-ordinate and consult with the National Operating Agency (NOA) on matters
not covered by the ILSP.
3. To centrally manage the stock of system spares as defined in the ILSP.
4. To support corrective maintenance when requested.
5. To advise on the implementation of approved modifications.
6. To provide the National Operating Agency (NOA) with maintenance status reports in
accordance with agreed procedures.
7. To conduct training of technical personnel as required.
8. To implement SOPs for all activities supporting the system in accordance with ILSP and
regulations agreed.
9. To replace unrepairable or consumable items in order to maintain systems spares at
agreed levels.
10. To monitor technological advances relevant to the system and inform the National
Operating Agency (NOA).
11. To maintain technical know-how at a level consistent with tasks to be performed.
Maintenance of the resilient PNT system shore side infrastructure shall be directed by staff at
the Control Centre. The system remote site equipment shall require regular on-site servicing
and maintenance according to a pre-determined annual schedule. The Control Centre shall
schedule maintenance such that service disruption is minimised. Unexpected failures of
system equipment shall be responded to within a period specified within the SLA.

3.2

Architectural Component Blocks

The operational architecture of the shore side infrastructure is shown in Figure 47. This
includes:
• Control Centres
• Maintenance Centres
• Transmitters
• Integrity monitors
• Differential correction reference stations
• GNSS interference monitors
• Operational Data Network
• Servers of e-Navigation services
• A source of UTC
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The diagram also illustrates the data communication pathways between these component
blocks.
The component blocks, for each of the technologies, shall be established at multiple sites,
including potentially remote transmitter sites, around the UK, to provide an appropriate
position solution throughout the specified coverage area. Opportunity shall be explored for
the collocation of component functionalities of the different PNT technologies. This would
allow common support services, such as physical structures, power supply, and data
communications, to be shared.
The essential features of each of the component blocks incorporated in the architecture are
described in the following sub-sections, the statements within which can be considered to be
initial expressions of high-level system requirements.

Figure 47 - Schematic diagram of relationship between components functionalities.

3.2.1 UTC Time Source (or Other Time Synchronisation Source)
The Time Synchronisation Source shall be a source of UTC (0) or another transmitter of the
same or different system (see 0 and 0). The requirement to synchronise transmitters to UTC
depends on how their signals are to be used in a position solution. A local area, standalone,
PNT system need not necessarily be synchronised to UTC, however for compatibility of
pseudoranges from each of the transmitters of that standalone system, all transmitters in the
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system needs to be synchronised. For example, the latter method is how the, very local,
system LOCATA works.
3.2.2 Operational Data Network
A control and monitoring data communication pathway shall be provided between the
components of the architecture shown in Figure 47. Examples include the Wide Area Network
(WAN) that is the public Internet (with the use of data encryption such as a Virtual Private
Network), or a private packet switched network. This wide area network can be provided by
numerous types of data communication physical infrastructure including leased lines, fixed
public broadband, satellite, or 4G/5G mobile data links.
The Operational Data Network (ODN) shall employ cyber-security principles, for example the
use of TCP/IP, with the IPSec protocol, HTTPS, SSL, TLS, and Virtual Private Network (VPN)
functionality using Internet technology.
3.2.3 Transmitting Station
The principal component of RPNT signal sites shall be the transmitting stations, illustrated in
Figure 48. The station will consist of several major components.
3.2.3.1 Transmitter
The transmitter shall be capable of transmitting the radionavigation signal at the required
frequency and power. To avoid significant downtime, particularly at more remote sites,
transmitter equipment shall comprise redundant duplicate components and enable hot
swapping, and the design and construction shall be modular to minimise interruption of
operation for maintenance.
3.2.3.2 Antenna
The transmitter shall be connected to an antenna to radiate the navigation signal. The
electrical design of the antenna shall be suitable for the efficient radiation of the signal at the
chosen frequency. Antennas for low frequency transmissions are larger than those for higher
frequencies. For example, an eLoran transmitter broadcasting at 100 kHz could be 300 m long
(see 0), while a VHF antenna could be as small as a few 10s of centimetres.
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Figure 48 - Schematic diagram of Transmitting Station system connections.

3.2.3.3 Signal Generator
The signal generator generates the baseband navigation signal and any baseband data signal.
These baseband signals are modulated onto the passband radio frequency carrier by the
modulator built into the transmitter. The navigation signal is used by receivers to determine
the distance of the receiver from the transmitter. The data signal shall carry status and system
health information, or other useful data.
Each of these two types of signal shall have been standardised through various regulatory
bodies, with manufacturers provided with a signal specification, and receiver manufacturers
provided with a Minimum Performance Specification (MPS) and an Interface Control
Document (ICD).
3.2.3.4 Data Processor
The data processor is employed to perform any computations required concerning the
transmission, for example timing control adjustments, the collection and pre-processing of
status information etc. Consideration shall be given to the Operating System (OS) of the data
processor, and associated cyber-security and authentication.
3.2.3.5 Status Monitoring and Control System
This block enables remote control of the transmitter and support systems, and reports status
and condition monitoring information to the Control Centre. It shall be the means by which
control and monitoring software at the station is maintained. The Operating System (OS) of
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the status monitoring and control system, shall be provided with cyber-security and
authentication capabilities.
3.2.3.6 Oscillator/Clock
The navigation and data signals shall be broadcast at a controlled Time of Emission (TOE) that
is synchronised with other transmitting stations in the network of stations (this could be UTC,
but not necessarily as outlined in Section 3.2.1). The preference is for highly stable oscillators,
such as Caesium oscillators to be deployed. See 0, 0, 0.
3.2.3.7 Power Supply
Power supplies for sites shall be taken from the national grid. Alternative local supplies shall
be available to switch into operation near-instantaneously and maintain operation. Local
supplies shall be available for a defined period of time. A suitably sized Uninterruptible Power
Supply (UPS) shall be provided.
3.2.3.8 Physical Environment
Each site shall be protected by suitable buildings or containers to house electronic equipment.
These buildings shall provide heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) to maintain
suitable environmental conditions for equipment operation. Each site shall provide physical
security, such as suitable fencing, with intruder detection equipment networked to a security
Control Centre.
3.2.4 Integrity Monitoring Sites
The integrity monitor site is shown in Figure 49. The Integrity Monitor shall monitor for system
level faults and communicate alerts regarding those faults to end users, or operators, of the
system via the ODN. Dissemination of alerts to users shall be performed either via the Control
Centre or directly via a transmitter.
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Figure 49 - Schematic diagram of Integrity Monitor Site system connections.

3.2.4.1 Antenna
The location of the antenna shall be precisely surveyed to centimetre level and shall be the
same type of antenna as employed by an end user of the same system.
3.2.4.2 Receiver(s)
There shall be more than one receiver installed at the site to provide redundancy. The
receivers shall track and demodulate the navigation and data signals and pass data to the
Multi-Signal and Data Analyser.
Receivers shall be configurable via the Status Monitoring and Control block.
3.2.4.3 Multi-Signal and Data Analyser
The data analyser shall receive the data captured by the receiver. It shall assess the capability
to track and compute a positioning solution based on the navigation signal, combined with
any data demodulated from the data signal. Data signal contents shall be assessed for
plausibility and logged within the local database. The database shall be accessible remotely
from the Control Centre.
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The analyser equipment shall comprise a:
•

Signal Analyser – which shall determine the physical characteristics of the received
signal, such as amplitude, noise level, and modulation characteristics.

•

Propagation Anomaly Detector – for example for the detection of skywave
reflections of the transmitted signals that could pollute the wanted navigation signal
in the region of coverage of the integrity monitor.

•

Position Solution Analyser – a position solution shall be computed and compared to
the location of the integrity monitor’s antenna.

•

Statistical Analyser –statistics on accuracy and system availability shall be provided
to the Control Centre.

•

Data Analyser – shall be used to inspect the data message. Characteristics inspected
shall include whether the format complies with the protocol used, whether data
values are within valid ranges, and whether error checking parameters such as
checksums confirm that content has not changed during transmission.

3.2.4.4 Integrity Monitor Status Monitoring and Control
This block enables remote control of the integrity monitor and support systems, and reports
status and condition monitoring information to the Control Centre. It shall be the means by
which software at the station is maintained. The Operating System (OS) of the status
monitoring and control system, shall be provided with cyber-security and authentication
capabilities.
3.2.4.5 Status Log
Data shall be logged and stored for a period of time dependent on the required availability of
the service as determined by the National Operating Agency (NOA). This will be used for
comparison with a system availability requirement where the parameter is computed over a
two year period, data shall be stored for at least three years.
Availability figures shall determine whether the NOA is meeting the Service Level
Requirements (SLA) that is in place and provide engineering evidence for system/service
improvements.
Logged data shall also be used for fault finding following system failure.
3.2.4.6 Alert Generation
Should the data analyser determine any out of tolerance data, then an alert shall be sent to
the Control Centre for processing and action. The option shall be available to transmit the
alert directly to the user via one or more of the system transmitters.
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3.2.5 Differential Reference Station
The purpose of a differential reference station is to act as an augmentation system to
maintain user positioning accuracy to the user requirement, by way of correcting the users’
measured pseudoranges for varying signal propagation conditions.
The architecture of a Differential Reference Station is shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50 - Schematic diagram Reference Site system connections.

3.2.5.1 Antenna
The location of the antenna shall be precisely surveyed to centimetre level and shall be the
same type of antenna as employed by an end user of the same system.
3.2.5.2 Receiver(s)
There shall be more than one receiver installed at the site to provide redundancy. The
receivers shall track and demodulate the navigation and data signals and pass data to the
Multi-Signal and Data Analyser.
Receivers shall be configurable via the Status Monitoring and Control block.
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3.2.5.3 Reference Station Status Monitoring and Control
This block enables remote control of the reference station and support systems, and reports
status and condition monitoring information to the Control Centre. It shall be the means by
which software at the reference station is maintained. The Operating System (OS) of the
status monitoring and control system, shall be provided with cyber-security and
authentication capabilities.
If the system being monitored is aimed at distributing time to timing users, a time reference,
from a source independent of the technology being monitored, shall be available at the
differential reference station to serve as a reference.
3.2.5.4 Reference Station Sub-block
The reference station sub-slock shall analyse signal quality, compute a position solution
compared to the station’s antenna location, compute differential corrections and perform
statistical analysis. The differential corrections shall be disseminated to users directly via a
relevant transmitter or other method that is able to minimise data latency.
3.2.5.5 Integrity Monitor Sub-block
The integrity monitor sub-slock shall receive the reference station’s own differential
corrections from the off-air transmissions received through the station’s receivers, or other
means as appropriate. Any significant difference between the corrections received and those
transmitted shall result in an alert being generated for dissemination to the Control Centre.
3.2.5.6 Status Log
Data shall be logged and stored for a period of time dependent on the required availability of
the service as determined by the National Operating Agency (NOA). For example, for
comparison with a system availability requirement where the parameter is computed over a
two year period, data shall be stored for at least three years.
This shall be employed to determine whether the NOA is meeting the Service Level
Requirements (SLA) that is in place and provide engineering evidence for system/service
improvements.
Logged data shall be used for fault finding following system failure.
3.2.6 GNSS Interference Detection Network
This system shall monitor whether the GNSS signal is degraded by external interference,
characterise the source of the interference and disseminate instances of interference to
users. Section 3.5 of Work Package 3 Deliverable D4 contains an introduction to GNSS
interference detection networks. Sensors shall be installed at all major ports.
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3.2.7 e-Navigation Services
MarRINav deliverable report D1, Requirements and Context, produced by WP1 of the
MarRINav project includes a section summarising the international effort that is being applied
to realise these systems, including the Maritime Connectivity Platform (MCP), and includes
an Annex on typical e-Navigation services. Some of the functions of the Control Centre,
including the initialisation of Notices to Mariners, shall be accomplished by e-Navigation
services.
In addition, the dissemination to users’ receivers (the MSR) of transmitter and reference
station almanac information shall be accomplished by e-Navigation services developed based
on the IALA S-246 and S-247 Product Specifications. Also, eLoran ASF (propagation delay data)
shall be promulgated by a service developed based on the IALA S-245 Product Specification.
3.3

Data Flows

We now explore the general data flows between the high-level architectural blocks outlined
in Figure 47. At this stage (Stage 1) of the progress of the MarRINav project these data flows
should be considered to be the minimal required and outline requirements to be refined
during subsequent stages.
Data flows are considered to fall into four categories:
1. Remote Site Management Data: is concerned with control, configuration, and
monitoring of remote site equipment.
2. PNT Solution Support Data: provides the means for distribution of data that supports
the measurement of pseudorange data and the determination of the PNT position
solution.
3. Maintenance Management Data: is used for the scheduling of regular equipment
servicing, and the organisation of response to the detection of failures and anomalous
events.
4. Information Distribution Data: provides system related information to stakeholders
and other external agencies.
At this stage we concentrate on PNT Solution Support Data by way of example and employ
SysML/UML [16] to describe the blocks and data flows between the relevant architectural
blocks. We note that the other categories of data may also be described using SysML for data
modelling, but at this stage we are not yet in a position to identify the enterprise processes
that would be required to elicit those models.
3.3.1

Differential Correction Data Flow

Figure 51 shows a SysML diagram that describes the data flow between differential reference
stations, transmitters and Control Centres.
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Figure 51 – SysML description of differential reference station data flow.

The diagram highlights that differential correction data are computed (computeDiffCorrection
operation) at the differential reference stations and then sent (sendDiffCorrection operation),
in MarRINav’s case via the Operational Data Network (ODN), described in section 3.2.2, to a
relevant radionavigation transmitter for modulation (modulateDiffRefData) onto the
navigation signal for onward broadcast (transmitSignal) to users who receive the correction
via their MSR. The preferred option is to disseminate the differential corrections to the users
with as low a latency as possible; so in this architecture we avoid passing the corrections
through the Control Centre for eventual forwarding.
However, the diagram also shows that the differential reference station sends logged
differential correction data (logDiffCorrections), via the ODN, to the Control Centre for
storage, historic availability calculation and fault identification etc.
It is possible to illustrate the orchestration of the operations performed by the various blocks
of the system, in computing and transferring information, using a set of UML Sequence
Diagrams [16], however this is beyond the scope of this stage of the work and is more
pertinent to the design phase. What is more important at this stage is establishing examples
of what data and information is promulgated between which blocks.
The upper right of Figure 51 shows a SysML class that describes the data contents of a
differential reference station message. The contents of this message are:
•

refStnID: The identification designator of the differential reference station. This shall
be specified as a Maritime Resource Name (MRN) [17] [18].
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•

transmitterID: The identification of the transmitter, the pseudorange of which the
differential correction data should be applied. This shall be specified as an MRN.

•

timeStamp: The time stamp of the production of the data. This shall be referenced to
UTC time.

•

differentialCorrection: The correction to be applied to the transmitter’s pseudorange
before the user’s receiver computes a position solution.

•

UDRE: The current estimate of the User Differential Range Error, which is the result of
the combination of all sources of error that affect the differential corrections,
converted into the pseudorange domain. This value is used (with others) to inform the
user’s receiver’s Horizontal Protection Level (HPL) computation as a part of user level
integrity monitoring.

•

integrityWarning: A system level integrity warning produced by the differential
reference station concerning the quality of the differential corrections.

•

timeBaseQuality: a value representing the quality of the receiver clock/oscillator
deployed at the differential reference station.

•

ageOfCorrections: an indication of how long ago the correction were computed. The
user’s receiver may be set to reject corrections beyond a certain age depending on
the application being performed.

3.3.2 Integrity Monitoring Data Flow
Figure 52 shows a SysML diagram that describes the data flow between integrity monitors,
transmitters and Control Centres.
It is important to note that an integrity monitor provides system level integrity, which
supplements user level integrity (RAIM/FDE and HPL computations) algorithms built into the
MSR. In the case of MarRINav, such integrity monitors serve three main purposes:
1. As an information resource for the Control Centre, in order to identify and log system
level fault events for which a Notice to Mariners should be initiated.
2. As a means by which integrity events can be logged by the Control Centre in order to
assess their effects on system availability.
3. As a stationary propagation anomaly detection system, sensitive to signal propagation
channel events that would not necessarily be easily identified by a mariner’s receiver,
which is under motion.
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Figure 52 - SysML description of integrity monitoring data flow.

The integrity monitor continuously monitors for integrity events (monitorIntegrity) and sends
any alerts to the Control Centre (sendIntegrityAlert), via the ODN, for further action. These
integrity alerts can also be disseminated to users directly via a relevant transmitter of the
system to ensure than the required system level integrity Time-To-Alarm (TTA) is met.
The upper right of Figure 52 shows a SysML class that describes the data contents of an
integrity monitor message. The contents of this message are:
•

integrityMonitorID: The identification designator of the integrity monitor. This shall
be specified as a Maritime Resource name (MRN).

•

transmitterID: The identification of the transmitter undergoing the integrity event.
This shall be specified as an MRN.

•

timeStamp: The time stamp of the production of the data. This shall be referenced to
UTC time.

•

UERE: The current estimate of the User Equivalent Range Error, which is the result of
the combination of all sources of error that affect the signal transmission, converted
into the pseudorange domain. This value is used (with others) to inform the user’s
receiver’s Horizontal Protection Level (HPL) computation as a part of user level
integrity monitoring.

•

integrityEvent: The type of the integrity event, based on simple enumeration of alerts.
The enumAlert enumerator type (defined in the lower right of the diagram) shows
four example types of event:
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a. transmitterOutage – this could be a simple failure of a transmitter resulting in
a missing signal, or the measured UERE of the transmitter has breached some
preset bound.
b. skywaveAlert – this would alert the users and Control Centre to a problem with
the signal propagation channel; For examples, skywave interference effecting
eLoran (or MF R-Mode) signals in the area of operation, or the occurrence of
tropospheric ducting in the VHF band (pertinent to VDES R-Mode).
c. interferenceAlert – alerting stakeholders to the presence of forms of
interference to the navigation signals in the region.
d. signalOutOfSpec – alerting stakeholders to problems with signal specification
compared to that which is standardised and published to users and operators.
•

alertTextMessage: An automatically generated text message that provides a short
description of the integrity event, which shall also include pertinent numerical data.

3.3.3 GNSS Interference Monitoring Network Data Flow
Figure 53 presents a SysML diagram of the basic structure and information flow of a GNSS
interference monitoring network. The GNSS Interference Monitoring Network consists of one
or more GNSS Interference Monitors and one or more GNSS Interference Data Centres.

Figure 53 – SysML diagram of the GNSS Interference Monitoring Network.

Each of the remotely distributed GNSS Interference Monitors (placed one or more at each
major port) continuously monitors for GNSS interference events (monitorForInterference)
and sends alerts and information pertaining to the interference to the GNSS Interference Data
Centre (sendEventData), via the ODN, for further action. The GNSS Interference Data Centre
can be collocated with the Control Centre. The Data Centre logs the event (logEvent) and may
forward alerts regarding the interference event to further stakeholders. For example, this
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network could feed into a proposed wider national database (such as is understood to be
under the separate ESA project, GENS, being proposed within NAVISP Element 3).
The upper right of Figure 53 shows a SysML class that describes the data contents of an
Interference Event Data message. The contents of this message are:
•

monitorID: The identification designator of the interference monitor. This shall be
specified as a Maritime Resource Name (MRN) [17], [18].

•

eventTimeStamp: The time stamp of the production of the data. This shall be
referenced to UTC time.

•

eventType: The type interference event detected, based on simple enumeration. The
enumEvent enumerator type (defined in the upper right of the diagram) shows three
example types of event:
a. Jamming – a jammer has been detected, whether accidental or purposeful.
b. naturalInterference – a source of natural interference has been detected.
c. Spoofing – A spoofer has been detected.

•

interferenceSample: a sample of the interfering signal either at baseband or RF.

•

eventTextMessage: An automatically generated text message that provides a short
description of the interference event. Pertinent numerical data shall be included,
including an estimate of the range and bearing of the interference source from the
monitor.

3.3.4 Relationship To the Multi-System Receiver
Figure 54 shows example data flows in the context of the multi-system receiver (MSR). This
section is included here with only a limited description, sufficient to provide a high level
understanding of the data flows involved and how these are supported by the shore-based
elements of the conceptual enterprise architecture.
The receiver is composed of one or more Onboard Navigation Sensors, one or more
Radionavigation Sensors and a single PNT Data Processor. Typical main operations are shown
in the upper part of these blocks, with information items shown in the lower part. The
Radionavigation Sensors are shown in relation to the Transmitters and there is also a block
showing example e-Navigation Services and the PNT relevant data that shall be provided to
the PNT Data processor.
The radionavigation sensors send raw PNT data to the PNT Data Processor. The raw PNT data
contains, pseudoranges, system time offsets (if not all systems are synchronised to UTC),
system integrity information, and differential correction data.
e-Navigation services include transmitter almanacs, differential reference station almanacs,
propagation data and Notices to Mariners in a convenient digital form. The latter may contain
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integrity information, or health and status information, concerning the radionavigation
system.

Figure 54 – Data flows for the multi-system receiver.

3.4

Supporting Critical National Infrastructure

Section 0 described the common functionalities of component technologies that shall be
incorporated in a hybrid resilient PNT system-of-systems. To provide the required coverage,
these components shall be distributed at sites all around the UK coast, some at quite remote
locations. Management, control and monitoring of the component sites shall be performed
by the Control Centre. An Operational Data Network (ODN), as described in Section 0.2, shall
connect the Control Centre and the remote sites. Power for the equipment at the remote
sites shall primarily be taken from the national grid with Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS)
provide at each site.
3.4.1 ODN Information Security and Resilience
Information security is classified using the Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA) triad
of security attributes. The realisation of the ODN for management and monitoring of the PNT
system proposed shall address the integrity and availability of the data being transferred.
Processes and controls shall be integrated at the various layers of the network
implementation, to further strengthen the security of the transferred data [19] [20].
Physical redundancy of the data links used in the ODN shall be implemented.
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For example, using a mobile network private Access Point Node (APN) improves data Integrity
and Availability by allowing use of routes that are not used by other traffic, maintaining
capacity of the route, and with endpoints not accessible to third parties, reducing the risk of
third party interception of the data traffic.
Secure connections need to be used with a certificate to confirm that the connection is
allowed, and is made to the correct endpoint. The GLA have developed an understanding of
the need to secure e-Navigation [21] through cybersecurity and Public Key Cryptography
(PKC), not only to encrypt data, but also to authenticate data messages so that stakeholders
can be assured of the authenticity of data. Work continues under the auspices of the Maritime
Connectivity Platform Consortium (MCC) of which the GLA are one of the founding (host)
members [22]. In addition, wider maritime cybersecurity considerations will be taken into
account [23] [24].

Figure 55 - Example of physical Operational Data Network for PNT System Shore side
Infrastructure.
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In support of information security, use of networked applications shall conform to
cybersecurity best practice:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Users shall be authorised on the basis of hierarchical access requirement, i.e. limiting
access in line with authority and capability, and with ownership of data.
User logon shall be authenticated, and session activity logged. Logs shall be audited
regularly.
Sensitive data and user passwords shall be encrypted where saved on network
devices.
Entered data shall be validated before being processed.
Backups of data shall be made regularly, and a schedule for archiving implemented.
More generally, application, operating system, and antivirus patches, updates, and
upgrades shall be applied as soon as possible, and
The physical security of network devices shall be enforced to ensure that unauthorised
personnel are not able to gain access.

3.4.2 Power Security and Resilience
The principal supply of power for all PNT shore side infrastructure will be the national power
grid (Figure 56). The national grid is fundamental for all aspects of the Critical National
Infrastructure, and as such, is inherently designed and implemented to be resilient.
Power outages do occur occasionally over limited geographical areas due to, for instance,
demand overload, damage to transmission lines by weather, and disruption of grid control
equipment by electrical storms and space weather events. To guard against such outages,
alternative power supplies shall be provided on site for PNT shore side infrastructure to
provide, at least temporarily, a supply during such outages.
Uninterruptible Power Supplies, (UPS) maintain operation through short glitches, typically
less than an hour, and allow computing equipment to shutdown gracefully if power is not
restored in a timely manner.
Provision shall be made for a secondary (backup) source of power on site.
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Figure 56 - Redundant Power Supply for PNT System Shoreside Infrastructure.
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4

Conclusions and Recommendations

The work of this report has determined a number of findings, recommendations and research
questions for further analysis that should be continued into the next phase of MarRINav.
These findings and recommendations are listed here.

4.1

Conclusions for Geographical Architecture

4.1.1 System-of-systems hybrid approach
A fundamental principle for the geographic selection of the PNT architectural elements is
achieving a satisfactory geometry of the sightlines from users (at sea or in port) to the various
transmitter locations. This applies to all radionavigation systems that use the signal’s time of
arrival to determine position, to wide area systems such as eLoran, regional area systems such
as VDES R-Mode and local area systems such as LOCATA. Ideally, to maintain a low Dilution
of Precision (DOP) for the resulting positioning solution, the sightlines to transmitters should
be evenly spread throughout the 360° bearings surrounding the receiver. For users at sea
within the EEZs of the UK and Ireland, this ideal situation cannot generally be realised because
transmitters are constrained to locations on UK land. Hence the selection of geographical
locations for each system’s transmitters depends on many factors. These include the
transmitter power and operational range, the practicality of using remote locations, the cost
benefits of using sites with existing infrastructure and ultimately selecting the best geometry
of sightlines achievable within the desired coverage area.
Within the present MarRINav analysis, site selection for additional eLoran transmitters has
been limited to locations with existing TV mast infrastructure in the UK capable of
accommodating simultaneous operations with additional low power transmissions, operating
together with the existing eLoran site at Anthorn.
In the case of VDES R-Mode, sites have been selected predominantly at existing AIS station
locations that would be expected to be upgraded to VDES in due course. A small number of
additional VDES R-Mode stations have been considered where the degree of navigational risk
indicates a need for wider service coverage area.
The hybrid system-of-systems PNT solution follows the principle of using the wide area eLoran
system for maximum overall geographic coverage, then supplementing with regional VDES RMode and/or radar absolute positioning to fill capability gaps in the wide area coverage. This
approach generally results in PNT capability being delivered primarily by each system
standalone within the limits of its specific coverage area. Where more than one separate PNT
solution is available, they can then be combined in the ship’s Multi System Receiver (MSR) as
a loosely-coupled integrated navigation solution. This combination of the systems provides
the user with the overall best estimate of the vessel’s position, with a level of integrity,
availability and continuity that is at least as good as the individual systems.
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In the case of eLoran and VDES R-Mode each being synchronised (ideally to UTC), the MSR
could also implement a tightly-coupled integrated navigation solution by combining
pseudoranges from all transmitters in view (from both eLoran and VDES R-Mode). Tight
coupling may provide a PNT solution in situations where eLoran or VDES R-Mode systems
alone may not support their own individual solutions, yet when a hybrid solution with a
mixture of the systems’ pseudoranges is possible. Hybridisation in this way may in some cases
extend the overall geographic positioning coverage area (although still subject to appropriate
geometry of transmitters) or it may provide greater redundancy of transmissions for
increased integrity and availability of the PNT service. Such a combination of systems could
employ multi-system versions of receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) to check
sets of mixed pseudorange measurements for fault detection when the integrated navigation
solution is overdetermined (i.e. there is redundancy in the set of pseudoranges).
4.1.2 UK Baseline eLoran
Six eLoran transmitters are proposed to comprise a UK-only baseline eLoran system. Only one
of these needs to be high power and that can be achieved by fully re-establishing the eLoran
facility at Anthorn. The remaining 5 transmitters are proposed to be much lower power and
distributed widely towards the extremities of the UK land mass as shown in Figure 57
(reproduced below from Figure 19 for the reader’s convenience). These transmitter sites are
the locations of existing TV masts capable of hosting additional LF transmissions using an
innovative method of using the mast’s supporting infrastructure. The method is described
further in 0. There is one lower-power eLoran transmitter site identified in each of Shetland,
Northern Ireland and Scotland, with a further two located at the east and west extremities of
southern England.
The resulting UK baseline eLoran provides extensive coverage of maritime positioning
capability for the UK at either the 10 metres or 20 metres (95%) accuracy level (as shown in
the Figure below). The 10 m accuracy performance covers most of the UK coastline and 9 out
of 10 UK major ports (considered by economic value of goods in transit). Dover is an exception
and needs further intervention, summarised below. Coverage at 20 metres (95%) position
accuracy covers a substantial part of the UK EEZ. This baseline covers many of the areas of
highest navigational risks of collision or grounding.
With international cooperation, the UK baseline eLoran system could be extended
significantly with the use of a single additional transmitter in mainland Europe. In particular,
analysis has shown that re-establishing the Loran transmissions from Sylt in Germany (and
upgrading that location to eLoran) would greatly extend the coverage to the east across the
UK EEZ, notably including the Port of Dover, the Dover Straits and the area of higher risk
associated with approaches to the Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) to the north-east of Dover.
It is noted that Loran infrastructure at Sylt, although mothballed and not currently
transmitting, remains in place and renewed eLoran transmissions would be feasible alongside
others planned for that site. Transmissions of eLoran from Sylt would also complement the
MF (DGPS) R-Mode solution that is under investigation for the Baltic region. The strategic and
policy implications of introducing Sylt into the solution are not considered in this stage of the
project.
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Extension of eLoran coverage to a wider area of the Irish EEZ would be possible by the addition
of a single further low-power transmitter in the south west of Ireland, nominally at Mizen
Head. This would provide a baseline Irish resilient PNT capability, in particular covering the
Shannon ports and the Port of Cork. Here also, the strategic and policy implications of an Irish
eLoran transmitter are not considered at this stage of the project.

Figure 57 - UK Baseline eLoran coverage overlaid with the risk analysis plot. Three coloured
contours are shown that represent 10 m (blue), 20 m (green) and 100 m (dark red) 95%’ile
accuracy.
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The UK baseline eLoran system, if its coverage is not extended by transmissions from Sylt,
leaves some gaps in capability at just one major UK port, the Port of Dover, and at three key
areas of higher navigational risk: the Dover Straits, the TSS to the north-east of Dover and in
the vicinity of the Pentland Firth and Orkney Islands. The UK baseline eLoran achieves the 20
m accuracy level within the UK jurisdiction area of this TSS, but does not provide this for the
port and straits at Dover. This is clearly unacceptable for such important maritime areas and
hence regional systems (VDES R-Mode and radar absolute positioning) must be considered
within the hybrid PNT solution for these areas, to maximise the coverage a UK sovereign
solution (entirely under UK control) while conforming to international standards.
4.1.3 VDES R-Mode
Following the principle of seeking regional coverage systems to fill the capability gaps in the
wide area coverage, VDES R-Mode (and below, the radar absolute positioning) have been
considered for their capability at the Port of Dover and the three high risk navigational areas
mentioned above.
VDES R-Mode has primarily been considered in MarRINav as being a relatively cost-effective
addition to some existing UK AIS base stations, which would themselves be expected to be
upgraded to VDES in due course to enhance maritime communications. Analysis shows that
upgrading UK AIS base station locations to VDES and equipping with VDES R-Mode in the
vicinity of the Orkney Islands and Pentland Firth would fill the PNT capability gap left by UK
baseline eLoran in this area.
Analysis of the potential deployment of UK-only VDES R-Mode stations alone has been found
insufficient for positioning capability at the Port of Dover, Dover Straits and the TSS to the
north-east. However, it would be feasible and of mutual benefit in this high risk area for the
UK to cooperate and synchronise with VDES R-Mode transmissions from France, deploying
VDES R-Mode on both sides of the Channel. The strategic, policy and economic implications
of such cooperation with France have not been considered in this stage of the project,
although it is noted that R-Mode currently appears as a prime candidate for maritime PNT
backup technology within the EC’s draft Implementation Plan to progress the resilient PNT
solutions of the European Radio Navigation Plan (ERNP). The ERNP has been influenced by
the development of R-Mode in the Baltic region, for which such a solution has reasonable
coverage due to many of the sea areas being enclosed by land in relatively close proximity.
The inclusion of just three VDES R-Mode stations in France, along with the UK VDES R-Mode
baseline, has been predicted to provide satisfactory positioning coverage at the 10 metres
(95%) level for the whole of the Dover Straits and the Port of Dover.
4.1.4 Hybrid UK eLoran with VDES R-Mode
The most challenging UK maritime area in which to achieve satisfactory resilient PNT coverage
is the TSS area (and its approaches) to the north-east of Dover, arguably one of the highest
risk maritime areas in the world. This capability gap can be almost completely closed to the
20 metres (95%) level by the hybrid solution of closely coupled UK eLoran with VDES R-Mode
(including three French VDES R-Mode stations).
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This is illustrated for a tightly coupled integration of eLoran and VDES R-Mode in Figure 58
below, reproduced from Figure 42 above for the reader’s convenience.

Figure 58 - Tightly coupled integration of eLoran with VDES R-Mode in the Dover region. Blue = 10
m (95%), Green = 20 m (95%) and Red = 100 m (95%).

A hybrid PNT solution coupling VDES R-Mode (including just 3 stations in France) with UK
eLoran provides performance at the 10 m (95%) level for the Port of Dover, the Dover
Straits and much of the TSS region to the north-east, with a large area of the Channel
covered at the 20 m (95%) level.
UK VDES R-Mode and 3 VDES R-Mode stations in France, coupled with UK eLoran, confers
substantial benefit for the UK and France across national waters of both maritime
administrations.
4.1.5 Radar Absolute Positioning
If the UK cannot reach international cooperative agreement to extend the system using
French VDES R-Mode stations or the German Loran at Sylt, then we need to investigate
another option.
In this case, a possible solution to the coverage gap around Dover and its north-east environs
that is left by UK eLoran and UK-only VDES R-Mode may be to employ another of the
MarRINav proposed PNT solutions – absolute radar positioning. However, this technology is
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fairly immature and requires substantial further research and development. Figure 59 below
is a reproduction of Figure 44, which shows the relative level of radar image information
available for the application of the technique in the Dover area, but prediction of accuracy
performance is not yet possible.

Figure 59 – Estimated Radar SLAM accuracy performance in the Dover region and Felixstowe
regions.
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4.2

Conclusions for Operational Architecture

The generic architectural blocks have been considered, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Control Centres
Maintenance Centres
Transmitters
Integrity monitors
Differential correction reference stations
GNSS interference monitors
Operational Data Network (ODN)
Servers of e-Navigation services
A source of UTC

The conceptual shore side architecture is proposed to support a hybrid system-of-systems
solution, at this stage encompassing three systems; eLoran, VDES R-Mode and radar absolute
positioning. This architecture is extendable to other systems, such as MF R-Mode if and when
appropriate. High-level descriptions of each of the system blocks have been provided.
In addition, indicative data flows, concentrating on PNT Solution Support Data have been
presented, in the form of SysML diagrams. These identify the outline types of data that shall
be passed between constituent blocks. Other data flows that pertain to an enterprise
architecture could be developed in later stages of the project.

4.3

Recommendations

The following principal recommendations arise from the analysis of the conceptual resilient
PNT architecture for maritime CNI:
•

R1.
A proof-of-concept real-world demonstrator, supported by appropriate
models and simulation, should be developed and evaluated within a maritime testbed at a local scale to inform more detailed design of the hybrid system-of systems
solution. (Deliverable D7 discusses this in more detail).

•

R2.
Under the aegis of a proof-of-concept demonstrator, the technical maturity
and risk reduction of the following areas should be progressed:
• The development of VDES R-Mode to a higher Technology Readiness Level,
considering the options for time synchronisation and the possible addition of
limited use of two-way ranging.
• Demonstration of the proposed method of utilising existing TV station
infrastructure for the implementation of lower-power eLoran transmissions,
operating in a way compatible with other transmissions from each facility.
• Technical investigation and proving of the methods of precise time transfer from
the NPL source of UTC (or National Timing Centre) and the forward transfer of
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•

precise Time to VDES R-Mode stations at a level that supports the ranging function
accuracy.
Further research of radar absolute positioning to determine its potential
performance capability for a variety of shoreline terrain and radar image levels of
feature conspicuity, including the possible use of shore-based infrastructure in the
form of passive radar reflectors or enhanced radar beacons (eRacons).

•

R3.
The scope and funding for a MarRINav Stage 2 proposal should be determined
in consultation with the UK Space Agency and ESA to further the research of a UK
maritime resilient PNT architecture.

•

R4.
Results of MarRINav Stage 1 investigation of the conceptual maritime PNT
architecture should be presented to the Blackett Report Implementation Group (BRIG)
and the PNT Startegy Group coordinated by UK Space Agency, to inform the future of
maritime and wider sector CNI solutions.

•

R5.
The strategic, policy and economic implications of cooperating with
neighbouring maritime administrations outside of the UK should be discussed with the
BRIG and DfT for the specific cases of:
• Cooperation with Germany to establish eLoran transmissions from the existing Sylt
station which already has significant infrastructure retained.
• Cooperation with France to establish VDES R-Mode operations from a few sites
around Dover and Calais, on both sides of the Channel, to provide R-Mode
coverage to the key ports of Dover and Calais, the Dover Straits and the
surrounding approaches.
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Annex A
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General Operational Requirements

This appendix outlines the general operational requirements of any navigation system used
as a component of a resilient-PNT system, it has been recreated here for ease of traceability
of the architectural decisions outlined in the main body of this report.
Req. ID
MR001

MR002

MR003

MR004

MR005

MR006

MR007
MR008
MR009
MR010

Requirement
To avoid the necessity of carrying more than one
set of receiving equipment on a ship, the
shipborne receiving equipment should [shall] be
suitable for operating either with a worldwide
radionavigation system, or with radionavigation
systems, which cover the area in which the ship
trades.
Shipborne receiving equipment should [shall]
conform to the relevant performance standards
not inferior to those adopted by the IMO.
Radionavigation systems should [shall] make it
possible for shipborne receiving equipment to
automatically select the appropriate stations for
determining the ship’s position with the required
performance.
Shipborne receiving equipment should [shall] be
provided with at least one output from which
position information can be supplied in a
standard form to other equipment.
The system shall be considered available when it
provides the required integrity for the given
accuracy level.
The requirements may be met by individual
radionavigation systems or by a combination of
such systems.
All systems should [shall] be capable of being
used by an unlimited number of ships
All available sources of positioning information
shall be used.
Data communications and information flows
supporting RPNT provision shall be robust.
The user of a PNT system shall be provided with
a method of identifying when interference
occurs to the PNT system.

Source
IMO A.915

Stakeholder
User

IMO A.915
IMO.401
IMO A.1046
IMO A.915

User,
Designer

IMO A.915

User,
Designer

IMO A.1046

User,
Operator

IMO A.1046

All

IMO A.1046

User

IALA R.129

User

User,
Designer

IMO
MarRINav

All
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Annex B
B.1

Implementing UK eLoran

Introduction, Context and Rationale for UK eLoran

While the GLA are at the centre of UK expertise in eLoran, and while MarRINav is primarily
about maritime service, the project has to consider the cross-sector benefits of an eLoran
system if such infrastructure is to be provided across the UK. Not only would this provide the
impetus for other nations to consider implementing eLoran, but it would also provide
opportunity for the sharing of costs beyond the maritime sector alone.
The London Economics Report [25], commissioned by Innovate UK, UK Space and the Royal
Institute of Navigation, when dealing with the loss of GNSS concluded that:
‘The most applicable mitigation strategies for the largest number of applications are eLoran
and Satelles.’
The report also states that:
‘there is a strong economic case for government intervention, with benefits of 4 to 5 times
the public investment’
The Blackett Revue [26], conducted by the UK Government’s Chief Scientific Adviser, made a
specific recommendation that:
‘Critical National Infrastructure operators should make provision … for the loss of GNSS by
employing GNSS-independent back-up systems’
In the list of mitigations noted within that report for the loss of GNSS, every single sector
included ‘a terrestrial radio system’, and made mention that these ‘have been successfully
demonstrated’. For the Maritime sector, the Revue said: ‘At sea and in ports eLoran meets
international standards.’.
The day following the release of that Blackett Report, Cabinet Office published the statement
that:
‘The UK Government is supportive of any progress towards initiating and maintaining an
operational eLoran network that can provide PNT services, and will lend support where
appropriate to aid its establishment and continued use.’
Principle 9 of this architecture analysis report (see Section Error! Reference source not
found.) considers the idea of starting with a wide area system covering as much UK territory
as possible, then using regional and local area systems to fill in the gaps in coverage. This
principle has also been proposed, quite independently, by the Resilient Navigation and Timing
Foundation [27], as shown in Figure 60.
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This layered architecture is not solely applicable to the maritime domain. It is also appropriate
for the use of autonomous (meaning ‘standalone’) systems, such as radar, gyrocompasses
and similar technologies aboard ship. This approach has been adopted by MarRINav, as
demonstrated by the project’s consideration of the integration of candidate radionavigationbased RPNT systems with radar absolute positioning, Dead Reckoning based on Doppler
Correlation Speed Log, gyrocompass and IMU.
Furthering the principle we could say that if there is a wide-area system available at the
suitable Technology Readiness Level (TRL) then it should be employed because this keeps
control of the extent of infrastructure required. The only wide-area candidate resilient PNT
system that meets the considerations of the London Economics report and the Blackett
Report and which is at a suitable Technology Readiness Level (TRL), including already having
a number of international standards in place, is eLoran. eLoran is introduced in the
Deliverable D4 report output from Work Package 3.
This section now illustrates some of the considerations if an eLoran system is to be deployed
across the United Kingdom.
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Figure 60 – A multi-layered approach to Resilient PNT. Picture source: Resilient Navigation and
Timing Foundation [27].

B.2

Sites for eLoran Transmitters

The success of an eLoran system that starts with a UK-only solution (or UK and Ireland) will
depend critically on the availability of sites for transmitter stations. Loran stations are
substantial installations and there are only a limited number of suitable sites.
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Figure 61 – A traditional Loran-C station at Seneca, South Carolina. Source: www.f6aoj.aojournal.com

Figure 61 shows an aerial view of a traditional Loran-C station, that at Seneca, South Carolina
in the USA. It has a very tall antenna mast or tower; typically these are 200 metres tall in
Europe and up to 400 metres in the US. In the ground below the tower are multiple wires
running out radially for hundreds of metres. The transmitter itself is in the building close to
the base of the mast. There are technical reasons why Loran stations look the way they do
and why they have to be as big as they are.
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Figure 62 – Diagram of a Loran-C antenna. Source: [28].

Figure 62 shows that the metal tower is itself the transmitting antenna [28]. It is live; its base
is insulated from the ground. The diagram shows that the tower is also insulated from the guy
wires that support it. However, the upper part of each of the top guy wires is connected to
the tower to provide a capacitor to ground – this is called a “capacity hat” and its job is to
provide “top loading”. Effectively it makes the mast transmit like a taller mast by increasing
the current flowing in it. In the ground below are the many radial wires.
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Figure 63 – A Loran antenna tower.
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B.3

The Electrically Short Vertical Monopole

Figure 64 shows the equivalent circuit of an “electrically-short vertical monopole” antenna
[28].

Figure 64 – The equivalent circuit of an electrically-short monopole antenna. Source: [28].

In this diagram Rr is the “radiation resistance”; ideally, all of the power from the transmitter
will flow to this element and be radiated. The radiation resistance determines the radiated
power of the transmitter according to the equation:
𝑃𝑟 = 𝐼 2 𝑅𝑟
where I is the antenna current.
The larger the radiation resistance compared to other resistive losses in the antenna system,
the more efficiently the antenna radiates, launching more energy across its coverage area.
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Figure 65 – Effect of antenna length on radiation resistance.

Figure 65 shows that the radiation resistance of an antenna 0.07 of a wavelength high is just
a couple of ohms.
As can be seen from Figure 64, in series with the radiation resistance, and so reducing output
efficiency, is the resistance of the ground system, Rg, which could be several ohms. This
ground resistance is reduced as much as possible by using multiple, long ground wires.
Also, the input impedance of a short vertical monopole antenna is capacitive, so the inductor
Li is required to bring the antenna into resonance, in order to effect maximum power transfer
through the circuit into Rr. The resistive losses of that inductor (Ri) reduce efficiency. So by
“top loading” the antenna using the upper part of the top guy wires, the capacitance of the
structure is increased, thus requiring a smaller, less lossy, inductor.
So, the ideal Loran antenna:
1. is as tall as possible,
2. has as many ground radial wires as possible,
3. has top loading.
This is why a Loran antenna and earth system looks the way it does.
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B.4

Options for UK Transmitter Sites

B.4.1 History
The GLA has successfully sought to avoid the almost insuperable planning problems of
establishing a station on a green-field site by adding a Loran service to an existing large radio
station.

Figure 66 – The masts at Anthorn in the UK.

Figure 67 – The Loran antenna at Anthorn in the UK.
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Anthorn already had a huge antenna system (Figure 66). Each of the masts shown in the
photograph is 200 metres tall. To add Loran, a “T-antenna”, a diagram of which is shown in
Figure 67, was slung between two of those masts, 675 metres apart. The vertical part of the
“T” (which does the transmitting) is approximately 150 metres tall. The horizontal part of the
“T” provides top loading. Anthorn already had an extensive earthing system.
B.4.2 Options for More Loran Stations
In the absence of any reasonable chance of being able to install a bespoke eLoran transmitter
on a green field site, there are several possible options available. These include:
1. Adding Loran to AM broadcast stations,
2. Adding Loran to TV antenna masts.
B.4.2.1 AM Broadcast Stations
It may be possible to add an eLoran service to an existing broadcast station such as Droitwich,
with its 200 metre masts supporting a T-antenna, as shown in Figure 68.

Figure 68 – The AM broadcast station at Droitwich.
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The owners and operators of Droitwich, Arqiva, have suggested adding eLoran to the several
AM broadcast signals already fed to this single antenna, which include Radio 4 UK. Eventually,
as medium-wave and long-wave broadcasting is terminated (almost certainly before 2030),
sole use of the antenna for eLoran might be possible.

Figure 69 – Other UK and Irish AM broadcast station options.

Figure 69 shows other large AM broadcast stations, including Burghead in northern Scotland
(two 154 metre masts), Start Point in south-west England (a single 137 metre mast) and
Tullamore in Ireland (a single 290 metre mast). All these have ground systems and transmitter
buildings. They are the furthest north, south and west in the UK and Ireland.
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Figure 70 – eLoran coverage using Droitwich, Burghead, Start Point and Tullamore (metres, 95%,
ASFs calibrated).

Figure 70 shows and example of the eLoran coverage that these four AM stations could
provide. The diagram illustrates the predicted navigation accuracy, 95% of the time. Based on
antenna height, Start Point is assumed to transmit 50 kW and the others 100 kW. It is
assumed that eLoran is operated in the same way as was the prototype GLA eLoran system:
that is, with ASFs calibrated out plus differential operation.
The resulting coverage is substantial, but disappointing, especially in the south-east of
England. It is a fine example of an important rule: to get good Loran coverage of an area (such
as the UK and its coastal waters) the stations should be around the edges of the area, not
inside it as here. There are simply not enough large AM broadcast stations in the right places;
although these four might contribute to a solution, they alone will not suffice.
B.4.2.2 TV Masts
There is a different, and more radical, option. Most of the tallest structures in the United
Kingdom are television station masts, such as that shown in Figure 71. It is clearly a guyed
lattice mast, looking like an eLoran tower. But actually it is completely different; it is
electrically grounded, not live. Its purpose is simply to hold the broadcast antennas (near the
top) high in the sky, and support all the mobile phone cells, microwave dishes, and other
communications antennas (lower down).
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Figure 71 – A TV mast.

While it is not possible to turn this tower into a live mast to broadcast eLoran, is it possible
for this very tall structure to host an eLoran antenna?
Figure 72 shows, in red, that one of the top guy wires has been isolated to form a 200 metrelong sloping antenna that could be fed at its base by a Loran transmitter. Ground radials would
be added to complete a low-cost, simple modification of an existing TV station.
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Figure 72 – Using a guy wire as an eLoran antenna.

Figure 73 – Guy wire antenna with top loading.

Figure 73 shows how the top sections of one or more other guy wires could provide top
loading, thereby improving the efficiency of the design.
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Figure 74 – A T-antenna formed from a guy wire.

Figure 75 – eLoran antenna added between adjacent guy wires.

Figure 74 shows a further alternative: a guy wire has been modified to support a sloping-top
T-antenna.
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Figure 75 illustrates a final option: an eLoran antenna has been added, between adjacent guy
wires. This system would avoid the need to modify the existing guys.
None of these option for antennas has yet been modelled, demonstrated or optimised,
although experiments by the US Coast Guard involving the use of DGPS radiobeacons suggest
they would be feasible [29]. Roke Manor Research2, a UK research organisation, has the ability
to model such antenna structures; this work should be included in the planning of Phase 2 of
MarRINav.
Such antennas structures, if they can be made to work, could allow the use for eLoran
transmissions of a range of very tall TV towers across the UK - and indeed across the world.

Figure 76 – Some UK TV stations (mast heights in metres).
Each of the UK TV stations shown in
Figure 76 (plus others not included) has a tower of approximately 150 m, or more. Some have
guy wires as long as 400 metres – equal to the tallest Loran antennas in the world. They are
all in Great Britain or Northern Ireland and run by Arqiva.

2

https://www.roke.co.uk/
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Figure 77 – Four outlying TV stations with masts of more than 150 metres.
If the goal is to deliver the best possible eLoran coverage of the UK using existing sites on
land, the stations employed should be as close as possible to the outer edges of the UK. Figure
77 shows possible options; Rumster Forest (229 metres tall) is the most northerly of the UK’s
main TV stations. Strabane (305 metres) is in the far west of Northern Ireland. Redruth
(152 metres) is the furthest main station south-west, and Dover (229 metres) is the furthest
south-east.
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Figure 78 - UK and NI edge predicted coverage.

Figure 78 shows the predicted coverage if each of these transmitters were to transmit 100 kW
Loran signals. The land area of the UK is largely served. Coverage could be further enhanced
by adding a lower-powered station in the Shetlands. Clearly, if TV stations could be pressed
into service in this way, substantial UK navigation coverage could be provided. And, of course,
the coverage of a precise timing service from these stations would greatly exceed that of this
navigation service.

B.5

Initial MarRINav UK only eLoran Coverage

Figure 79 shows the initial assumption for the layout of a potential eLoran service for the UK
in the form of a coverage performance plot overlaid onto the MarRINav GIS. The plot is an
expansion of that shown in
Figure 78 to include the existing Loran station at Anthorn. For the sake of clarity, the coverage
data has been simplified into a set of three coverage contours at the 10 m (95%) (blue), 20 m
(95%) (green) and 100 m (95%) (dark red) level. Further details regarding this plot is presented
in Section 0.
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Figure 79 – MarRINav GIS plot showing accuracy coverage contours of UK based eLoran.
Blue = 10 m (95%), Green = 20 m (95%) and Red (100 m (95%)).

B.6

Summary and Conclusions

The requirement for eLoran coverage and these proposals raise many questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Will this technology of adding Loran transmissions to TV stations work?
If so, what would be the optimal antenna design?
Is installing a good earth system practicable at all these sites?
Would the intrusion of eLoran be acceptable to the operators of the TV stations?
Might there be insuperable electromagnetic safety issues from eLoran transmissions
there?
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•
•

•

Are there other and better structures than TV station masts; for example, in London
an antenna between the chimneys of Lots Road power-station in London transmits
LBC and Capital Radio?
If the requirement was coverage not just of the UK, but of the UK and Ireland, a TV
station in southwest Ireland would come into play, plus a power station with very tall
chimneys. A station in that area would greatly extend coverage to the west.
Future MarRINav work in Phase 2 should also consider the remaining legacy Loran-C
stations in Europe (and we discuss this briefly in Section 0).

The lesson from this section is that, by thinking inventively, it might be possible to provide
high-quality eLoran coverage over a very wide area of the UK at a modest cost in a reasonablyshort time.
MarRINav’s wide area Resilient PNT Layer will assume the use of UK-based TV masts with
modification or addition of guy wires.
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Annex C
C.1

UTC Time Synchronisation

Introduction

In order to be able to integrate each PNT system at the pseudorange level (if required), there
must be in place a method to synchronise two or more systems’ system time.
The preferred method of timing control (or synchronisation) is to provide UTC time to each
transmitter in each RPNT system directly, however, as we shall see, this is either impractical
or expensive using technology that is available today. Each transmitter in our RPNT system of
systems may be configured to transmit with a fixed and calibrated offset from UTC, and run
automatically, referencing the source of UTC local to the transmitter on occasion for timing
adjustment through frequency steering of the transmitters’ clocks.
In a system where the radionavigation transmitters (be they eLoran, VDES R-Mode or MF RMode) are synchronised to UTC, the more accurate the synchronisation then the more precise
the resulting position solution. However, differential reference stations are able to
compensate for inaccuracies in transmitter timing (in addition to signal propagation delay
variances).

C.2

Sources of UK UTC

The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) maintains the UK reference time linked to
International Atomic Time (IAT), a ‘paper clock’ formed from an international ensemble of
approximately 400 atomic clocks across 69 national laboratories worldwide, including some
hydrogen masers, and to which NPL clocks contribute. Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is a
product of the comparison between IAT and UT1 (time as measured by the rotation of the
Earth) and the subsequent application of leap seconds to account for the slowing of the
Earth’s rotation.
NPL is the designated national UK time reference and as such is a potential single point of
failure of UK Critical National Infrastructure (CNI). A resilient UK Timing infrastructure
(independent of GNSS) has been proposed by NPL based on the formation of a National
Timing Centre (NTC), hosted at different locations to overcome single-point-of-failure risk.
The NTC will allow the resilient distribution of Time to provide an alternative source to GNSS;
this has been done in answer to the Blackett Report [26] and the UK Government’s PNT
Technical Group is kept informed on NPL’s progress.
The proposal for a resilient NTC has been made under the United Kingdom Research and
Innovation (UKRI) Strategic Priorities Fund (SPF) and its approval and kick-off are expected
during summer 2019. The core infrastructure of the NTC would be based on redundant
systems geographically dispersed over up to 3 additional sites, as a backup to the main site.
Each site would provide secure hosting of facilities with hydrogen masers and caesium clocks,
autonomous operation and transfer of time by fibre and/or Two-Way Satellite Time and
Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT). The resilient core of the NTC is planned to be put in place
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within two years. From the core infrastructure, a network of precise timing and frequency
reference nodes would then be developed within the following three years, linked by ‘dark
fibre’ (which are existing commercial optical fibres leased for dedicated use for time
distribution). Dark fibre links are already in place from to several locations, albeit over short
distances.
The three main methods of disseminating UTC time, to nano-second precision, available in
the UK are:
1. GPS (GNSS) Common View,
2. Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT),
3. Dark Fibre.
We now introduce each in turn.
C.2.1 GPS Common View and GPS Time
The most convenient and common source of UTC time is GNSS (actually GPS). The main issue
with employing GPS for synchronising the clocks of a Resilient PNT system is the inherent
dependence of the mechanism on the GPS system itself, and the exposure to all of the
vulnerabilities to which GPS is subject. It is likely useful to include the technique in an
ensemble of different sources of UTC. Including the method in such a way would mitigate for
outages in any other system used for timing control (when GNSS is working correctly). In
addition, some stakeholders argue that the use of GNSS synchronised clocks is allowable for
some RPNT systems when the required holdover period of the performance level is low
enough; for example two hours.
Although this source does not provide resilience, it is quite ubiquitous in its application in CNI;
for example in digital telecommunications, power grid synchronisation, synchronised AtoN
lights etc.
GPS Time is related to International Atomic Time (TAI) by:
[TAI – GPS Time] = 19s + C 0
C0

is the synchronisation discrepancy, which is kept within ±100 ns limits, although it is often
below 40 ns.
TAI is related to Universal Time Co-ordinated (UTC) by a number of leap seconds, which
compensate for the slowing rotation of the earth. Currently:
TAI = UTC + 37s
This means that:
GPS Time = UTC + 18s
So GPS Time is ahead of UTC by 18 seconds.
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GPS Time is typically disseminated by a technique known as common view. Two receivers at
precisely surveyed, but widely separated, locations may synchronise connected clocks to
within better than 40 ns by observing the same set of satellites (1 or more).
Rubidium oscillators possess excellent short term stability, but drift over time (~3×10 -11 per
month). Disciplining a Rubidium clock with GPS, improves this long term stability. GPS
disciplined oscillators are a cost effective method of disseminating UTC. More expensive
commercial Caesium clocks are also able to be synchronised to GPS.
C.2.2 Two-way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT)
Two-way time transfer [30] [31] is one of the most accurate ways to compare clocks. If the
propagation delay along the paths between the two clocks is as near reciprocal as possible,
the delays cancel.
A full duplex two-way time transfer system using a geostationary communications satellite as
a relay station is illustrated in
Figure 80. This technique is called Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT).
The TWSTFT technique provides stable and accurate time transfer since nearly all of the
propagation delay cancels out due to the symmetry of the signal propagation path.
It is independent of GNSS and features low noise for short averaging times and has the
potential to allow frequency comparisons below 10-15 at averaging times of one day. Only
TWSTFT has shown that, in operational use, combined uncertainties for true time transfer
below 1 ns can be achieved, by carrying out TWSTFT calibration campaigns at regular intervals
[31].
The French Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) uses TWSTFT via a commercial
Ku-band communication satellite as the primary time transfer technique for some European
and transatlantic links, since it performs significantly better than GPS common-view.
The main advantage of TWSTFT is that no knowledge is required of the location of the clocks
or satellite. The Sagnac effect (due to the earth rotating during signal transit) needs to be
taken into account, but that is easily calculated. A significant disadvantage of TWSTFT is the
added complexity of requiring both transmit and receive hardware at each station. It is also
more expensive, since it requires paying for satellite time if a commercial communications
satellite is used.
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Figure 80 – Schematic diagram of TWSTT technique. Source: [31].
TimeTech GmbH (www.timetech.de) is the sole European manufacturer of TWSTFT modems.
The company’s modem product, SATRE, is used by several European and North-American
Standard Institutes to compare high accuracy clocks. Timetech’s product range covers
complete ground stations based on C-Band or Ku-band with VSAT hardware, where the
operation of the complete station is controlled via the SATRE modem’s interface. A similar
configuration is in operation at several timing laboratories.
C.2.3 Dark Fibre
The phrase ‘Dark Fibre’ refers to optical fibre infrastructure that is not in use. When fibre optic
cables are laid down, many companies will, in order to future-proof their networks from
exponential data growth, overestimate the amount of infrastructure and cabling required.
The term ‘Dark Fibre’ has now evolved to encompass the practice of leasing ‘dark’ fibre optic
cables from network providers and operators. A client will lease unused strands of ‘dark’ fibre
optic cable to create their own privately-operated optical fibre network rather than just
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leasing bandwidth. The Dark Fibre network is separate from the main network and is
controlled by the client rather than the network provider.
Companies like Interoute (www.interoute.com) offer clients use of their dark fibre networks.
But these are metropolitan networks confined to major cities. British Telecom has recently
been ordered by Ofcom to open up its dark fibre network to rivals; this could drive costs down
and provide quicker and more efficient service.
The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) has recently performed a proof of concept trial using
Dark Fibre to deliver NPLTime® (Figure 81) for the financial sector, in collaboration with
Intercontinental Exchange (ICE). The aim of the trial was to demonstrate the dissemination of
UTCNPL using Precise Time Protocol (PTP) over 150 km from NPL in Teddington to ICE premises.
Time offsets due to asymmetries in the PTP equipment and forward and reverse links may be
calibrated out for a fixed link. However, of more interest is the stability of the time
disseminated. No significant long term drift was observed over a 15 day period, but short
term noise was apparent due to the 150 km length of the link, and the Dense Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (DWDM) optical fibre communications equipment employed by ICE.
Fluctuations from the mean offset remained within +/-100 nanoseconds for almost the entire
period. This level of timing accuracy performance, however, while fine for data
communications will not meet the synchronisation requirement for RPNT systems.

Figure 81 - Traceability pyramid relating UTC to the NPLTime® end points, with the link accuracies
indicated on the right. The link from UTC(NPL), the real-time implementation of UTC, to the
customer demarcation point is entirely over optical fibre and does not include GPS.

C.3

Conclusions

Dark Fibre and TWSTFT methods are proven technology that will be used to transfer precise
time from the NTC to users. The cost of Dark Fibre using Precision Time Protocol (PTP), with
an estimated lease of £600k per annum for a 45 km link, appears to preclude its use in an
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extensive national network other than to major CNI installations within reasonable distance
of one (or ideally two, for resilience) of the hub locations. So called ‘White Rabbit’ receivers
are being researched in Spain and Netherlands over an 80 km duplex link.
TWSTFT is the fall-back method in place for international time transfer between the UK and
the US and the UK and Europe. The primary method uses ‘GPS Common View’ for which both
ends of the link must be able to observe the same GPS satellite and which references time
differences from GPS Time. Clearly, the primary method is dependent on GPS and incurs its
vulnerability, but the TWSTFT backup is independent of GNSS.
TWSTFT utilises analogue modems from Germany or Japan. Digital modems and software
processing are being developed in the UK under MoD funding. Time transfer using TWSTFT
can be achieved with an accuracy of 1.5 ns. Existing NPL TWSTFT uses the Telestar T11N (GEO,
37°W) satellite with Ku band PRN transmissions, for an operational cost for the three links
estimated at £150,000 per annum for weekly sessions of two hours duration. Capital costs
are estimated at £100,000 per installation: £50k modem, £10k Ku band VSAT antenna (1.8m
diameter).
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Annex D

eLoran Time Synchronisation

Every so often the time of transmission of the start of an eLoran pulse group coincides exactly
with the UTC second; the UTC time of day of these coincidences is referred to as the Time of
Coincidence (TOC). It is possible to compute the next TOC at any point in time. In what follows
when we talk about synchronisation with UTC, we mean that we maintain the emissions of
pulse groups from a Loran transmitter in synchronism with the UTC TOC by steering the Time
of Emission (TOE) of the Loran transmission periodically at certain interim points between
TOCs as required. This may be achieved by steering the TOE to a desired control input TOE.

D.1

eLoran Time and Frequency Equipment (TFE)

The definition of eLoran [32] indicates that future eLoran TFE will include an ensemble of
three Caesium beam primary reference standards (clocks) within each transmitter. This aims
to maximize the amount of time the system can operate within its accuracy tolerance. A three
clock ensemble provides not only a robust local time reference, but also the means for
majority voting should one reference standard differ from the other two.
Modern Caesium clocks (HP 5071A for example) possess long term stability in the order of
1×10-13, so would lose/gain 1.7ns per day, equivalent to around 0.5 m per day change in user
pseudorange measurement. Differential-Loran users would be able to compensate for this
variation, however timing users without differential corrections would not. A subscription
based commercial service may be developed to transmit corrections to timing users.
Hydrogen-maser based clocks provide even greater stability than Caesiums (~2×10-16), albeit
at greater cost. The quality and stability of Hydrogen-maser clocks could allow eLoran to join
the global ensemble of atomic clocks forming International Atomic Time.

D.2

The History of eLoran UTC Synchronisation

Under the old Loran-C concept of operations it was not necessary to synchronise any
transmitter to UTC, however it was important that transmitters belonging to the same chain
were synchronised to each other; this allows hyperbolic operation. Control of timing was
achieved by measuring a set of nominal Time Differences (TDs) at a Service Area Monitor
(SAM) positioned somewhere in the coverage area (
Figure 82). The emissions from Secondary stations were adjusted to keep the TDs measured
at the SAM close to the nominal TDs established there during system setup. The advantage
of SAM control is that it is quite a simple scheme, with minimal receiving equipment needed
for synchronisation. However, the main disadvantage of this scheme was that the best
positioning accuracy of the system is biased towards the location of the SAM.
The NELS (Northwest European Loran System) concept of operations introduced Time of
Emission (TOE – sometimes called Time of Transmission or TOT control) (
Figure.83) with the aim of synchronising each transmitter to UTC, actually UTC Brest – that is
UTC determined at the Naval Base in the French town of Brest, itself derived from UTC Paris by
TWSTFT. This would allow the integration of Loran-C with other navigation systems and
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provide time and frequency services to users of Loran. Although providing more
homogeneous accuracy performance throughout the coverage area the disadvantages of the
scheme include the requirement for more receiving equipment at transmitters, a more
complicated calibration process, and a method of measuring the local emissions within the
near field of a transmitter where the dominant radiation field is not a propagating
electromagnetic wave.

Figure 82 – SAM control scheme for hyperbolic Loran-C. Source: DCN Loran-C Training Manual Unit
3.

Figure.83 – Time of Emission (TOE) control scheme for UTC synchronisation. Source: DCN Loran-C
Training Manual Unit 3.
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Figure 84 – Timing diagram between a master and secondary transmitter. PT = the signal
propagation time between the Master and the Secondary; CD = Coding Delay, a programmed time
delay between the reception of the Master’s signal at the Secondary and the start of the
Secondary’s transmission; ED = Emission Delay, the sum of PT and CD.

D.2

Two Way Low Frequency Time Transfer (TWLFTT)

The Time Of Emission control developed for NELS relied on two-way, or round trip,
groundwave measurements whereby receivers at each transmitter, in a sub-set of
transmitters in the European network, tracked the Loran signals at the end of the baselines
between transmitters. The aim was to control the Coding Delay (CD) of the Secondary of the
transmitter pair (
Figure 84), with the Master as the reference. This technique has subsequently become known
as Two-way Low Frequency Time Transfer (TWLFTT) (by analogy to Two-Way Satellite Time
and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT)).
At each of the transmitters in each pair the measured TDs are compared to a set of expected
(control) TDs. If the difference between the measured and expected is above a tolerance level
an alarm would be sent to the Control Centre at Brest (CCB) (
Figure 85). Every 30 minutes the measured difference data is then sent back to the CCB by a
data link. A decision was then made whether to remotely adjust the Time of Emission of the
broadcast. The adjustment was made by applying 10 ns timing steps to the transmission
triggers, referred to as Local Phase Adjusts (LPAs), within the transmitter’s Timing and
Frequency Equipment (TFE). There were typically between 0 and 10 LPAs made per day, with
the aim of maintaining time synchronisation to 100 ns (1). eLoran does not employ step
Local Phase Adjustments, rather frequency steering would be used with the frequency of the
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Caesium clocks adjusted so that the timing adjustment would be made smooth over a period
of time, reducing the risk of introducing integrity events.
As mentioned earlier, the scheme relies on the use of receivers at each end of the baseline
between transmitter pairs. The receivers are used to measure the master-secondary Time
Differences at the secondary, and the secondary-master TDs at the master. However, it is
impossible for a receiver at a transmitter to measure the transmitted signal off-air as the
receive antenna lies within the near-field of the transmitted signal (the near-field is a region
close to the transmitter, extending to approximately 3 to 5 wavelengths from the
transmitter’s antenna, where non-propagating magnetic and electric fields dominate).

Figure 85 – Principle of operation of the timing control network.

The way around this problem is to use a Loran simulator, the pulse train output of which is
synchronised to the Time of Emission of the transmitter through connection to the Loran
Timing Unit (LTU) of the transmitter. The output of the simulator is then fed into the input of
the receiver. The simulator output may be offset from the actual LTU output and this can be
taken into account.

Figure 86 illustrates a timing diagram of the method using simulators. This is a short term
method, but there is another longer term method involving a least squares approximation to
the measured data; this will suffice to illustrate the principle, however.
From
Figure 86 we can see that:
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𝑇𝐷𝑚,𝑠 = 𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑠 − 𝐸𝐷 − 𝑃𝑠,𝑚
𝑇𝐷𝑠,𝑚 = 𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑠 + 𝐸𝐷 − 𝑃𝑚,𝑠
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(1)
(2)

Figure 86 – NELS timing control with simulators.

We assume that propagation conditions are reciprocal, that is the signal propagation delay
from the master to the secondary is equal to the delay from the secondary to the master:
𝑃𝑚,𝑠 = 𝑃𝑠,𝑚

(3)

Subtracting (2) from (1) gives:
(𝑇𝐷𝑠,𝑚 − 𝑇𝐷𝑚,𝑠 ) = (𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑚 − 𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑠 ) − 2𝐸𝐷
𝐸𝐷 =

(𝑇𝐷𝑠,𝑚 −𝑇𝐷𝑚,𝑠 )+(𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑚−𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑠 )
2

(4)
(5)

Assuming that the simulator output is stable and calibrated:
∆𝐸𝐷 =

(∆𝑇𝐷𝑠,𝑚−∆𝑇𝐷𝑚,𝑠 )
2

(6)
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The aim is to keep ∆𝐸𝐷 close to zero.

D.4

Modern eLoran Time Synchronisation

There are two options for synchronising the eLoran network to UTC:
Option 1 - Directly synchronise each eLoran transmitter to UTC separately and independently.
•

From the previous discussion the best method for doing this would be to establish a
TWSTFT link from a UTC lab and each transmitter. Of course the eLoran network itself
could form part of the ensemble of clocks making up the International Atomic Time
computation.

Option 2 - Directly synchronise one transmitter only, and use TWLFTT to synchronise the
other eLoran transmitters in the network.
•

We could establish an “eLoran master clock”, located at either a Control Centre or a
“Master Timing Transmitter”. The master clock could be a hydrogen-maser, which
would require occasional synchronisation to a UTC lab, but not as often as a Caesium
clock.

A preferred option (though expensive) is to implement both techniques as complementary
backups to each other. Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer is well documented
in the literature and hardware/software is available to implement it.
However, a useful modification to the TWLFTT technique, called “De-centralised TWLFTT”,
has been proposed by GRAD; this will be described next.
D.4.1 De-centralised TWLFTT
As mentioned above, the TWLFTT method was originally used during the time of NELS, and it
raises a number of issues:
1. Synchronisation error is propagated from one transmitter to the next along the timing
control chain .
2. There is a critical dependence of the station to be controlled on the availability of the
previous transmitter in the timing control chain; this is anathema to the principle of
eLoran operations.
However, there is a modification to the Two-Way Low Frequency Time Transfer method that
alleviates these issues, and also avoids the reliance on a data-communication link back to a
Control Centre. The technique is shown in
Figure 87 and operates in a very similar way to the traditional method. Each eLoran
transmitter is equipped with a monitoring receiver that measures the Time of Arrival of a
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neighbouring transmitter, and compares this to the TOA of a simulator signal injected into the
antenna from the Loran Timing Unit (LTU) output (or equivalent).

Figure 87 – Schematic of De-Centralised Time Synchronisation.

This Time-Difference (TD) measurement is compared to an expected TD based on nominal
time-of-flight (signal pulse propagation time), ASF, simulator-delay and receiver channeldelay. In this scheme however, rather than utilising a separate broadband based data
communications link back to the Control Centre, the offset, or discrepancy, from the expected
value is packaged into a Loran Data Channel (LDC, e.g. Eurofix) “service” message that is then
broadcast by the transmitter.
Each eLoran transmitter would then receive the corresponding messages from its neighbours,
and receive the corresponding Time-Difference discrepancy measurements made of its own
signal at those transmitters. The transmitting station would then be able to perform the twoway ground-wave calculation itself, rather than relying on a Control Centre to do the
calculations.
The station can then adjust its clock, by frequency-steering, to approximately half of the timeoffset to its neighbour. It is necessary to only adjust the clock by half the offset, as the station
must assume its neighbour is doing exactly the same calculation, and arriving at the same
clock-offset and making its own adjustments. By adjusting by half the offset the two clocks
‘meet in the middle’.
In the case of a transmitter with more than one immediate neighbouring transmitter, a
weighted least-squares adjustment can be made to steer to the average of the ensemble. In
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this way time-synchronisation can be passed throughout the network in an entirely decentralised way, removing the reliance on external data-communication links.
By allowing each transmitter to automatically synchronise its clock to an ensemble of all its
immediate neighbours, a great deal of resilience can be built in. This technique will
automatically compensate for any outages in the network, and is not critically reliant on any
particular station being on-air.

D.5

Master Clock Location

In the de-centralised TWLFTT technique a decision needs to be made regarding the method
for injecting UTC into the eLoran network. In applying this technique to a UK eLoran network
Anthorn would be designated as the master timing station, with the decentralised TWLFTT
method employed between it and the outlying stations.
A decision will need to be made whether to implement TWSTFT at all transmitters as a timing
backup.
Indeed, it could be considered that clocks at ALL eLoran transmitters are “master” clocks
(particularly if hydrogen-maser clocks are employed) as they could all form part of the global
“UTC Club” of International Atomic Time.
D.5.1 Signal Coverage for Timing Control
Figure 88 shows the precise timing coverage for Anthorn. We can see that Anthorn is able to
provide a signal with stability enough to allow TWLFTT between itself and the other outlying
stations.
Figure 89 shows the reciprocal situation using Redruth as an example; each outlying station
at 10 kW ERP can allow TWLFTT with Anthorn in addition to each other.
Figure 90 however, shows that the signal from the low power station (500 W ERP) of Bressay
(Shetland) likely has insufficient SNR at Anthorn to support TWLFTT with Anthorn directly. In
this case a second TWLFTT “hop” will be required from Rumster to Bressay.
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Figure 88 – Precise timing from Anthorn covers all of the outlying eLoran stations, making TWLFTT
possible with Anthorn as the central timing master.
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Figure 89 – Each 10 kW ERP outlying station can likewise provide an adequate signal to each other
station; the example here is Redruth.
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Figure 90 – The station at Bressay in the Shetland Isles is only 500 W. It is likely that its SNR at
Anthorn would be marginal in terms of its ability to support TWLFTT directly with Anthorn.

D.6

Frequency Steering of eLoran Clocks

This has many advantages over applying LPA, particularly for eLoran positioning Accuracy and
Integrity. The drift away from UTC at any particular transmitter clock will be compensated by
a local Differential-Loran service for high-accuracy eLoran users, so is not in itself a particular
problem.
Applying a sudden ‘jump’ of 10 ns in TOE will change the TOA of the signal more rapidly than
a DLoran station can compensate for since the station typically employs very long signal-
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integration to smooth the broadcast differential corrections. A bias error of about 3 m would
exist until the DLoran integration window has ‘caught up’ with the change.

D.7

Recommendations

MarRINav recommends the following approach to UK Baseline eLoran timing:
1. Two systems should be implemented, TWSTFT and TWLFTT, as complementary
backups to each other.
2. The TWLFTT method should be the de-centralised version as proposed by
Hargreaves.
3. The eLoran UTC “master” clock(s) should be provided at (one or more) eLoran
transmitter(s) and NOT at a Control Centre.
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Annex E

eLoran and VDES (or other PNT) Time Synchronisation

VDES transmitters need their clocks to be synchronised in order to be used for R-Mode; either
to each other within the system defined for a localised region, or more globally to UTC. VDES
data packet timing also requires reasonable time synchronisation to UTC. If VDES R-Mode is
to provide Resilient PNT, then a means of time synchronisation independent from GNSS needs
to be deployed.
The same considerations apply to eLoran; and we have outlined a proposed eLoran time
synchronisation method in 0.
The effect of time synchronisation errors is such that if there is, for example, a 10 nanosecond
offset in time synchronisation then this equates to 3 m in pseudorange error from the
particular erroneous transmitter at the user’s location.
Realistically, the VDES and eLoran system-times also must be synchronised to better than 10
ns for the user to be able to obtain position-fixing accuracy better than about 10 m from the
pseudorange level integration of the two system. If, as we have suggested, it is better to
synchronise a single standalone system to UTC, so that the same receiver technology can be
employed for positioning and for timing, then it makes sense that ALL systems should be
synchronised to UTC.
The question then becomes how best to accomplish that synchronisation. We next consider
the options available regarding how to synchronise eLoran and VDES R-Mode; noting that
these considerations also apply to the synchronisation of eLoran with any other
radionavigation system.

E.1

Oscillators, Clocks and Stratum Classification

It is quite common to refer to the oscillators from which time is derived as “clocks”, this
includes the oscillators that drive the signal generation of radionavigation transmitters. In
order to ensure that system-time is accurate, two considerations regarding such clocks apply:
1. The precision with which the clock is initially synchronised to a definition of precise
time, such as UTC.
2. The stability of the clock over a particular time period, or how much time, as
determined by the clock, drifts due to the precision of the frequency source used
within the oscillator.
According to NIST (the US National Institute of Science and Technology) [33], stability is:
An inherent characteristic of an oscillator that determines how well it can produce the same
frequency over a given time interval. Stability does not indicate whether the frequency is
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right or wrong, but only whether it stays the same. The stability of an oscillator does not
necessarily change when the frequency offset changes.
The stability of an oscillator is usually specified by a statistic such as the Allan Deviation that
estimates the frequency fluctuations of the device over a given time interval. Some devices,
such as an OCXO (Oven Controlled Crystal Oscillator), have good short-term stability but poor
long-term stability. Other devices, such as a GPS disciplined oscillator (GPSDO), typically have
poor short-term stability but good long-term stability. Specification datasheets for quartz
oscillators seldom quote stability numbers for intervals longer than 100 seconds; conversely,
a specification sheet for an atomic oscillator or a GPSDO might quote stability estimates for
intervals ranging from one second to more than one day.
NIST also go on to define the timing standard, which is;
A device or signal used as the comparison reference for a measurement. A standard is used
to measure or calibrate other devices. NIST is responsible for developing, maintaining and
disseminating national standards for the United States for the basic measurement quantities
(such as time interval), and for many derived measurement quantities (such as frequency).
The UK’s National Physical Laboratory disseminates time that can be considered to be derived
from a standard.
Further, in the telecommunications industry, oscillators can be classified according to a
stratum. A stratum clock is defined, again by NIST, as:
A clock in a telecommunications system or network that is assigned a number that indicates
its quality and position in the timing hierarchy. The highest quality clocks, called Stratum 1
clocks, have a frequency offset of 1 × 10-11 or less, which means that they can keep time to
within about one microsecond per day. Only Stratum 1 clocks may operate independently;
other clocks are synchronized directly or indirectly to a Stratum 1 clock.
Further, an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard [34], first released in 1987,
defines several stratum levels.
Stratum 1 is defined as a completely autonomous source of timing, which has no other input,
other than perhaps a yearly calibration. The usual source of Stratum 1 timing is an atomic
standard (Caesium Beam or Hydrogen Maser) or a reference oscillator (OCXO). The minimum
adjustable range and maximum drift is defined as a fractional frequency offset of 1 × 10−11
or less, equivalent to less than 1 µs clock drift per day. A Stratum 1 clock is an example of a
Primary Reference Source (PRS) as defined in ANSI/T1.101. Bear in mind that such Strata are
defined for telecommunications networks and bit frame synchronisation, and requirements
for radionavigation systems are much more stringent; consider for example that 10 m error
in the positioning domain is 33.3 ns in the time domain.
Atomic standards, such as Caesium clocks, have far better performance than Stratum 1, for
example the Microsemi 5071A Caesium Clock Primary Frequency Standard has a fractional
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frequency offset of 1 × 10−13, which is equivalent to about 8.6 ns per day. In Section 0 we
presented a USCG proposed Caesium clock ensemble for an eLoran transmitter that is capable
of 50 ns stability over 70 days, without external input; equivalent to 0.7 ns per day and
illustrating that groups of clocks can provide much higher stability than single clocks at extra
cost.
The UK’s NPL can now supply “Caesium Fountain” based oscillators that are capable of
providing long-term stability better than 100 ps/day, or 1 × 10−15 fractional frequency offset.
The drift of a Stratum 2 clock with no input reference is less than 1 × 10−8 in one year (about
0.5 second). The short-term drift of the system is less than 1 × 10−10 in 24 hours, which is
approximately 10 µs. Typical examples of Stratum 2 clocks are Rubidium Standards and
Double Oven OCXO’s. Microsemi produce the 8040C Rubidium frequency standard that
demonstrates a stability of 5× 10−11 per day, or approximately 4.3 µs over 24 hours, 180 ns
per hour, or 45 ns over 15 minutes.
At the Stratum 3, we find the Oven Controlled Crystal Oscillator (OCXO) with stabilities in the
region of 1× 10−8 per day, or approximately 0.8 µs. The Microsemi OX-204 is advertised as
providing short term stability as low as 2× 10−13 per 100 seconds, while the Quartzlock A360C is advertised as providing stability of 2× 10−10 per day, which is equivalent to the OX204.
A Primary Reference Source (PRS) can be a clock system employing direct control from
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) frequency and time services, such as the Global Positioning
System (GPS). The GPS System may be used to provide high accuracy, low cost timing of
Stratum 1 quality, by frequency steering a Rubidium oscillator, and we note that the 8040C
Rubidium from Microsemi can accept a GPS disciplining 1 Pulse Per Second (PPS) input. There
are also oven controlled crystal oscillators on the market that allow steering by GPS, such as
the Trimble Thunderbolt® GPS ovenized quartz oscillator.

Table 6 summarises the stabilities of each of the oscillator technologies with reference to
known equipment. The fourth column of the table shows the amount of time it would take
the clock to drift such that a resulting pseudorange offset would breach a 10 m ranging error
(equivalent to 33.3 ns signal propagation delay at the speed of light). The three columns on
the right indicate whether the oscillator technology can meet three example specified levels
of holdover:
1. 15 minutes – specified as the continuity period requirement from IMO Resolution
A.915 [9].
2. 2 hours – the holdover requirement specified by the Baltic Sea R-Mode project.
3. 5 days – the period of time for a GNSS outage as specified by the London Economics
report [25].
The cells marked orange indicate a borderline result. Generally, the better the frequency
stability then the more costly the oscillator; GPS steered OXCOs are available for around
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£1000, whereas Caesiums are tens of thousands, while hydrogen masers and Caesium
fountains are even more expensive. Lower stability oscillators will require more frequent
synchronisation and we have seen two of the main time dissemination methods employed by
NPL, each has their own associated costs and logistical constraints. As previously mentioned,
a cheap source of time synchronisation is GNSS, but then we will not have a backup system
but rather a contingency system based on the oscillator’s ability to holdover to the require
accuracy following a GNSS outage.
It is likely that a standalone Rubidium oscillator could meet the 15 minute maritime continuity
requirement or better, likewise it could be that a Caesium oscillator could meet the 5 day
outage requirement depending on the age of the clocks.
The 2-hour period has been included since this figure has been specified by the Baltic Sea RMode project as being the holdover time required for an R-Mode contingency system with
the Rubidium oscillator disciplined by a GNSS receiver (turning the oscillator into a PRS while
GNSS is available). Indeed the VDES transponders are planned to be designed by Kongsberg
with GPS disciplined Rubidiums built-in.

Device
Example

NPL
Microsemi
MHM 2010
Microsemi
5071A

Technology

Frequency
Average
Holdover met?
Stability/day 10
m 15
2 hours4
holdover
minutes3
time

5 days5

Caesium
Fountain
Hydrogen
Maser

1 × 10−15

385 days

Y

Y

Y

2 × 10−15

192 days

Y

Y

Y

Caesium

1 × 10−13

3.8 days

Y

Y

Y/N

Y

N

N

N

Microsemi
8040C

Rubidium

5× 10−11
to
1× 10−12

Quartzlock
A3-60C

OCXO

2× 10−10

11 minutes
to
9.25 Y
hours
2.75
N
minutes

Table 6 – Example oscillators versus frequency stability and holdover times for 10 m equivalent
pseudorange error.

However IALA’s Recommendation R-129 [10] specifies that a contingency system:
‘…allows safe completion of a manoeuvre, but may not be adequate for long-term use.’

3

IMO A.915 continuity period requirement.
Contingency period requirement quoted by Baltic Sea R-Mode project.
5 London Economics Report
4
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The R-129 document does not specify the length of time for which this contingency should be
available (the holdover period). The Rubidium may be adequate for 15 minutes or several
hours depending on its quality.
From this brief analysis it can be concluded that oscillators installed at shore-side
infrastructure should be based on Caesium oscillators where possible, if we are to avoid the
frequent use of time transfer techniques, be they dependent or independent on GNSS.
If all RPNT systems are to be contingency systems only, then Rubidiums will be sufficient, and
synchronisation can be achieved using GNSS. However, we would still not have a RPNT backup
available.

E.2

Assumptions Concerning IMO’s Multi-System Receiver Oscillators

IMO 401(97) states that the Multi System Receiver should provide, as part of its data output,
UTC time to one tenth of a second. This implies that the various PNT systems should provide
information to allow the receiver to derive UTC; further implying that Resilient PNT systems
need to be synchronised to UTC.
Section B.2.2.2 of IMO 401(97) states:
The method for the time synchronization should provide a common timescale referenced to
the system time of the PNT-DP, preferably given in UTC. The resolution of time
synchronization shall not degrade that of input data.
In addition, it is MarRINav’s assumption that the MSR will contain a single oscillator that is
shared between the receiver modules for various RPNT systems installed. This specification
means that there will only be a single clock offset required to be solved in the position
solutions computed by the PNT-DP no matter what the mix of RPNT systems used.
Should the MSR be based on modules that each contain their own oscillator, this would mean
that multiple clock offsets would need to be solved and therefore there would be a
requirement to include one extra pseudorange (signal) in each RPNT module for each clock,
having costly implications for the service provider’s infrastructure provision, particularly if we
also consider the need to provide RAIM like integrity (requiring even more transmitters)
within the MSR.

E.3

Possible Solutions

A number of solutions for the time synchronisation of VDES have been briefly investigated,
they can be divided into those that are dependent on GNSS, and those that are not.
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GNSS Independent Systems:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Two-way Ship-Shore VDES R-Mode Ranging
Self-synchronisation of the VDES R-Mode Network
Time over Dark Fibre
Time over TWSTFT
Synchronisation of VDES R-Mode using eLoran
Local synchronisation of eLoran and VDES system-times

GNSS Dependent Systems:
1.
2.
3.
4.
E.3.1

GNSS Disciplined Oscillator at a VDES R-Mode Station
Hybrid GNSS/eLoran timing receiver at the VDES R-Mode Station
GNSS with Rubidium Clock and TWSTFT upon GNSS failure
GNSS Disciplined Oscillator at a DLoran Reference Station
GNSS Independent System

These techniques are MarRINav’s preferred solutions, given their independence from GNSS.
E.3.1.1 Two-Way Ship-Shore VDES R-Mode Ranging
The need to synchronise the two systems stems from the fact that the mariner would like to
employ a mix of pseudoranges from the two systems within the position solution computed
by their shipborne receiver. Two-way ship-shore ranging, while not strictly a method of
synchronising eLoran and VDES system times, removes the need for such synchronisation by
using two-way measurements of VDES R-Mode to cancel timing errors out of the pseudorange
measurements, thus providing the user with true time-of-flight “range” measurements.
This is probably the simplest and most straightforward method. If the VDES station (and the
user) both have reasonably stable clocks, then a once-only two-way synchronisation can be
used to solve for the offset between user and base-station clocks. This means that
pseudorange measurements can be used directly as actual (absolute) range measurements
in the position solution.
This process is possible provided that:
•
•
•

The stability of both clocks allows: a 15-minute hold over requirement implies
Rubidium clocks are needed at both ends, as according to
Table 6.
The slot capacity (data bandwidth) is enough to allow all ships to synchronise to each
beacon.

Each VDES clock can then essentially free-run and the ship must synchronise to each VDES
station it uses in the position solution.
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There are two distinct ways to achieve the two-way synchronisation:
1. Call-and-response.
2. Two-way time transfer.
Call and Response
For the first method, the base-station listens for an “interrogation” message from the vessel,
and responds with its own “reply”; see
Figure 91.The user’s receiver measures the time between its transmission and its reception of
the responding base-station. This time measurement equates to exactly twice the physical
distance to the base-station, plus any channel-delay (𝛿𝑡) in the user and base-station
equipment, thus:
2𝜌
Δ𝑡 = 𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒 =
+ 𝛿𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 + 𝛿𝑡𝑏𝑠
𝑐

Figure 91 – VDES base-stations respond to “interrogation” requests from ships.

Figure 92 – 2-way “interrogation” of base-station and the need to allow a fixed delay since normal
data-packets will have to be interrupted to send a timed response.
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With this method a way of interrupting normal VDES data-services will be required, so that
the base-station can respond to an interrogation from a vessel (see the two-slot interruption
of the stream of data packets in the top line in Figure 92). Perhaps the base-station must wait
a fixed interval of time before responding; -. This would allow time for the base-station to
complete the transmission of any other data packets it may have begun sending before it was
interrogated.
For this to work, the channel delays (𝛿𝑡) need to be known, or precisely calibrated, in advance;
this would then allow the user’s receiver to determine the precise distance to the base-station
(𝜌).
1
𝜌 = 𝑐 (𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒 − 𝛿𝑡)
2
Once the true range to the base-station is known, the ship’s transponder can calibrate the
offset between its clock and VDES system-time, which may be UTC; see
Figure 93. For example, if the ship’s station knows the UTC time at which a packet is sent from
the base-station, it can calculate its clock offset from UTC based on the arrival time, and the
time of flight of the signal:
𝜌
𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 + + Δt UTC
𝑐
𝜌
Δt UTC = (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒 − 𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 ) −
𝑐

Figure 93 – Once the range to the station is known, the ship can calibrate the offset between its
own clock and UTC at the base-station, if it knows the UTC time of the packets being sent (e.g. RMode signal).
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From this point onwards, the range to the base-station can be calculated by assuming that:
𝜌 = 𝑐(𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒 − 𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 − Δt UTC )
This only works as long as the receiver’s clock UTC offset (Δt UTC ) remains stable. As the clock
drifts from UTC the accuracy of the range measurement will gradually degrade. A stable
reference oscillator (Rubidium or similar) and regular re-synchronising of the clock is required,
which depends on the holdover time required (see
Table 6).
The process also occupies a certain amount of the base-station’s available data-bandwidth to
reply to interrogations from nearby ships, but the quality of the on-board oscillator can help
alleviate this channel loading.
Two-way Time Transfer
The second method is two-way time transfer (TWTT). This method requires more involvement
from the base-station, but may actually reduce the bandwidth loading compared to the call
and response method. This method requires a particular R-Mode standard to be implemented
– since both user and base-station must be continually broadcasting, and listening for, RMode signals.
For simplicity, we assume that VDES R-Mode is implemented by broadcasting a packet of
known data-bits, sent by every receiver, incident with what it believes to be the UTC second
(in practice it may be less frequent than once a second to reduce bandwidth loading). We
shall assume that the base-station’s clock is synchronised to UTC, and the user’s clock is offset
by an amount (Δt UTC ).

Figure 94 – R-Mode synchronisation packets are sent both ways, both base-station and user
measure the difference between transmission of their packet and receiving the other. Neither can
calculate the range or UTC-offset unless they know the 𝜟𝒕 of the other.
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The base-station sends its packet (green packet in Figure 94) and it is received a time later by
the user. The signal is delayed by the physical distance to the base-station (𝜌) and any
channel-delays (𝛿𝑡) at the user; see Figure 94. Since we assume that the base-station is
perfectly synchronised, its time of transmission is exactly equal to the time of the UTC second
(𝑡𝑈𝑇𝐶 ):
𝜌
𝜌
𝑡𝑟𝑥 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 = 𝑡𝑡𝑥 𝑏𝑠 + + 𝛿𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 = 𝑡𝑈𝑇𝐶 + + 𝛿𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟
𝑐
𝑐
The user also sends their signal (orange packet in Figure 94), which is then received at the
base-station. Since the user’s clock is poorly synchronised, its time of transmission is offset
from the UTC second by (Δt UTC ):
𝑡𝑟𝑥 𝑏𝑠 = 𝑡𝑡𝑥 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 +

𝜌
𝜌
+ 𝛿𝑡𝑏𝑠 = (𝑡𝑈𝑇𝐶 − Δt UTC ) + + 𝛿𝑡𝑏𝑠
𝑐
𝑐

Both base-station and user calculate the difference between the time they sent their signal
and the time they received the others:
𝜌
Δ𝑡𝑏𝑠 = 𝑡𝑟𝑥 𝑏𝑠 − 𝑡𝑡𝑥 𝑏𝑠 = ( + 𝛿𝑡) − Δt UTC
𝑐
𝜌
Δ𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 = 𝑡𝑟𝑥 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 − 𝑡𝑡𝑥 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 = ( + 𝛿𝑡) + Δt UTC
𝑐
Each of these time-measurements need to be shared with the other receiver. Both user and
base-station need to encapsulate their Δt measurements into a VDES data-packet and send it
to the other. Once both receivers know both Δt values (assuming that the channel delays are
the same, or known) they can each work out both the time-offset between the two clocks
and the true range between the two receivers:
Δ𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 − Δ𝑡𝑏𝑠 = 2Δt UTC
𝜌
Δ𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 + Δ𝑡𝑏𝑠 = 2 ( + 𝛿𝑡)
𝑐
The method described above has a number of key advantages over “call-and-response”, and
can be used for a number of purposes:
1. It can be a way for the user to perform two-way ranging to a base-station.
2. It can be a way to synchronise the user’s clock to UTC.
3. It can be a way to automatically synchronise several base-stations to system-time; this
is referred to as self-synchronisation.
E.3.1.2 VDES R-Mode Network Self-Synchronisation
Point 3 of the previous section warrants further investigation. For a fixed base-station
infrastructure network if the stations continually perform this two-way synchronisation
between themselves, they can automatically calibrate their channel delays (𝛿𝑡) and also
derive how far apart their clocks are (Δt). By frequency-steering the reference oscillator at
each base-station each can aim for a clock offset of zero. In this way the system “selfsynchronises” to system time, which may be UTC provided that UTC is injected into the system
at one of the base-stations.
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Several processes can then be employed by the network of base-stations:
•
•
•

Each base-station steers its reference-oscillator to try to achieve Δt = 0
If one base-station can “see” several neighbouring stations, it may steer its clock to
achieve an average offset of zero Δt1 + Δt 2 + ⋯ = 0
If a base-station has an accurate local realisation of UTC (from GNSS, eLoran, a national
time-standard or some other method), it steers its oscillator to this source of UTC, and
not to VDES network time. It allows its neighbouring VDES stations to drive Δt → 0 by
steering their own oscillators.

These simple rules allow the network to achieve synchronisation automatically, and to pass
UTC injected at one or more base-stations around the network.
There is a significant advantage in terms of infrastructure cost if the entire network of VDES
base-stations is enabled to perform two-way self-synchronisation. This means network-wide
UTC synchronisation can be achieved with minimal “UTC time injection nodes” where a local
realisation of UTC is required, for example a link to a national time-standard such as NPL via
TWSTFT.
If the base-stations are configured to achieve this synchronisation anyway then it is a small
modification to allow users to employ the same method. This is perhaps a logical way to
proceed. It would be un-necessarily complex to employ two-way synchronisation between
base-stations, and then use a different protocol (call-and-response) between base-stations
and users.
To save on bandwidth, the users do not need to send their Δt values to the base-stations, and
so their clock synchronisation is a one-way-process (user’s sync to the network, and not viceversa); see
Figure 95. In this way the user receivers’ clock offsets are solved, and therefore one less
pseudorange is required in the position solution.
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Figure 95 – Network synchronisation achieved by 2-way self-synchronisation. The vessel receives
its UTC time from the network, but does not contribute to it.

Figure 96 – VDES synchronisation with 2-way time transfer (above) and without (below),
subsequently requiring UTC time transfer to each base-station, which could be expensive using
TWSTFT, or impossible (Dark Fibre to remote locations).
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Depending on how dense the VDES stations are, it may not be possible to self-synchronise
the whole network. The maximum range of a VDES stations of about 75km (40 NM) means
that any station more than 75 km from the main network will need its own synchronisation
process. Self-synchronised VDES may exist as several distinct networks which are not
connected to one another (e.g. clusters of stations near to ports). Cost savings may not be
significant if each cluster needs its own UTC-synchronisation independent of GNSS.
E.3.1.3 Time over Dark Fibre / TWSTFT to the VDES Base-Station
As
Figure 96 illustrates, if two-way VDES R-Mode ranging is not implemented, the base-stations
still need synchronisation, there remain only limited options; these are Two-way Satellite
Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT) and Dark Fibre. These techniques have been
introduced in Section 0.
The most practical of these two techniques is TWSTFT, provided that there is space available
at each base-station to install the Satellite Earth Station. The main disadvantage of this
technique is the high cost.
Dark Fibre is lower cost than TWSTFT but it is likely impractical to deploy at remote sites;
particularly when we consider the overarching requirement to install VDES R-Mode basestations at locations that provide good HDOP over the coverage area; there is scope here for
a contradiction in requirements. For example, how would we install fibre out to VDES sites on
cliff-tops, or on platforms at sea?
However, Dark Fibre or TWSTFT out to some of the sites in the network could be achievable;
but this is still a limitation without self-synchronisation as outlined in the previous subsection.
E.3.2

Synchronisation of the VDES R-Mode Network Using eLoran.

As mentioned in an earlier section, it is possible for an eLoran transmitter to be synchronised
to UTC to an accuracy of a few nano-seconds by Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency
Transfer (TWSTFT); time could then be disseminated using the Long Range capability of an
eLoran station.
As mentioned, the USCG type clock ensemble, based on three Caesium clocks at the
transmitter, can maintain timing accuracy to within 50 ns over a period of 70 days; equivalent
to about 0.7 ns per day. This implies that for the greatest holdover time we are interested in,
5 days, an eLoran transmitter can maintain standalone timing accuracy to 3.5 ns – 1 m in the
pseudorange position domain. The 10 m limit is reached at 33 ns, giving us 50 days of
holdover, neglecting other error sources. Holdover of system time from GNSS failure is not
important in this case, since we propose using a time transfer mechanism to the eLoran
station that is independent of GNSS; although we do have to take into consideration the
possible failure of the TWSTFT system itself. It should be sufficient to re-calibrate the eLoran
transmitter once a week or even once a fortnight.
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However, holdover of positioning and navigation capability at the users’ receivers depends
on the error budget of the method deployed to disseminate time synchronisation from the
eLoran transmitter to the user. This sub-section explores the possible methods, and their
advantages and disadvantages.
We have seen that eLoran can be used for positioning, navigation, and timing. Within the
eLoran ecosystem we will see eLoran receivers for positioning and navigation, and more
specialised eLoran timing receivers. With an eLoran timing receiver it is possible to
disseminate UTC time from the UTC synchronised eLoran transmitter via the eLoran radiated
signal; all of the considerations for groundwave propagation in the positioning domain apply
equally to the timing domain.
Stand-alone eLoran will achieve synchronisation to within a few micro-seconds (10-6 s) of UTC
at a distant eLoran timing receiver, the accuracy of this method is limited mainly by the
unknown speed of propagation of the eLoran signal over land: the Additional Secondary
Factor (ASF).
ASF look-up tables (or one-time synchronisation) removes this offset and brings the precision
of an eLoran timing receiver to within 100s of nano-seconds (10-7 s) of UTC. The main cause
of UTC offset at the receiver is now due to temporal variation in the speed of propagation.
Both ASF and also Primary-Factor (speed of the signal in the air) vary seasonally and can also
show diurnal (day / night) variations of several 10s of ns.
If there is a nearby differential-Loran (DLoran) reference station, differential timing
corrections, provided to the timing receiver may be able to bring timing error down to 10s of
nano-seconds (10-8 s).
If DLoran is employed, there will need to be a source of UTC at the DLoran reference station;
the DLoran corrections have been shown to be valid up to a radius of 30 km or so from the
reference station, meaning that UTC could be disseminated at the 10s of nanosecond level
over a 250 km2 region around the reference station.
The required solution depends on the requirements, and we consider each form of eLoran
next.
E.3.2.1 Non-differential eLoran With ASF Tables
As mentioned, this technique should be able to achieve UTC synchronisation to the 100s of
nanoseconds level. If each VDES R-Mode station is independently synchronised to within 100
ns of UTC by reception of the eLoran signal (see
Figure 97), each R-Mode station will pass on a ~30 m pseudo-range bias to the user. Nearby
VDES R-Mode stations, synchronised to the same eLoran signal, will incur about the same UTC
bias and will pass identical biases on to the user – the majority of which may cancel into the
clock, but this is by no means certain due to LF signal propagation path differences between
the eLoran transmitter and each VDES R-Mode station (this effect is called “spatial
decorrelation”).
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Figure 97 – Basic combined eLoran / VDES R-Mode with eLoran signal used to provide
synchronisation of the VDES R-Mode stations. VDES base stations contain eLoran timing receivers.

If several eLoran transmitters are used, the biases could be averaged out, with the possibility
of obtaining better synchronisation, with 10-20 m biases, but it is unknown how much would
cancel into the receiver clock offset solution.
This method is highly unlikely to achieve the precision of synchronisation required for
accurate VDES R-Mode positioning.
E.3.2.2 Differential-Loran (UTC and non-UTC) with ASF Tables
A basic differential-Loran service will issue pseudorange corrections for each eLoran signal in
view.
We distinguish between two cases~:
1. The DLoran reference station is not synchronised to UTC.
2. The DLoran reference station is synchronised to UTC.
Non-UTC Synchronised DLoran
Without an accurate source of UTC at the differential eLoran reference-station (hence
DLoran) site the station uses received eLoran signals to solve its receiver-clock offset and
generates pseudo-corrections. These are differential corrections made relative to an arbitrary
clock-solution, not necessarily eLoran time or UTC. Alternatively, corrections can be
generated in time-difference (TD) mode where one eLoran station, usually the strongest, is
used as the timing master and all other stations have their corrections defined relative to this
one. The corrections of the timing master station are always zero by definition.
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Accurate nominal ASFs at the DLoran reference-station means that the pseudo corrections
could be quite small (10s of nanoseconds) and so the averaged reference-station clock
solution would get quite close to UTC. It is unclear how accurate this would be without
performing trials, but possibly the same level of accuracy as the magnitude of the corrections
(some 10s of nanoseconds).
If eLoran timing is used to synchronise several VDES R-Mode stations (see
Figure 98), spatial de-correlation biases would occur and these may be ~10 m (30ns) or more.
These biases are incurred because the eLoran signal propagation path to the timing receiver
at the VDES station is not the same as the path to the DLoran site. Synchronisation errors may
be several 10s of nanoseconds, and therefore introducing >10m R-Mode pseudorange error.
Again, this method may be unsuitable for the precision of synchronisation needed to
support an accurate VDES R-Mode position and navigation service.

Figure 98 – Local differential (DLoran) service can improve accuracy, and also synchronisation of
VDES stations, but quality is unknown as the technique is untested.

UTC Synchronised DLoran
A UTC-synchronised DLoran reference station (see
Figure 99) can issue true time-of-flight range corrections. The user would obtain true UTC
synchronisation to the same level of precision as the DLoran station, less the accuracy of its
own eLoran pseudo-range measurements (10-20ns, equating to 3 to 5 m). All VDES stations
in range would achieve about the same level of synchronisation.
There would still be spatial de-correlation and it is unclear how severe this would be.
Experimental data on eLoran timing de-correlation is sparse at best. More is known about decorrelation of position accuracy, and a 10m decorrelation error can be incurred over a 3050km baseline from the DLoran reference station. De-correlation biases that are common to
all eLoran signals are absorbed into the user’s receiver clock-solution and affect timing, but
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not positioning accuracy. It is believed that positioning de-correlation is probably less severe
than timing de-correlation although there is currently no experimental evidence to show this.

Realistically we should assume that only ~100 ns UTC synchronisation of remote VDES
stations is possible using UTC synchronised DLoran
.
Again, this method is probably not accurate enough for R-Mode navigation purposes.

Figure 99 – If the DLoran site has UTC-synchronisation hardware, it can disseminate UTC with the
differential corrections.

Even achieving UTC synchronisation of the DLoran site in the first instance may not be easy
and MarRINav will need to consider how to achieve this. There are several options:
1. Use a GNSS receiver – this is the least desirable option for reasons of vulnerability,
however it may be applicable, provided consensus is obtained across all stakeholders,
depending on inherent stability of on-board receiver oscillator.
2. Dark Fibre / TSWTT – The same advantages and disadvantages apply to this application
as mentioned earlier.
3. Co-locate the DLoran reference stations with national UTC standards – logistically this
would be difficult, bearing in mind the location of such standards (for example the
proposed Nodes of the NPL NTC), and spatial decorrelation effects to the point of use
of the DLoran corrections.
E.3.2.3 A Non-differential Loran Technique
Figure 100 illustrates a technique for VDES R-Mode synchronisation that does not rely on
DLoran, but it does rely on the proximity of VDES R-Mode transponders to an eLoran
transmitter and each other. For the UK, MarRINav has proposed the use of small, low-power
eLoran stations located at the extremities of the UK and Ireland using an antenna installation
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technique based on sharing the guy wires of TV masts. As described earlier, the aim would be
to synchronise a master eLoran transmitter using TWSTFT, and then use TWLFTT to the
outlying eLoran transmitters, which will already by necessity be positioned close the coast.
If a VDES R-Mode station could be co-located with an outlying eLoran station, it could be
possible to achieve much better UTC synchronisation by taking time directly from the eLoran
station signal triggers. The “master timing” VDES R-Mode transponder could have its antenna
mounted high up on the same TV mast to try to improve the line of sight to the next VDES RMode transponder in the coastal region. VDES R-Mode two-way self-synchronisation could
then be employed to pass time synchronisation between VDES R-Mode transponders and
perhaps all the way around the UK coast.

Figure 100 – Two-Way LF Time Transfer (TWLFTT) to disseminate eLoran UTC amongst smaller lowpower eLoran stations. Co-located VDES base-stations can pick up UTC directly from eLoran
station. These “master” VDES R-Mode base-stations then also synchronise other nearby VDES
base-stations using VHF / VDES signals.

E.3.2.4 Local Synchronisation of eLoran and VDES R-Mode System Times
We could of course consider the opposite point of view, that we employ VDES R-Mode to
synchronise eLoran locally at the point of use. This would be achieved by co-locating a VDES
receiver (or base-station) with the DLoran reference-station equipment. Three methods can
then be explored:
1. Use VDES system-time (as achieved by synchronising the VDES receiver to the wider
network) as the reference-time for the DLoran station. This process might be relatively
simple, passing a clock-signal or 1PPS trigger from the VDES receiver into the DLoran
receiver equipment.
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2. Use the DLoran station time (as obtained by the reference-station receiver) as a local
“UTC” synchronisation point for the VDES network. Again by a simple clock-input or
1PPS trigger to synchronise the hardware. This would synchronise the VDES network
in the vicinity of the port to a local realisation of eLoran time (and not UTC) and would
allow eLoran and VDES R-Mode pseudo-ranges to be combined in solution.
3. Employ a combined eLoran / VDES receiver at the DLoran site that can make pseudorange measurements from eLoran transmitters, and also any nearby VDES R-Mode
base-stations. The differential corrections produced by the station can then improve
eLoran accuracy, and also issue differential corrections for the VDES stations. The
effect would be the same – to tie both systems to a common time-base and allow a
local user to combine differentially corrected eLoran and VDES pseudo-ranges.
Each port may have its own DLoran reference station, each of these providing their own intersystem time synchronisation point. Since eLoran UTC realisation depends on local ASF, the
DLoran station at each port will provide synchronisation of the local VDES network to a slightly
different time-base. For a large-area self-synchronised VDES network this could be a problem.
It is unclear what happens when an attempt is made to synchronise two nodes to two
different realisations of system-time (which could be 100 s of nanoseconds apart).
E.3.3

GNSS Dependent Systems

Although the purest form of Resilient PNT would not rely on GNSS within the infrastructure,
it is right to consider these techniques as it is actually the RPNT system’s holdover from an
outage that is the main consideration. The duration of the period of holdover depends on
:
1. The quality of the oscillators within the system.
2. The ability to ensemble the oscillators within the system.
3. The quality of the oscillator within the user’s MSR.
Depending on which VDES-eLoran synchronisation method is used, there could be
considerable hold-over stability in the combined system if we consider that the network of all
VDES base-station clocks, all DLoran station clocks and all eLoran Caesium clocks could act as
a highly stable clock ensemble, providing weeks of holdover capability once GNSS has been
lost.
As long as eLoran and VDES are synchronised to each other it does not really matter if the
whole ensemble drifts from UTC, as long, during the holdover period, the UTC offset stays
within the 100 ms UTC requirement for the MSR. GNSS could be used as a cheap alternative
to TWSTFT at the master timing eLoran station (Anthorn perhaps) and the inherent stability
of the entire network used as holdover if GNSS time is ever lost.
It is MarRINav’s belief that a carefully configured system could provide five day holdover
from GNSS failure, and perhaps even longer.
Various options exist for the inclusion of GNSS within the RPNT time synchronisation
ecosystem.
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E.3.3.1 GNSS Disciplined Oscillator at the VDES R-Mode Station
GNSS can be used to steer the VDES R-Mode base-station oscillator as long as the oscillator
at the VDES station has enough hold-over performance to keep synchronisation if GNSS is
unavailable for any reason (
Table 6). Without the use of network based synchronisation, each base-station would require
a Caesium clock, and this could be expensive, so MarRINav recommends that selfsynchronisation also be employed if this option is chosen.
E.3.3.2 Hybrid GNSS/eLoran Timing Receiver at the VDES R-Mode Station
GNSS can be used to provide UTC when it is available, and can also synchronise the local “ASF
corrections” for an eLoran timing receiver. Upon loss of GNSS, timing switches to the eLoran
source, using the last “clean” ASF calibration point, which maintains synchronisation
equivalent to Stratum 1 or better, over time due to the stability of the eLoran signals. This is
how the Chronos Technology eLoran/GPS timing receiver works without a UTC-DLoran
service. It should be possible to purchase a Chronos device off the shelf, and plug it in to the
VDES receiver clock input. The device will auto-calibrate the local ASF when initialised and will
maintain stability if GNSS time is lost for perhaps a few hours, certainly the 15 minute
continuity period.
E.3.3.3 .4GNSS with a Rubidium Clock and TWSTFT
A compromise solution that is not as expensive as a pure TWSTFT that reduces the
dependence on the latter. The Rubidium clock holds over short outages (possibly up to 15
minutes; see
Table 6), with TWSTFT employed when GNSS is unavailable for some time, to save usage costs.
E.3.3.4 GNSS Disciplined Clock at a DLoran Reference Station
With eLoran timing receivers at the VDES stations DLoran can provide UTC via its own GNSSsynchronised clock in its differential corrections. At the point when GNSS is lost the current
DLoran corrections can be held in memory as “nominal ASFs” – these will be very accurate.
The DLoran station then operates in non-UTC mode (equivalently allowing the station clock
to free-run). This clock offset is solved for in solution using the nominal ASFs stored before
the loss of GNSS. Corrections are then issued such that the time-synchronisation obtained by
the eLoran user in the field remains very close to UTC for a long time (as long as the eLoran
clocks remain close to UTC). There may be possible diurnal (day/night) effects and also
seasonal effects due to eLoran signal propagation, and the usual spatial de-correlation issue.
This method could possibly provide 10 ns synchronisation of VDES stations in the field but decorrelation and diurnal variations probably invalidates this method.
Because of the need to send DLoran corrections to a remote station, this method may be
unsuitable for the precision of synchronisation needed to support an accurate VDES RMode position and navigation service.
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E.4

Summary and Conclusions

Table 7 summarises the techniques that we have investigated in this section. Note that the
same considerations apply to whatever other radionavigation system we wish to include
within the RPNT system-of-systems.
Table 8 shows an example matrix that may be used to categorise each method; this will be
explored further during Phase 2.
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GNSS
Dependency

Method

Independent

Two-Way ShipShore VDES RMode Ranging

6

Error Budget and Error
Propagation Considerations
Errors in channel delay
calibration.
User clock drift.
Residuals of VHF propagation
delays
User Range Error, including
VDES R-Mode station clock
jitter.
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Complexity
Low.
No external support
infrastructure required

Disdvantages

Advantages

High end Rubidium or Caesium required;
costly for ship-owner.
UTC cannot be derived from VDES RMode alone.
VDES slot capacity (data bandwidth)
needs to be managed.
Channel delays require calibration and
documented.
Method needs to be included in VDES RMode standards
Network may need to be divided into
separate sub-networks depending on
distances between VDES R-Mode basestations (station density).
UTC injection nodes can either be
expensive, or dependent on GNSS.

Independent of external infrastructure.
No time synchronisation error
propagation to the user’s position
solution.
Pseudorange becomes “range”.

VDES R-Mode
Network SelfSynchronisation

Residual of base-station clock
adjustment method.
Residuals of VHF propagation
delays between base-stations.
Error on VHF propagation delay
of one-way sync.
Accuracy of local realisation of
UTC at the base-station.

UTC injection nodes
required.

Low infrastructure cost possible, but
depends on number of sub-networks that
each require UTC synch.
R-Mode network clocks behave as an
ensemble with improved stability
compared to a single clock.

Time Over Dark
Fibre

Dark Fibre internal errors.
Residuals of VHF propagation
delays between base-stations.

Installation could be logistically difficult
to preferred R-Mode stations’, which
could be possibly remote, locations.

Cheaper than TWSTFT.
VDES R-Mode self-synchronisation
method can keep costs under control.

Time Over
TWSTFT

TWSTFT internal errors.

Dark Fibre requires at
least some VDES stations
to be close to fibre
terminal installation.
Subscription required.
Space needed at station
for TWSTFT equipment.
Subscription required.

Expensive for hardware and
subscription.

Synchronisation
of VDES R-Mode
Network using
eLoran6

ASF errors.
Spatial Decorrelation.
Internal TWLFTT errors.

Complexity depends on
eventual method
employed.
eLoran receiver hardware
required at each VDES RMode transponder.

Requires eLoran timing receiver to be
installed at each VDES R-Mode
transponder site.
DLoran options would reduce Loran
Range of time dissemination.

Most accurate source of UTC
dissemination.
Straightforward installation for TWSTFT.
VDES R-Mode self-synchronisation
method can keep costs under control.
Wide area dissemination of timing
possible from the Long Range 100 kHz
RF signal.

Overall approach has advantages, disadvantages and consequences to error budget that change depending on the exact implementation explored in subsequent rows of
the table.
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Non-differential
eLoran with ASF
Tables

User ASF calibration error.
Spatial decorrelation of eLoran
signal across multiple VDES RMode sites.
Internal TWLFTT errors.

eLoran ASF will need to be
measured and stored in
the VDES R-Mode base
station’s eLoran timing
receiver.

Non-UTC
Synchronised
DifferentialLoran with ASF
Tables

DLoran spatial decorrelation
(30 km limit).
Internal TWLFTT error.

Requires ASF.
Requires a DLoran
reference station to be
installed within 30 km of a
VDES R-Mode base
station.

UTC
Synchronised
DifferentialLoran with ASF
Tables

DLoran spatial decorrelation
(30 km limit)
Internal TWLFTT error.
~100 ns UTC sync. of VDES RMode base stations.

Non-differential
Loran
Technique

Sync. Error at eLoran
transmitter.
Internal TWLFTT error.
Residuals of VHF propagation
delays between R-Mode basestations.
Residual of errors at DLoran
site.

Local
synchronisation
of eLoran and
VDES systemtimes

Synchronisation error ~ 100 ns – quite
poor
Relies on common eLoran pseudorange
biases cancelling into the R-Mode
receiver clock offset, which may not be
accurate enough due to eLoran spatial
decorrelation
Multiple eLoran transmissions need to be
received at each DLoran reference
station.
DLoran spatial decorrelation.
Range limited to approx. 30 km from a
DLoran reference station.

Most simple of the eLoran approaches.

Requires ASFs
Requires a source of UTC
at each DLoran Reference
Station.
Decision required based
on holdover period
required; between GNSS
disciplined oscillator to
TWSTFT, colocation of
DLoran and NPL site.
Less complex than relying
on DLoran network.

Requires a source of UTC at each DLoran
Reference Station. (See information on
TWSTFT and Dark Fibre)
Range limited to 30 km from DLoran
reference station.
DLoran spatial decorrelation.
Reliant on VDES R-Mode station offsets
cancelling in users’ receivers.
GNSS sync option will require good
stability oscillator in case of failure.
Relies on line of sight of eLoran
transmitter and VDES R-Mode network.
Relies on self-synchronisation capability
within VDES R-Mode network.

Only requires a single eLoran
transmission to be received at the
DLoran reference station.
All VDES base stations in range would
achieve approx. the same level of
synchronisation.

Requires DLoran
collocated with a VDES RMode base station.

No spatial decorrelation from DLoran.
Wider VDES R-Mode selfsynchronisation to extended network of
transponders is no longer available.

Local system foregoing the need to
synchronise to UTC.
UTC to MSR only requires 100ms
accuracy.

No need to provide independent UTC
synchronisation at each DLoran
reference station.

No DLoran spatial decorrelation.
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GNSS Disciplined
Oscillator at
VDES R-Mode
Station

Residuals of VHF propagation
delays between base-stations.
Fractional frequency offset of
standalone oscillator (clock
drift).

No external complex
infrastructure required
for sync.

Hybrid
GNSS/eLoran
Timing Receiver
at the VDES RMode Station
GNSS with
Rubidium Clock
and TWSTFT

Diurnal errors.

Relies on maintenance of
eLoran timing receiver.

Rubidium clock drift following
GNSS failure.
Internal TWSTFT errors.
Residuals of VHF propagation
delays between base-stations.
Diurnal errors.
Spatial decorrelation errors.
Seasonal errors.

Requires TWSTFT
hardware and external
antennas.
Subscription required.

GNSS Disciplined
Rubidium Clock
at DLoran
Reference Station

eLoran timing receivers at
VDES R-Mode stations.
GNSS clocks at DLoran for
UTC sync.

Relies on holdover of ensemble across
the VDES R-Mode network.
Requires VDES R-Mode selfsynchronisation to be developed and
deployed.
Inherently GNSS dependent.
Requires eLoran timing receiver at the
VDES R-Mode station.
Stratum-1 is defined for
telecommunications, but is not sufficient
for time synchronising RPNT.
TWSTFT hardware and subscription is
expensive.
Requires VDES R-Mode selfsynchronisation to be developed and
deployed.
Diurnal and seasonal effect.
Spatial decorrelation effect.

Cheap source of time.
Simple.

Simple link to eLoran time.
No DLoran required at VDES R-Mode
station.
Cheap oscillator.

Cheap oscillator.

Table 7 – Comparison of system-time synchronisation methods for eLoran and VDES R-Mode.

Error
Budget

Dependent
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Low
Medium
High

Low
TBD
TBD
TBD

Costs
Medium
TBD
TBD
TBD

Table 8 – Categorisation of techniques based on error budget and costs.

High
TBD
TBD
TBD
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Other VDES R-Mode Positioning Modes

Four forms of positioning solution have been explored within MarRINav. There may be others
possible, but we have limited scope here in order not to prolong, or complicate, the analysis
during this Phase 1. Each of the modes presented should indicate better coverage
performance compared to the previous. Each positioning mode has its advantages and
disadvantages.
The following four options have been explored:
Option 1 - Positioning using at least 4 pseudorange measurements:
•
•
•

This is referred to as the “R-Mode Baltic method” [13].
R-Mode Baltic requires at least 4 signals for 2D positioning (see p. 44 of [13]) to solve
for positioning ambiguity and receiver clock offset.
VDES R-Mode transmitters are synchronised to 10 ns (using a high quality GNSS
steered Rubidium Clock providing up to 2 hours holdover). .

Option 2 - Positioning using at least 3 pseudorange measurements:
•
•
•

3 pseudoranges should be sufficient for 2D positioning if the user equipment has
approximate knowledge of its location.
This is the R-Mode Baltic method assuming only 3 stations required (because we know
which side of the Earth we are on, and that ambiguity is resolved).
This is the method assumed in the main body of this report (Section 0), and will not
be presented further in this additional Annex.

Option 3 - Positioning using at least 3 range measurements:
•
•
•

This is ranging, not pseudoranging, however it is achieved, assumes a precise clock
aboard ship and therefore no need to solve for the clock offset.
3 measurements are the minimum required for unambiguous 2D positioning using
“true” ranging.
The plot provided assumes passive (one-way) ranging; a slightly better performance
could be achieved using active (two-way) ranging but there are doubts that this is a
realistic option because of the additional data link loading that would be present on
VDES.

Option 4 - Positioning using at least 2 range measurements :
•
•

2 range measurements result in (potentially dangerous) position close-quarter
ambiguity which would have to be resolved somehow.
The plot below assumes passive (1-way) ranging, requiring a precise clock aboard ship,
with occasional two-way calibration messaging to re-synchronise the vessel’s clock
with system-time.
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Option 1 – The “R-Mode Baltic Method”

This employs the positioning mode that is being proposed and developed by the R-Mode
Baltic Sea project. In this section we determine whether the technique being developed is
applicable to the UK.

Figure 101 - Option 1 - UK wide VDES R-Mode performance, based on existing AIS stations
upgraded to VDES with R-Mode (the R-Mode Baltic method with 4 stations required).
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The UK-wide coverage plot is shown in
Figure 101. This plot now shows 4 accuracy contours, the original 10 m , 20, m and 30 m
contours in light blue, green and red, with a darker red contour illustrating a 100 m contour,
which represents the Coastal Voyage phase requirement of 100 m from IALA R.129 [10]. As
can be seen from the plot, the coverage of this service is very poor, apart from areas in the
West of Scotland, and just north of the Forth Estuary on the east coast. However, coverage
to the better than 20 m level is patchy at best the closer the user approaches land – just the
sort of locations that need coverage! Parts of the South Wales coast can achieve better than
20 m. The East coast is not provided coverage at all, and the coverage on the South coast in
the English Channel is woeful.

F.2

Option 2

See Section 0.

F.3

Option 3

Coverage conditions under Option 3 are shown in
Figure 102. Employing a precise clock aboard ship allows ranging, rather than pseudoranging,
and positioning without the need to solve for the receiver clock offset. We can assume that
two-way ranging can be used occasionally to re-calibrate the user’s on-board clock to VDES
R-Mode system time. Coverage to the 10 m level is much more improved, with performance
extending out into the English Channel. There are still issues closer into the coast due to lineof-sight limitations of the signals; the service is patchy and performance varies widely as a
vessel progresses in its coastal passage. The East Coast of England is still not covered
sufficiently.
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Figure 102 - Option 3 - UK wide VDES R-Mode performance, based on existing AIS stations
upgraded to VDES with R-Mode, with at least 3 stations employed at each location.
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Option 4

Figure 103 illustrates UK-wide VDES R-Mode performance under the assumption of Option
4.

Figure 103 – Option 4 - UK wide VDES R-Mode performance, based on existing AIS stations
upgraded to VDES with R-Mode, with at least 2 stations employed at each location.
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Coverage is improved in the English Channel, and the East Coast of England, while remaining
patchy.
F.4.1

Option 4: Positioning Ambiguities

This mode of operation, by employing only two signals, may introduce quite insidious closequarter positioning ambiguities. The problem is illustrated in
Figure 104 and is described next.

Figure 104 – Option 4 induces the possibility of the existence of close-quarter positioning
ambiguities.

The figure shows parts of the counties of Norfolk and Lincolnshire. Between these two
counties, along the coast, lies a large bay called The Wash. There are two AIS (VDES R-Mode)
stations, one at Skegness and one at Langham. In the two-range mode of operation of Option
4 we can see the effect of a known issue in such positioning in radionavigation. Looking at the
baseline between the two stations we see the positioning accuracy degrade because of the
very poor geometry along that baseline. On either side of the baseline there are two “lobes”
of 10 m accuracy (blue contour). Imagine a vessel travelling from out at sea to the north-east
of The Wash heading in a direction south-west into The Wash. There are two locations, one
either side of the station baseline, where the user’s receiver will measure the exact same
ranges; the result in an ambiguity – two locations within a short distance that can result in
the same calculate position. Such ambiguities would need to be resolved either by reference
to a second positioning system, or tracking the ambiguity once GNSS has been lost, within the
Data Processing platform of the Multi-System Receiver. Indeed an IMO Guideline [35] states
that part of the Data Processing of the receiver would be dedicated to ensuring the plausibility
of input data.
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Coverage Prediction Assumptions

Here we present some background information regarding the assumptions and
considerations incorporated into the coverage prediction software models that have been
employed during this work. We consider eLoran, VDES R-Mode and radar absolute
positioning.

G.1

eLoran

The principles of operation of the eLoran coverage prediction capability includes:
1. Geographical region in latitude and longitude, and map (grid) density are provided,
and a list of transmitting stations, and DLoran sites.
2. eLoran Ground-wave propagation calculation maps ground-wave field strength and
delay (ASF) for each transmitter.
3. An atmospheric noise calculation determines background interference.
4. Skywave calculation determines strength and delay of eLoran skywave.
5. Error modelling based on Signal-to-Noise Ratio and skywave interference.
6. Differential-Loran error modelling based on Spatial Decorrelation.
7. Integrity calculation using RAIM algorithm.
8. Optional (User-selected flag) - Continuity & Availability calculations.
9. Optional – Plotting of ‘hot spot’ areas indicating likely locations for future
transmitters.
Sources of Information
•

•

•

•

•

Ground Conductivity is a digitised form of data available through ITU-R P.832-3 “World
atlas of ground conductivities”. Maps for MF have been used as representative of LF
conductivity. Except in locations where data has been rebuilt (China; Korea; and highaccuracy coastline data – see below).
Groundwave propagation by Millington’s method, as described in ITU-R P.368-9
“Ground-wave propagation curves for frequencies between 10kHz and 30Mhz”.
Digital forms of the curves generated by ITU-published software ‘GRWAVE.exe’
available from their website.
Skywave propagation and delays calculated according to ITU-R P.1147-4 “Prediction
of skywave field strength at frequencies between about 150 and 1700kHz”. The lowend frequency description is used. Skywave interference is calculated as described in
this report.
Background atmospheric noise calculated using ITU-R P.372-6 “Radio Noise”, using
1Mhz charts including frequency; bandwidth; time of day; and seasonal correction
tables therein, refined and digitised by Spaulding & Washburn (US Dept. of Commerce,
April 1985). ITU data converted to a 1-sigma ‘effective noise power’ by the method
described below.
Accuracy, Integrity, Continuity and Availability are all calculated as described in this
report.
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Data
Ground Conductivity
Groundwave

Source
ITU-R P.832-3
ITU-R P.368-9

Skywave

ITU-R P.1147-4

Background Noise
Receiver Performance

ITU-R P.372-6
GLA
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Notes
Digitised and rebuilt in places using DTED
8th-order polynomial fitting of GRWAVE
output
Proprietary conversion of sky-field to TOA
error
Median converted to arithmetic mean power
RTCM SC-127 MOPS & IEC

Table 9 – Sources of Data.

G.2

VDES R-Mode

Table 10 illustrates the assumptions made, and standards included, within the GLA VDES RMode coverage prediction software tool.
Parameter
Base station
infrastructure
Ranging waveform

Value / Assumption
119 stations

Data symbols

Random (zero mean,
mutually uncorrelated)

Duration of
ranging signal
transmission
Ranging error
model
Transmission
timing jitter
Transmitter power
Antenna feeder
loss

Approximately 26.67 ms

Transmit antenna
height above
terrain

25 m

VDE-TER 100K

Modified Cramer-Rao
Bound [36]
10 ns (one-sigma)
12.5 W
1.2 dB

Notes
Based on the location of all existing AIS
base stations in the UK and Ireland
100 kHz-bandwidth VDE-TER
waveform, using any of the standard
VDE modulations; provides the best
ranging performance out of all
terrestrial VDES waveforms
Ordinary user data transmissions are
used for ranging rather than a fixed,
dedicated data sequence (slightly
better performance could be achieved
with an optimized, dedicated R-Mode
sequence)
1 VDES time slot

Consistent with assumptions made by
MARINAV
Standard AIS/VDES high-power setting
Based on a typical GLA’ AIS
installation; applied at either side of
the radio link
Assumed identical for all BS
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Propagation
channel model
Path loss model

AWGN only, i.e.
no multipath effects
modelled
Rec. ITU-R P.1812

Terrain elevation
model

EU-DEM v.1.1

Receive antenna
height above sea
water/terrain
Antenna gain

10 m

Receive system
noise figure
(including external
noise)

19 dB

0 dBd
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Further work is required to establish a
realistic multipath channel model
A terrain-specific VHF/UHF path loss
model
A Europe-wide model with a horizontal
resolution of 25 m and vertical
accuracy of 7 m (RMSE)
Representative of an AIS antenna
location on a small buoy tender, such
as THV Alert
Representative of a typical VHF endfed dipole antenna; same value
assumed for both transmit and receive
antenna
Based on AIS equipment manufacturer
and ITU data and own measurements;
for a more detailed discussion, see
[36], [37]

Table 10 – GLA VDES R-Mode coverage prediction assumptions, standards and models.
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Hot Spot Mapping of VDES R-Mode

Figure 105 illustrates a “hot spot” analysis performed for the stations assumed in Figure 40
and shows the ideal locations for additional VDES R-Mode stations. We can ascertain several
points:
1. It is not possible to support the more north-eastern region of the TSS traffic pattern
without installing a VDES R-Mode station aboard a platform at sea (the red contour in
2. Figure 105), and there are none in a suitable location in the area.
3. Adding more stations, in staggered formation, on either side of the River Thames as
we move in towards London would improve coverage there.
4. A station somewhere down the western coast of France could improve coverage, for
example
5. Figure 106 shows the effect of adding a station at Etaples, pulling coverage to the
south, but an additional station in Belgium at Oostduinkerke adds only marginally
extra coverage along the northern French coast.

Figure 105 – “Hot Spot” map of ideal locations for further VDES R-Mode stations.
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Figure 106 – The addition of a VDES R-Mode station at Etaples on the west coast of France. Blue =
10 m (95%), Green = 20 m (95%) and Red = 100 m (95%).
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LOCATA Installations

The Locata system has been fully operational since 2011.
Locata have a number of existing commercial deployments and partnerships:
•

The open-cast Boddington gold mine in Western Australia. This is run in cooperation with
Leica Geosystem using their JPS (Jigsaw Positioning System). Locata can provide
independent solution or a loosely coupled integrated solution with GNSS.

•

The US Air Force White Sands Testing Grounds, where it is used for flight tests in a GPS
denied environment. Locata is utilised standalone and is reporting accuracy on 6-10 cm
horizontal and dm level in altitude.

•

In 2013 Locata was selected for indoor testing at US based Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety’s (IIHS) Vehicle Research Center near Washington, D.C.7

•

NASA is employing Locata for future unmanned aerial system research and Langley
Research Centre.

•

Other clients of Locata can be found at www.locata.com/clients.

I.1

Operation in the Ports of Auckland

Locata is being used on the landside of the ports to monitor the movement of containers.
Locata is mounted on autonomous straddle carriers that transfer containers from the
quayside cranes (that load/unload cargo vessels) and the container storage areas.
The straddle carrier is equipped with Locata and multipath resistant Orb60 antennas. These
antennas can also provide heading even when static. Locata transceivers are located on
dedicated pylons, to avoid antenna wind load. The network was designed for Safety of Life
application: the rover has to operate, at a given accuracy, even if the optimal Locata
transceiver (based on DOP (dilution of precision) contribution) ceases operation. This has
resulted in an increased number of transceivers in the network. The network also deploys an
alternative master unit, that takes over if the master fails.
The operation consists of 67 rovers and 55 Locata transceivers, which require the deployment
of two independent Locata networks (each limited to 30 units, each with a master and an
alternative master) and further increase network resilience.

7

https://www.gpsworld.com/Locata-positioning-to-underpin-crash-avoidance-research/
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